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CRAPTER ONE

A Social Studies Program

Elting E. Morison
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In the following pages the men who have assumed the intellectual

direction of the Social Studies Program of Educational Services

Incorporated describe the several parts of the Program. These descriptive

essays were written in part to answer the questions most often put to us

about matters of content and method,

There is a different kind of question, continuously put to us in one

way or another, that goes-beyond substance or procedure in search,

apparently, of the justifiable purpose far this enterprise. The question

comes in a.variety of forms. Why are we doing what we are doing? Is

it worth doing? What will become of it all if we.go on doing it?

The simple answers are: we are doing it because, with or without

attachment to results, it turns out to be, just in itself, very interesting

work. And at least in our own intellectual interest well worth the

doing. For those used to studying society from the sterilized base of

a modern scholarly field to came a little closer to the contagion of the

world's slow stain is no doubt a good thing. As for where it will all

end, we do not know and-indeed it seems that nobody can be sure. One man

from whom we were seeking money thought it might prove to be merely "fun

and games" while one of his awn colleagues said that we were "the

architects of a revolution."

Such simple answers may satisfy the curiosity about personal motivations,

but they do not get to the end of a search for some greater purpose in

the business of developing new course materials and new teadhing methods

for our schools. Nor do they supply evidence from which prudential

judgement could be reached about the wisdom of sustaining this enterprise

into even a limited future.



There are some great texts in support of anyone who seeks to improve

the process of education - as opposed to the increase of knowledge

today. Half a century ago, H.G. Wells said that human history was

becoming more and more a race between education and catastrophe. Some

years later., Alfred North Whitehead said that today the rule was absolute:

the society that did not value and nourish the trained mind would perish.

And in this country, a republic, it is not enough to nourish the minds

of the rich, the well born, the able, or of those modern aristocrats, those

with scores of 700 or better in the MAT/SAT tests. Robert Winthrop put

the general case very well in speaking 100 years ago of the emancipated

negroes "Justice to them, the welfare of the States in which they live,

the safety of the whole Republic, the dignity of the elective franchise,

- all alike demand that the still remaining bonds of ignorance shall be

unloosed and broken and the minds as well as the bodies of the emancipated

go free."

Today, in a world With a future that will be governed more by ideas

then by recollection of past experience, there will be a new and dangerous

com7ition of servitude for all those whose minds do not go free. "Our

purpose," as James B. Conant said, "is to cultivate in the largest possible

number of our future citizens an appreciation of both the responsibilities

and benefits which come to them because they are Americans and are free."

So much for great texts. They suggest ("catastrophe," 'perish,"

"the safety of the whole Republic", that ih the interests of survival,

let alone "the great sociel," at least sdn: of those near the top of the

ivory tower, in the scholars' stalls and studies, would do well to have a

care for the foundations; or, to put it another way, to concern themselves
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with what's going on in the schools.

Ever since we began, we have often been asked if we really do have

any idea of what is now going on in the schools. We also have been

exposed to a good many not necessarily expert witnesses with stront

feelings. From K to 12, it is said, things in the social studies are

"dull," "superificial," "sterilely descriptive," "irrelevant," and

n repetitious." We will not recite on this matter in any detail, nor

would it help much if we did. For one thing, too many general indictments -

bad words and adjectival clauses - have already been fired at a system

which in its totality is one of the most distinctive achievements of

this society. In no other country, for instance, can any citizen obtain

the kind of education at public expense that is here available for anyone

capable of it from the Kindergarten through the highest graduate degrees.

For another thing, it has become obvious to us that throughout this

system there are at work, in some number gifted teachers and brave

superintendents who have done remarkable things in their classrooms and

schools. It is not possible, in view of these considerations, to indict

the whole system. And even if it were, it would not be profitable to do

so. The justification for efforts such as ours will not be found in

generalized descriptions of how bad things are, but in demonstrations of

haw they might become better. And we do believe that by several small

demonstrations we have already indicated that we can contribute, in

important ways, to the general improvement of the teaching of social studies

in the schools.

Our case may be stated in the following way. The object of courses

in the social studies is to enable students to live as effectively and



satisfyingly as possible in the society they will enter. To this end,

students need to have some very specific information about themselves

as human beings and about the past and present of the sopiety they will

enter. They also need to have some understanding of the general nature

of all societies. They need to develop powers of analysis and of logical

thought: they need also to develop the power of their intuitions and

Imaginations. They need, in other words, to feel strongly as wefl as

think clearly and to tell the difference between the two. They need also

to develop an awareness that articles of faith - whi6h are often called

a sense of values - are necessary regulators for the choices and actions

any man has to take.

No doubt all those concerned with the educational process would come

to easy agreement on these propositions. The purpose of our venture is

to bring this set of platitudinous objectives somewhat closer to ful-

fillment. In so far as this suggests the need for curriculum change in the

social studies, we can say that we have concentrated our efforts at the

source of all such change - course materials. There are, of course, many

elements in this process of change from new school architecture to

teacher training, from better testing schemes to rwvel theories of learning -

but everything starts out - and is continuously governed by - what is

taught. Our effort has been directed primarily to the development of new

course materials - not the preparation of descriptive syllabi or

bibliographies or guides to supplementary reading - but to the stuff itself..

In the selection and organization of the material we have sought to

include, wherever appropriate, the findings of all the social sciences.

8
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In thp past fifty years, these fields have developed impressively as

fields with special bodies of knowledge and spectal intellectual procedures.

Taken collectively, they have considerably advanced our understrading both

of man as an individUal person and of men in society. Yet these advances

have not been much reflected in the courses now being given in social

studies in the schools. There is, for one thing, the inertia in any

system which is without competitive stimulation or sufficient means to

generate novelty within itself. There also is still something of a debate

over the best means to introduce these social sciences. One way, would

be to offer them as particular courses of study - psychology, anthropology,

economics, etc. - with discrete bodies of information and intellectual

techniques to master. We have decided to bring them in, in a different

way. Selecting first a human or social situation - either out of history

or of current concern - we then try to analyze and, understand the situation

by making use of the varied methods and interpretations of the several

social sciences. In this way, we hope to preserve in the student the sense

that the prime object of study is man and his society and not an

intellectual field.

We believe also that the'selection and organization of the material

itself facilitates the-pursuit of this object of study. For one thing,

the situations or occasions chosen are designed to enlarge a student's

Understanding of the elements in his own heritage that have continuing

significance and of the conditions he will be dealing with in his life

after school. Freed from too strict a Chronological determinism in his

courses, he will have increased opportunity to investigate the nature and

meaning of the forces that give shape to the contemporary surroundings.

9
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Ferthermore, as often'as possible, the student is presented with the raw

materials of human or social situations - the documents, correspondence,

pictures, statistics, and artifacts of the time. The opportunity for

introducing intellectual order into these materials, for giving them

shape and interpretation is given, as meat as possible, to the student .

himself. Learning is assumed to be a joint venture between teither and

pupil in which the student can discover how to make up his own mind and

sustain in a responsible way his own position. Considered pedagogically,

this appears to make sense; the act of engagement, of transmuting the

raw data by one's own efforts, cannot, we feel, but accelerate the learning

process, and make more lasting the effect of the things learned and of

the way in which the things were learned - the workings of the mind.

In such an exercise, we also believe, the student will have greater
if

opportunity than ordinarily exists at present to deal with one of the

most difficult matters in the field of social studies. This is the matter

of value - gotid and evil, better and worse, right and wrong.. Anx human

situation, any social situation Or any political situation of use and

interest contains, along with such things as crop failures, the birth

rate, the flight of gold, and the state of the art, some questions about

the quality of the end in view. It is idle to pretend that any series of

human events arrange themselves unmodified by the pressures of what men

feel to be worth while or not worth while. It is also rale to pretend

that any retrospective attempt to describe the series of events can by any

sterilizing process be freed of the predispositions of the describer. Even

-

- in the physical sciences the thing observed is subject to the distorting

influence of the observer. Not to recognize this, not to take it into

7



account, is to miss one of the governing elements in all social studies.

There are various ways to handle this problem. You can reconstruct

a narrative so bland in its report as to lose all meaning and life. You

can appear to subject human action to the servitude of scientific

observation and simply describe all instances of choice and judgement

as products - interesting local abberations - of cultural pressures and

restrictions. A third - and better way we believe - is to engage the

student as fully as may be in the meaning of a human situation by asking

him to reconstruct it from its constituent parts. The act of discovering

opposing views, or reconciling conflicting evidence, of tracing for himself

the paths of indignation, faith, outrage, and hope through a tangled net

of events should brfhg him closer to an understanding of the force in

men's feelings of right and wrong. The exercise should also, since he

is doing the work, bring him closer to an awareness and examination of his

awn feelings in these matters. And when a whole class is engaged in such

an exercise, the opportunity to debate with each other (so the experimental

tests we have conducted indicate) is greatly increased. Since in a stable

republic all matters of value are ultimately resoldid by the resolution
.

of difference in debate, the practiCe of discussion in the classroom:is'

perhaps the soundest civics.

Finally, this work with course materials must be taken as a piece of

'what is now called research and development. This means, for one thing,

that we do not believe that the materials will ever leave our hands in

a final form. They are presented, one hopes, in such a way that they are

intellectually sound and satisfying in thwelves, but also in such a way

as to suggest continuous modification, extension and addition by students
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and teachers alike. They are supposed to contain the elements of

intellectual life - not finished statements and are therefore capable

of change and growth in other hands and minds.

The.fact that we are engaged in research and development means also

something else besides the eape we try to give to the materials. Our

original concern with course structure has led to a growing concern with

the large questiOn of learning. Tte practice of testing materials

produifd not only questions. about the materials but questions about thinking

and understanding. No existing theories served to satisfy the questions

raised. Increasingly, therefore, the work which began simply as the

development of new courses has become as well a series of experiments in

the process of education. From these endeavours-will come, in time we

hope, some surer theoretical support than now exists for the selection

of what kinds of things may best be studied wben; how they can most

easily and effectively be studied; who should study them and what further

knowledge is needed by those who teach.

In the foregoing paragraphs are listed five specific elements in our

work that will serve, we believe, to measurably strengthen the learning

and teaching in the social studies. The question of what will become of

an organization engaged in such an effort remains. As said before,

prediction is difficult, but if events can be controlled at all by conscious

intent, we would predict that this organization could usefully remain in

being for some time to come without much change-of either purpose or

character. At least, for such a work of researCh and development, it is

not now possible to state very precisely a point at which the work can

logically end. At rhe moment, all the real demands upon the organization

are for expansion and extension of effort; and, also at the moment, the-

12
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detands-are xapidly increasing rather than diminishing.

.

But limits of Size and'nature can be'suggested and imposed more easily

than those of tipe.,. We believe as an entitrwe should niver depart from

the task of retearih and.deveiopment,in course materials and.mothods of

-
instruction. And furi

,/

ue her believe that 43)4o this work well we should
'

4.

remain a small organization inpllectually indepeta of all the

surrounding institutions -.universities school systems, schools of

education, state agencies - that support us. We alsal,believe we should

act not as a single source but as a model for other now agencies in other

parts of the country.

In speaking as we have of "a small organization," of "a model," of

"research and development," we do not wish to suggest that we are

pursuing local gains or minor purposes. Nor yet, fun and games. We

believe that what we are doing is the most laportant thing. anyone.in our

calling can do today. The greatest danger.lying ahead in ihe unfamiliar,

revolutionary future is that men with obsolete learning and modes of

learning will lose the power to understand 04eir surroundings or themselves

in the midst of their novel surrouidings. Meanwhile, the underachievers

in the elementary grades, the dropouts fn any high school, the pickets

in Berkeley aremgiving the most obvious signals of the waste, frustration,

and even contempt produced by the existing modes of learning. What seems

to be required is a change in the procesq of-3ducation,so profound that Ft

will give students far better means to deal competently and wisely wlth

the profound

We wish

When we speak

V.

and startling changes in the world around them.

to have as large a part as possible in this undertaking.

of a small organization, we are thinking.of the scaleof
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.the means and not of the extent of the effects. The kind of imtellectual

igut this

The quality

exercise we are engaged in goes better with small forces.

exercise takes us to the center of the process of change.

of education depends directly and finally on the quality of the things

learned and the quality of the intellectual experience acquired in the

learning. By concentrating on these two interacting elements we believe
4

that with limited means we can contribute to the making of large and

general effects in a short time.

In Seeking ehis end, we do not assume that the attractive power

of the better ms&se trap will be enough. It will take something more

to move the large and complex system. ye are part of an organization

which in eight years has changed the way that over half the high school

students learning physics in this country now study their subject. No

other agency in the nation has had experience remotely comparable in

dealing with all the elements that can be organized to produce rapid,

lage scale change in our educational process.

Change in the social studies is, no doubt, a larger harder thing

than change in physics. It is also, in our viewt more immediately

important to achieve today. The resources at our disposal appear to give

us a comparative edvantage in the field. We hope to be able to sieze

this advantage and by our action set in motion all the forces necessary

to produce a new social studies curriculum in our schools,
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Man: A Course of Study
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There is a dilemma in describing a course of study. One must begin

by setting forth the intellectual subgtance of whet ie to be taught, else

there can be no sense of what challenges and shapes the curiosity of the

student. Yet the momellt one succe to the temptatiOn to "get across"

the subject, at that moment the ingredient of pedagogy is in jeopardy.

For it is only in a trivial sense that one gives a couree to "get something

across," merely to.impart information. There are better means to that end

than teaching. Unless the liter also masters'himeelf, disciplines his

taste, deepens his view of the world, the "something" that is got across

is hardly worth the effort of transmission.

The more "elementary" a course and the younger its students, the more

serious must be its pedagogical aim of forming the intellectual powers of

those whom it serves. It is as important to justify a good mathematics

course by the intellectual discipline it provides or the honesty it pro-

motes as by the mathematics it transmits. Indeed, neither-can be

accomplished without the other.

We begin with an account of the substance or structure of a course
_et

in "social studies" now in the process of construction. The pedagogy

follows. The aim of the exercise is to write a transitional first draft

of the course, a common focus for those of us uho have been trying to

compse the course, trying to teach parts of it to children in Grade V.

If the exercise is finally successful, we shall end with a completed

course--with the materials, guides, films, ancithe other things thai must

be in the student's hands and on the teacher's shelf. There will be

drafts in between. The exercise, we hope, will allow us to be clearer

'
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about what we are doing. In the final section we shall consider how awe

propose to get from a first draft such,as this to L course that is ready

for teaching.

Structure of the Course

The content.of,the course is man: his nature as a species, the forces

that shaped and continue to shape his humanity. Three questions retur

throughout:

What is human about human beings?

How did they get that way?

How.,can they be made more so?

We seek exercises and materials through which our pupils can learn wherein

man is distinctive in his adaptaeion to the world, and wherein there is

discernible continuity between him and his animal forbearers.. For man

represents that crucial point in evolution where adaptation- IA achieved

by the vehicle of culture and only in a minor way by further changes in

his morphology. Yet there are chemical tides that run in his blood that

are as ancient as the reptiles. We make every effort at the outset to

tell the children where we hope to travel with them. Yet little of such

recounting gets through. Much more useful, we have found, to pose the

three questlons directly to the children so that their own views can be

brought into.the open and so that they can establish some points of view

of their own.

In pursuit of our questions we shall explore five matters, eich

closely associated with-the evolution of man at a species, each defining.

at once the distinctiveness of man and his potentiality for further

evolution. The five great humanizing forces aro, of course, tool-making,
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language, social organization, the management, of =an's prolongeechild-

hood, and man's urge to explain. It has been our first lesson in teaching

that no pupil, however eager, can appreciate the .relevance of, say, tool-

Making in human evolution without first grasping the fundamental concept

of a tool or what a language is or a myth or social organization. These

are not obvious matters% So we are involved in teaching not only the role

of tools or language in the emergence of man, but as a necessary precon-

dition for doing so, setting forth the4undamentals of linguistics or

the theory of tools. And it is as often the'case as not that (as in the

case of the "theory of tool"s") we must solve a formidable intellectual

problem ourselves in order to be able to help our pupils do the same.

While one readily singles out these five massive contributors to

man's humanization, under no circumstances can they be put into air-

tight compartments. Hmman kinship is distinctively different from primate

mating patterns precsely because it is classificatory and rests on man's

ability to use language. Or, if you will, tool-use enhances the division

of labor in a society which in turn affects kinship. And language itself

is more clearly appreciated by reference to its acquisition in the uniquely

human interaction between child and parent. And obviously, the nature

of man's world view, whether formulated in myth or in science, depends

upon and is constrained by the nature of human language. So while each

domain can be treated as a separate set of ideas, as we shall see, success

in teaching depends upon making it possible for children to have a sense

of their interaction.
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Language

Teaching the essentials of linguistics to children in the elementary

grades has limits, but they are wider than we had expected. There are

certain pedagogic precauticnWto be respected if ten-year-olds are to

be carivated bx the subject. -It-must not, to begin.with, be presentede

as a normative subject--as an exercise in bow things should be written

or said. It must, moreover, be disassociated from such traditional.

Igrammar" as the child_has encountered. There is nothing so deadening as

to have a child handle the "type-and order" problem by "recognizineone

category of words as "nouns" and parroting, upon ,being asked what he

means by a noun, that it is a "person,.place, or thing." It is not that

he is either "right" or "wreng," but rather that he is as remote from the

issue as would somebody be did they attempt to account for grief over

the assassination of a President by citing the Constitution on the division

of powers. And finally, the discussion needs to remain close to the nature

of language in use, its likely origin, and the functions to which it is

put.

.
Whether it is true or not that a ten-year-old las a complete grammatical

repertory, he is certainly capable of and delighted in recognizing all

linguistic features when confronted with instances of them. The chief

aid to such recognition is contrast--the opportunity to observe the

oppositional features that are so much a feature of human language. What

comes hard is to formulate these features conceptually, to go beyond the

intuitive grasp of the native speaker to the more self-conscious under-

standing of the linguist. It dis this task--getting-cbildren to liwk at

astii

A



and ponder the things they can notice in their language long enough to

understand them--that is most difficult and that should not be pushed -

to the point of tedium.

Our section on language includes a consideration of what communi-

cation is--by contrasting haw hummns manage and how animals manage, to send

and receive messages. The early sessions have proved lively and in the

course of them nearly every vajor issue of linguistics is raised arid

allowed to go begging. This preliminary exercise has the Vela vitue

that it can be repeated on later occasions, when students have achieved

varying levels of sophistication, with the result that they readily recog;

nize how much progress they have made.

The opening session (or sessions, for students-often want to continue

the arguments over animals and humans) usually highlights whtch among several

openings can be best pursued in later units. What follows is influenced

by far too little experience to be considered the general rule, but it

is at least one example.

The discussion led naturally to the design features of a language.

We designed a language game based on bee language, requiring the children

to find hidden objects by using messages in this bee-like language. The

children are encouraged to design similar languages and to improve on the

design of the language used. They take to this readily and are eager to

discuss and make clearer such design features as semanticity, voice-ear

link, displacemnt, and cultural transmission. The game, of course, is

a lead-1n to the demonstration of bee-language as presented in the' von Frisch

film (dhich is not altogether satisfactory). We were struck, however, at
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how much mace interested the children were in talking about their own

language than in discussing bee language or von Frischts inalysis of it.

It is as if the bee linguistics was interesting as a take-off into the

closer analysis of their own language.

Our next objective is to present the powerful ideas of arbitrariness,

of productivity, and of duality of patterning, the latter the exclusive

property of human language. We have approached arbitrariness by the con-

ventional route of comparing how pictures, diagrams, charades, and words

referto things. There are nice jokes to be used, as in the ekample given

by }Lockett of the tiny word whole referring to a big thing, while the large

word microorganism refers to a tiny one. With respect to productivity,

we have had considerable initial success with two exercises. The first is

with a language containing four types (how, what, when, where) with a

limited number of tokens of each type (e.g., by hand, by weapoa) by trap,

as tokens of the "how!' type) and with a highly constrained set of orders

each referring to a different kind of food-related activity. By\ylis

means we readily establish the idea of type and order as two basic ideas.

They readily grasp the idea of substitutivity.of tokens within a type.

(Indeed, given the interest in secret codes based on substitution of

words or letters for code breaking, they need little instruction on this

score.)

Once the ideas of type and order are established, we begin the following

amusing exercise to illustrate the intersubstitutability of language franes.

2 1
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We present: .

1 2 3 4 5

The man ate his lunch

A lady wore my hat

This doctor broke a bottle

1
Hy son drove our car

and the children are now asked to provide Imatching",examples. They can

do so Feadily. They doon discover that so long as they pick words in the

order 1 2 3 4 5, from any place in each column, something "sensible" can

be got--even if it is silly or not true like, '!My doctor wore a car,"

"A lady ate a bottle," it is dt least noi "crazy" like, 'Nan the lunch his

ate."

The students need no urging to construct new frames and to insert

additional types into frames already set up (like a new first column the

tokens of which include, did, can, has, etc.) Interesting discoveries

are made--such as the relative openness of some positions and the closed

nature of others. We hope to devise mettiods to help the children discover

some of the deeper features of grammar, better to grasp what a language

is--for example, that one can start with relatively simple sentence frames

,--1-W1r-te1 sentences," and transform them progressively into negatives, queries,

and passives or any two or'even three of these, and that more complex forms

cah be returned to simpler forms by applying the transformations in reverse.

Finally, a game has been devised (a gave involving signalling at sea)

to illustrate duality of patterning, that most difficult.feature of human

language. It involves developing a language initially with a very limited
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set of building blocks (as with human languages, each of which combines

intrinsically meaningless sound.elemenes, phones, into a unique system

that renders them into meaningful phonemes, a change in one of which will

alter the meaning of a ward so that, in Eaglish, rob and lob are different

words, but not so in Japanese where /r/ and /1/ are allophones of the same

phâneme just as plosive /p/ (21n) and non-plosive /pi lad& are "the same"

for us but not for others). Three kinds of word blocis can be arranged

in a frame, making twenty-seven possible "words" or lexemes. But there

must be rules as to which combinations mean things and which not. It is

very quickly apparent to the children Chat the blocks as such "mean"

nothing, but the frames do--or some do and some do not. We are in progress

of going from this point toward other aspects of duality as this is being

written.

It is a natural transition to go from syntax to the question of how

language is acquired by young humans and other primates. We shall use

the considerable resources provided by recent studies of language acquisi-

tion to show the manner in which syntax emerges:from certain very elemen-

tary forms such as the pivot-plus-open-class and the head-plus-attribute.

The idea of "writing a grammar" for any form of speecivencountered will also

be presented. In addition, the child-adult "expansion-idealization" cycle

will be explored as an example6.0f a powerful form of social grouping that

is crucial for transmitting the language., Fqx contrest, we hope to

examine the problems of language development of Vicki, a chimfanzee raised

by a family along with their own child of like age. The subtle problem

of "traditional" and 'hereditary" transmission is bound to emerge.

23
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Finally, and with the benefit of their newly-gained insight into,the

nature of language, we shall return to the question of the origins of human

language and its role in shaping human characteristics. We hope first to

*cover the newly available materials on the universal characteristics of

all human len:pinesfirst ,1'.ietting the children to make some informed

guesses on the subject. Then we shall consider the role of language in

the,organization of the early human group and the effectiveness it might

add to such group activities as hunting, given its design features Ewa its

universals. To go from this point to a consideration of myth and its

nature is.not a difficult step.

We have examined these matters in some detail here (though at that

not closely enough). Our hope is to give the reader a concrete sense of

how far we wish to go. It is plain that the section on language can take

as much of a year as one wishes--including the whole time. We are over-

producing materials better to sense what is possible and how to combine *

what is possible. Some schools may want to devote much time to language,

and we hope to make it possible for them to do so. But above all, we

hope to provide enough variety so that a teacher can'ehoose an emphasis

of his own,'whether it be to increase self-coasciousness about language

or to impart'a livelier sense of some distinctively human aspect Of human

language. In the first stages of our work, the tendency is to concentrate

more on "getting the subject right"--in this case linguistics--than on

getting the whole course constructed. And just as there is a tension

between the requiremvt of the subject itself and diose imposecl by the

need to teach it to children, so is there a necessary tension between the

WM.



parts" tif Our course (the five tOpicaS and the whole (the nature and evolum

,tion of man). We shall return to this matter in discussini the summer

workshop in a tater section. 40

The section on language has required the collaboration of a variety

of linguists of different stripe--pure, anthropological, psythological--

_tout also of teachers, psychologists, film-makers, artists, and children.

At that, it is hardllie quarter done as of this writing. Gloria Cooper

of Harvard has directed the unit, with the aid of David &Neill of Harvard,

Nhry Henle of the New School, John Mickey of Colorado State, Betsy Dunkman

of the Newton Schools, and Florence Jackson of the New York City Schools.

Tool Making

One starts with several home truths about children and "tools."

They have usually not used many of them, and in general, tools will nor

be of much interest. 'This may derive from the deeper truth that, in

general, children (like their urban parents) think of tools as set pieces

that are to be bought in hardware stores. And finally, children in our

technologically mature society usually have little notion of the relation

between tools and our way of life. Production takes place in fantories

where they have never been, its products are so "packaged" as to minimim

or coametize *he production process that brought them into being.

As of this writing, the tool unit is still under discussion. What

follows are some of the leading ideas that animate the design of the unit.

To begin with, a philosophi;a1 approach to the nature of tool-using.

What is most characteristic'of any kind oflool-usipg is not the tools



ihemselves, but rather the program that guides their use'. It is ia this

broader sense that tools take on their proper meaning as amplifiers of

human capacities and implementers of human aativity.

Seen as amplifiers, tools can be conceived tMall into three general

classes--amplifiers of sensory capacities, of motoric capacities, and of

ratiocinative capacities. Within each type there are many subspecies.

There are sensory amplifiers like microscopes and ear horns that are

1magnifiers," others, like spirit levels and bobs, that are "reference

markers," etc. Some implement systems "stretch out" time (slow motion

cinematography) and others condense it (time-lapse registration). In the

realm of motoric amplifiers, some tools provide a basis for binding, some

for pen
f

trating, some even for steadying--as when one .f our.pupils des-

cribed a draughtsman's compass as a "steadying tool." And, of course,

there are the "soft etilols" of ratiocination such as mathematics and logic

and the "hard tools" they make possible, ranging from the abacus to the

high speed digital computer and the automaton.

Once we think f:f toolsas imbedded in a program of use--as implementers

of human activity--then it becomes possible to deal with the basic idea
,

of substitutability, an idea as crucial to language as it is to tools. If

one cannot use or find a certain word or phrase, another near-equtvalent r

can be substituted in its place. So too with tools: if a-skilled car-

penter happens not to have brought his chisel to the job, he can usually

substitute something else in its place--the edge of a plane blade, a pocket

knife, etc. In short, tools are not fixed, and the "functional fixedness"'

found by so many psychologists studying problem-solving comes finally
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because so much thinkineabo0 tools fixes them to conventiona hammeeis

foi nails and nothing-but nails.

Our ult;mate object in teaching about tools is, as noted before, not

so much to explicate tools and their significance1, but to explore how tools
p.

affected man's ev6lUtien. The evidence poirts very strongly to the central

.

part in evolution played by natural-selection favoring the user of span-
,

taneous pebble tools.over those prqto-hominids who depended upon their

formidable jaws and dent4tion. Li time, survivel depended increasingly

on the capacities of the tool-user and tool-maker--not only his. opposable

forefinger and thumb, but the nervous system ta go with them. WitftWa

few hundred thousand years after the first primitive tool-using appears,

man's brain size more than doubles. evolution (or more simply, ival)

"1"'11144.k.

favored the larger brained creatures Capable of adapting by th4 use of tools,

and brain size seems to have been roughly correlated with that-capacity.

There are nany fascinating concomitants to this story. Bev. T weapons

meant a shift to carnivorousness. This in turn isid to leisure--or at least

less roaming after roots--which in turn makee possible permanent or semi-

permanent settlement. Throeghout, the changes produced lead to changes in

way of life, changes in culture and social organization, changes in what

it is possible to do.

All of these matters are now superbly documented in Leeky's excavitions'

in Olduvai Gorge in East Africa. We have consulted with him and he has

expressed eagerness to edit four

sequent effects on the emergence

for the fall of 1965. If we are

films for us on tool-making and'its.sub-

of a new way of life. These.,are scheduled

successful in getting our pupils cotipeculate

-r
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about the changes in a doeiety,that accompany changes in technology, we

will aii least have fulfilled one of the original aims of the Social Studies

Program: to get across the idea that a technology requires a counterparf

in social, organization before it can be used effectively by a society.

There happen also to_be new materials iveilable on 'the burafoning

technology of the Magdalenian period when more decorativi features appear-

and tool-makers begin to specialize. We are, exploring this work to iee '

whether it too can be used in the same spirit.

A few of the exercises being planqed to the "tool section" likve some

.
flavor of the pedagogy. One unit calls for the taking of a "4enstis of,

'41-A
,

t
skills"--the tasks that children know how to perform, along with sous effort

to examine how they.were learned (including tool skills). Another unit

consists of trying to design an "all-purpose" tool so that the children

can have sous notion of the programmatic questions one asks in designini

a tool and why specialized use has a role.

There will also be an opportunity (of which more in a later section)

for the children to compare "tool play" of an Eskimo boy and Danai boy of

New Guinea with the play of immature freeranging baboons, macaques, and

chimpanzees. We are also in process of obtaining films, on the technique

of itlanufacture of flint implements and hope also to obtain inexpensive

enough materials to have our pupils try their hand at flint knapping and

other modes of instrument makinF, guided possibly by firms on the subject

by the distinguished French archeologist, Dr. Bordes.

Mere will be soh* treatment of tools to make tools to make tools,

as well as of tools that control various forum of natural power. A
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possible route .into this discussion is an overview of the evolution of

tool-making gdnerally-Lefrom the first "spontaneous" or picked-up tools,

to tbe shaped ones, a those shaped to a pattern, to modern conceptions

of man-machine teLations as in contemporary systems research. Indeed,

if we do follow this approach we. shall also explore the design of a game

bf tool design involving variables such as cost, time, gain, specificity

of function, skill required, etc., with the object of making clear the

programmatic nature of tools and manner in which tools represent selective

extensions of humn 'powers.

Social Orkanization

The section on sOeial organization is still in preliminary pldhning,

save in onelirespect, where'workis quitswell,Advanced. The unit has as

its objective to make children awire that there is,a structure in a

societY and.that this structure is not fixed once for-all. It is an inte-

grated pattern and you cannot change one part of:the pattern without

other parts of the society chnngitig.with it. The way a society arranged

itself for carrying out it-is affaiis depends upon a variety of factors ,

ranging from tts ecology at-one end to the'irreversible course of its

history and world-view at the other.
?

A first task is to lead children to recognize explicitly certain-basic

patterns in the society around them, patterns.tisy know'well tm an implicit,

intuitive waythe distinction between kin and other, betweeil face-to-face

groups and secondary groups, between reference groups and ones that have

corporate being. These, we believe, are distinctions that children easily
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discover. We should also lika.the children to grasp the rather abstract

fact that within most human groups beyond the immediate famity, continuity

.depends not so much upon specific people, but upon "roles" filled by

people--again, as with language and tool-use, there are stiuctures with

substitutability.

Such social organization is marked by reciprocity and exchange--

cooperation is compensated by protection, service by fee, and so on.

There is always giving and getting. There are, moreover, forms of legiti-

macy and sanction that define the limits of possible behavior in any given

role. They are the bounds set by a society,.and do not depend upon the

individual's choice. Law is the classic case, but not the only one. One

cannot commit theft legally, but then too one cannot ignore friends with

impunity and law has nothing to do with it.

A society, moreover, has a certain world view, a way of defining

what is "realr whit is "good," what is "possible." To this matter we turn

in all.ater section, mentioning it here only to 'complete our catalogue of

aspirations of ideas we hope to introduce in this part of the course.

We believe that these matters cat be presented to-children in a

fashion that is gripping, close to life, and intellectually honest. The

pedagogy is scarcely clear', but we are on the track of some interesting

ways of operating. One difficulty with iocial organization is its ubiquity.

Contrast may be ourdbist way of saving social organization from obviousness--

by comparing our own forms of social organization wl.th those of baboon

troops, of Esktmo, of Bushmen, of prehistoric man as inferred from excavated

Jiving floors in Europe and East Africa. But beyond this we are now developing

91'
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a "family" of games designed to bring social organization into the personal

consciousness of the children.

The first of these games, "Hunting," is designed to simulate conditions

in an early human group engaged hunting and is patterned on the life and

ecology of t4e Bushmen of the Kalahari desert., The elememts of the gams are

Hunters, Prey, Weapons, Habitats, Messages,.Predators, and Food. Without

going into defail, the lame simulates (in the manner of so-called Pentagon

games used for increasing the sensitivities of generals) the problem og

planning how far one wishes to go in search of various kinds orgamej how

.resources need to be Shared by a group to get beyond "varmint" hunting to

larger game, how differentiation of labor can come about in weapon making

and weapon using, how one must deoide among different odds in hunting in

one terrain or another. Given the _form of the game (for wbichwe are

principally grateful to Dr. Clark Abt), its content can be readily varied

to fit the conditionsoof lifi of other hunting groups, such as the Eskimo,

again with the object of contrast.

What has proved particularly interesting in our early work with the

game is that it permits the grouping of a considerable amount of "real"

material around itaccounts of the life of the Kalahari Bushmen (of Which

there is an extraordinarily rich record on film and La both literary and

monographic form), their myths and art, the "forbiddingly" desert ecology

that is their environment. And so too with the Eskimo, should he go ahead

to construct an analogue game for them, for we are in possession of an

equally rich.documentation on the Netsilik Eskimo of Pally Bay. Indeed,

one-of the documentary films made by the E.S.I. Studio in collaboration '
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with the Canadian Film'Board and Dr. Assn Delikci of the University 'of

Montreal (one of seven half-hour films tobe iqcut" from our 100,000 feet

of film) has already received internat$onel-acclaim.

Finally, and again by contrast, thaza now exists,a vast store,of

material on the social otkanization of higher primates-a Considerablit
, N .

portion of wbiCh is also in film shot by a crew under Dr. Irvan DeVore

oi Harvard for E.S.I. --that serves extremely well to provoke discussion

on what-is uniquely human about human social organization.

The group now at work on Social Organization consists of Edwin

Dethlefsen of Harvard, Mr. Richard McCann, on leave from the Newton Schools,

and Mrs. Linda Braun of the E.S.I. staff.

Child Rearing=

This unit has just begun to tike shawat the time of writing. It

.is proceeding on three general themes in the hope of clarifying them by

reference to particular materials in the area, of language, of social

organization, of tool-making, and of childhood generally. The first

general theme is the extent to which and the manner in which the long

human childhood (assisted as it is by language) leads to the dominance

of'sentiment in human life, in contrast to instinctual patterns of grati-

fication and response found to predominate at levels below man. That is

to say, affect can now be aroused and controlled by symbols--human beings

have an attitude about anger rather than just anger or not anger. The

long process of sentiment formation requires both an extended childhood

and access to a symbolized culture through.language. Without sentiment
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(or values or the "second signal system" or *stayer term one prefers) it

is highly unlikely that human society or anything like it would beLiossible.

econd thane is organized around the-human (perhaps primate) tendency

toward mastery of skill for its own sake.....the tendency of the human being,

in his learning of the environment, to go beyond immediate adaptive necessity .

toward innovation. -.Recent work on human development has Underlined this

"push toward effectance," as it,hes been called. It ip present in human

play, in the incieased variability of human behavior when things get under.,

control. Just as William James commented three-quatters of a century ago

°that habit was the fly-wheel of society, we can now say that the innovative

urge is the accelerator.

The third theme,concerns the shaping of the man by the patterning of

childhood--that while all humans are intrinsically hmman, the expression

of their humanity is affected by what manner of childhood they have experienced.

- The working out of these themes has only begun. One exercise now being

tried out is to get children to describe differences between infancy, child-

hood, and adulthood for different species--using live specimens brought

to class (in the case of non-human species) or siblings for humans. For

, tater distribution, of coqrse, the live specimens (mmd siblings) will be

rendered on film. Yet the success of a session, say, with a ten-day old

stud-tailed macaque suggests th.st the real thing should be used when-

possible.

Dr. Balikci will be cutting a film on Eskimo childhood from the

Netsilik footage, and comparable films on baboon and Japanese macaque

childhood will also be in preparation. Beyond this there is still little



to report. Dr. Richard Jones of Brandeis is in charge of the unit,

assisted by Miss Catherine Mintz, on leave from Germantown Friends Sehoo

and Mrs. Kathy Sylva, and Mrs. Phyllis Stein of

World View

The fifth unit in preparation concerns itself with man's drive to

explicate and.represent his world. While it concerns itself with myth,

with art, with primitive legend, it is only incidentally designed td pro-

vide the stories, the images, the religious impulses, and the mythic

romance of man's being. /t would be more accurate to describe the unit

911,

as "beginning philosophy" in both senses of that expresoion--philosophy

at the beginning and, perhaps, philosophy for young beginners.

Central to the unit is that men everyWhere are humans, however

.advanced or "primitive" their civilization. The difference is not one

of more or less human, but of how particular human societies express

their human capacities. A remark by the French anthropologist, Levi-

Strauss puts it well.

Ptevalent attempts to explain alleged differences between the so-called

primitive mind and scientific thought have resorted to qualitative

differences between the working processes of the mind in both cases,

while assuming that the entities which they were studying remained very

much the same. If our interpretation is correct, we are led toward

a completely different view--namely, that the kind of logic in

mythical thought is as rigorous as that of modern science, and that

the difference lies, not in the quality of the intellectual process,

but in the nature of things to which it is applied. This is well in

agreement with the situation known to prevail in the field of tech-

nology: What makes a steel ax superior to a stone ax is not that

the first one is better made than the second. They,are equally well

made, but steel is quite different from stone. In the same way we

may be able to show that the same logical processes operate in myth

as in science, and that man has always been thinking equally well;

the improvement lies, not in the alleged progress of man's mind, but

in the discovery of new areas to which it may apply its unchanged and

unc7 hanging powers.
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All cultures are crested equal. OM society--say, that of Eskimo

may have only a few tools but they are used in a versatile way. The

woman's knife does what our scissors do, but it also selves tescr4e hides,

clean and thin them, etc. The man's knife II used for killing and skinning

animals, carving wood and bone, cutting snow for building blocks for the

igloo, chopping meat into bites. Sudh simple weapons are "the mother of

tools," and by specialization a number of tOolb derive from them. What

is "lost" in variety of tools is won in the versatility of uses; in brief,

the Eskimo couple has tools fir all its tasks and can keep them on them at

all times.

So too with symbolic systems. The very essence of being human is in

the use of symbols. We dn not know what the hierarchy of primacy is

between speech, iong, dance, and drawing; but whichever came first, as

soon as it stood for something else than the act itself, man was born;

as soon as it caught on with another man, culture was born, and as soon

as there were two symbols, a system was born. A dance, a song, a painting,

and a narrative can all symbolize the same thing. They do so differently.

One way of searching for the structure of a world view is to take an

important narrative and to see utat it ultimately tells. A, parrative,

or at least a corpus of narratives, may be what philosophy used to be. It

may reflect utat is believed about the celestial bodies and their relation

to man, it may tell how man came into being, how social life was founded,

what is believed about death and about life after death, it may codify law

and morals. In dhort, it may give expression to the group's basic tenets

on astronomy, theology, sociology, law, education, even esthetics.
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In studying symbolic systems) we want the students to understand myths

rather than to learn them. We will give them examples from simple cultures

for the same reaeon for vhi4h the anthropologist tritvels_into_in
Imp

society. WV hope is to lead the children to underiiand hOk man goes

about explicating his world, making sense of it and that one kind of

explanation is no more human than another.

We have selected, for our starting point some hunting societies An
%

Eskimo society, a Bushman society, an Australian aboriginal seciety will

certainly suffice to show-what the life experience of hunting peoples is.

From the scrutiny of the myths of these groups, it is immediately clear

that you can tell a society by the narratives it keeps. 'The ecology, the

economy, the-social structure,the tasks of men and women, and the fears and

anxieties reflect in the stories, and in a way which the children can handle.

One good example of Eskimo nariative or Eskimo poetry, if skillfully bandied

in class, can show the child that the problems of an Eskimo are like our

problems: to cope with his environment, to cope with his fellow men, and

to cope with himself. We hope to show that wherever man lives, he manages

not only to survive and to breed, but also to think and to express his

thoughts. But we can also let the children enjoy the partieulars of a

given culture, and we shall--the sense of an alien ecology, the bush, or

ice and snow, and a participant understanding for alien styles.

We introduce an origin myth, things taking their present order, the sun

shining over the paths of the Bushmen, and the Bushmen starting to hunt.

But we should equip-with some possible theories to make the discussion

profitable, a theory not in words, but in a way of reading and understanding

Sg
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a myth. If the nakrative is to be called a myth, it is radically different
gmear

from-hov things are now. There has been a change in itate. It is possible

to devise ways for children to analyze a plot. If done with one story

variant only, such an analysis may yield something akin to a phrase-structnre

grammar; if done with a group of Myths, something comparable to a trans-

formational grammar. -It is intriguing to see how stories change. Children

know such things intuitively and can be helped to appreciate them more-I

powerfully.

414140ne last thing: why should such things be taught so early? Why not

postpone them until the student can handle the "theory" itself, not only

the examples? There is a reason: if such things are new to a twenty-year-old,

there is not only a new view to learn, but an old established view to unlearn.

We want the children to recognize that man is constantly seeking to bring rea-
*

son into his world, that he does s with a variety of symbolic tools, and

that he does so with a striking and fully rational'humanity. It is a big

order, but worth the try. The unit on world view is under the direction of

Dr. EIli Maranda, aided by Mr. Pierre Maranda and assisted by Miss Bonnie McLane.

Pedaa00

The Most persistent problem in social studies is to rescue the

phenomena of social life from familiarity without, at the same time, making

it all seem "primitive" and bizarre. Three techniques are particularly

useful to Us in achieving this end. The first is contrast, of which much

has already been said. The second is through the use of "games" that

incorporate the formal properties of the phenomena for which the game is

an analogue. In this sense, a game is like a mathematical m6del--an

3 7
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srtificialised buL often powerful representation of reality. Finally, We

use the ancient approach of stimulating self-consciousness about assumptioes--

hopefully going beyond mere admonition to think. We believe there is a

learnable strategy for discovering one's unipoken assumptions.

Before considering each of these, a wail is in ordv about a point

of view quite different from ours. It holds that one should begin teaching

socicil studies by presenting the familiar world of home, the street, and

the neighborhood. It is a thoroughly commendable ideal; its only fault is

its failure to recognize how difficult it is for human beings to sae

generality in what has become familiar. The "friendly postman' is indeed

the vicar of federal powers, but to lead the child to the recognition of

such powers requires many detours into the realm of what constitutes power,

federal or otherwise, and how, for example, constituted power and willfully

exercised force differ. We would rather find a way of stirring the curiosity

of our children with particulars whose intrinsic drama and human significance

are plainwhether close at hand or at a far remove. If we can concurrently

activate a passion for bringing order into what has been studied, the task

is well started.

A word first about contrast. We hope to use four principal sources

nf contrast: roan versus higher primates, man versus prehistoric man,

contemporary technological nan versus 'primitive" man, and man versus child.

We have been gathering materials relevant to each of the contrasta--film,

stories, artifacts, readings, pictures, and above all, ideas for pointing

up contrasts in the interest of achieving clarity.

Indeed, 4e often hope to achieve for our pupils a sense of continuity

by presenting them first with what seems like contrast and letting them
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live with it long enough to sense wherein what before seemed bizarrely

different is, in fact closely Akin to things they uaderstand from their

own lives. So it is particularly with our most extensive collection of

material, a film record taken through the full cycle of the year of a

family of Netsiilk Eskimo. The ecology and the externals are fuli of

contrast to daily life in an American or European setting. But there is

enough material available to go into depth, to work into the year's cycle

of a single family so that our pupils can get a sense of the integrity
s.

.s

not only of a family, but of a culture. It is characteristic of Netsilik

Eskimo, for example, that they make a few beautifully specialized tools

and weapons, such as their fishing lester or spear. But.it is also apparent

that each man can make do with the stones he finds around him, that the

Eskimo is a superbly gifted bricoleur. Whenever he needs to do something,

improvised tools come from nowhere. A flat stone, a little fish oil, a

touch of artic cotton and he has a lamp. So while the Eskimo footage puts

modern technological man in sharp contrast, it also serves perhaps even

betteri to present the inherent, internal logic of'a society, any society.

Each has 1.4 own approach to technology, to the use of intelligence.

Games go a long way tOward getting children involved.in understanding

language, social organization, and the rest, they also introduce, les we

have already noted, the idea of a theory of these phenomena. We do not know

to what extent these games will be successful, but we shall give a careful

tryout. Their alleged success in business management and military affairs

is worth extrapolatiag!

Am for stimulating self-consciousness about thinking and its ways,

we feel that the best approach is through stimulating the art of getting

rt



and using information-What is involved in going beyond the information

given and what makes it possible to take such leaps. Cruipchfield has

produced results in this sphere by using nothing more complicated than a

series of comic books in which the adventures of 404etective, aided by his

nephew and niece, are recounted. The theme is using clues cleverly. A.

children explore the implications of clues encountered, their general

reasoning ability increases, and they formulate more and better hypotheses.

We plan to design materials in which children have an opportunity to do

this sort of thinking with questions related to the course--possibly in

connection with prehistoric materials where it will be most relevant. /f

it turns out to be the case that the clothing that people wore was made from

the skins of the ibex, what can they "postdict" about the size of a hunting

party and how would they look for data? Professor Leaky informs us that

he has some materials that can be put to good use in this respect.

Children should be at least as self-conscious about their strategies

of thought as they are about their attempts to commit things to memory.

So too the "tools" of thought--what is explanation and "cause" and the

rest. One of those tools is language--perhaps ihe principal one. We shall

try to get children to have a look at language in this light.

The most urgent of all is to give our pupils the experience of what

it is to use a theoretical model, with some sense of what is involved in

being aware that one is trying out a theory'. 'We shall be using a fair

number of rather sophisticated theoretical notions, in intuitively rather

than formally stated form, to be sure, but we should like to give children
an.

40
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the experience of using alternative =dills. Thie is perhaps easieit to do'

in the atudy of language, but it can also be doAe elsewhere.

We shall,: of course, try to encourage students'to discover on their

Owl. Children surely need not discover generalizations on theliToirus

Obviously. Yet we want to give them enough oppOreunity td do so to devefop

.a decent competence at it and a proper confidence in theieibility to.
4

operate okx their own. There is also some needlor the children to gause and

revisit to recognize ihe connections within what they havc kearned--the

kind of internal discovery that is probably o ihest value. The 6ulti-
.

vstion of such a sense of connectedness s surely the sub of our curri-

culum effert.

If we are wildly successful, we would hope that we would have achieved

five ideals:

1. To give our pupils respect for and confidence in the powers of

their own mind.

2. To give thm respect forrand confidence in their powers of thought

concerninir& human condition, man's plighf ald his social life.

3. .To provide them with,a set of workable models that make it simpler

to analyze the nature of-the social world 1./which they live and the condi-
.

/Mb

tion in Which man finds himself.

4. To impart p sense of respect for the capacities and plight of

man as a species, for his origins, for his potential, for his humanity.

5. To leave the student vith a sense of the unfinished business of

.man's evolution.

4 1
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Iho lora of the Courst

It is one thing to describe the nsture of a course in terms of its

underlying discipline and its pedagogical aims, and quite another to render

these hopes into a workable form for real teachers in real classes.

Teachers are sufficiently constrained by their work loads so that ii would

be vain to hope they might read generally and widely enough in the field

to be able to give form to the court* in their own terms. The materials

to be covered in this particular course, moreover, are so vast in scope as

to be forbidding. The materials, in short, have got to be nada unable

and attractive not only to the highly gifted teacher, but to teachers in

general, and to teachers who live with the ordinary fatigue of coping

with younger pupils day by day. They cannot be overburdened with reading,

nor can the reading be of such an order as to leave them with a feeling

of impotence. At the same time, the material presented should be loosely

enough woven to.permit the teacher to fulfill his or her awn interests

in forming a final product to be presented to children.

That much said, we can state what we mean by a unit, the elements of

which the course is made. A unit is a body of materials and exercises

'that may occupy several days.of class time, half a class period, or some..

where in between. In short, it can be played to the full and consume a

considerable amount of the course content,'or be taken en peasant. Indeed,

,some units will surely be skipped and are intended only for those teachers

who have a particular interest in a topic or a particular kind of exercise.

There will be more units than can possibly be fitted into a year's course

and teachers will be encouraged to put them together in a form that is

commoaious to their own intent.
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In a manner of speakiog, a collection of such units constitutes a

course of study.. But the image is unfortunate, connoting as it does,

many beads strung together by.some principle of succession. It is our

hope that after a certain number of units have been got through, a unit

can then be introduced to "recode" what has gone before, tu exploit

lik
connection. Some units only revisit and present no new. material.

A unit also sits on the teacher's ready shelf, Amid consists of six

constituent elements.,

1. Talks to teachers. These consist of lively accounts of the

nature of the unit--particularly the nature of its mystery, what about it

impels curiosity and wonder. Our experience in preparing these indicates

the importance of staying'close to the great men in the field, if possible

to find a great article that can be presented in somewhat abridged form.

The design of a language (taken from Beckett) or the nature of kinship

(taken from Radcliffe-Brown) or how a thing should be called (Roger Brown)--

these are examples. The genre needs further invention and we are exploring

the kind of writing required--something that ia at once science and poetry.

If it should turn out that a student finds "Talks to teachers" worth

reading, so much the better.

2. Queries and contrasts. In trying out materi.als to be taUght, we

have learned certain ways of getting ideas across or getting the students

to think out matters on their own. Often these can be embodied in devices--

pictures, readings, and the like. But sometimes they are best stated as

hints to teachers about.questions to use and contrasts to invoke.



1Bow could you improve the human hand?" turns out to be a useful

question. io does the question, "What ere the different ways something

cia 'stand for' something else, like a rad light 'standing for' glee"

WS have already spoken of our tactical fondness for contrasts, and

we are coming up with useful ones in our designing. One such is to have

students contrast a cry of pain with the itowds, "it hurts." Another is

to compare the usual words from which phonemes may be inferred --hit, hat,

hate, hut, hot, etc. Or the difference to be found in the two allophones

of the phoneme /p/ in the words !attend mitr-the latter of which will

blow out a match held to dua lips, the former not. Yet, the two are

regarded as the "same letter" or the "same sound" whereas hot and.ka

are "different."

The range of antics with which a teacher can he helpfully equipped

is great indeed- -and she may use them or not as she wishes.

3. Devices. This part of tht unit contains the "stuff"--the material'

for students. Principal among the devices is, of course, reading material

and we are, like others, struggling to get such material prepared. In

good season we hope to understand this obscure matter better. Currently,

we are operating much as others have to find,or cause to be written,'

material that is interesting, informative, and tn a decent style.

But there are many devices beyond reading that are in need of

developing for different units. One is the film loop for use with

Technicolor cartridge projectors that we use increasingly. We are putting

four-minute lo3ps together constructed from Eskimo and baboon footage,

with the intention of asking questions or pada riddles. Too often,

4 4
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films have a way of producing passivitf. Can we (Wise ooss to'do ths

opposite? Why does pint Year at Marienbad abrade the curiosity so welt?

We ars also exploring what can be dons With games, as already noted,

aitrinattolf a4 -grapittcs-and-inspia-slwriliger-help where we can

""0440olimi..4.

t- find it within E.S.I. and outside. No-

4. Model exercises. From time to titas tn devisiog a unit it becomes

plain that Xhe,problem we face is less in the subject mattr and more in

the intellectual habits of chiliren in ordinary schools. We have commented

on some of these problems already--the difficulty many Children and not a

few adults have in distinguishing necessary from necessary and sufficient

conditions, the tendency of children to be lazy in using information, not

exploitingsits inferential power to nearly the degree uerited, etc.

Model exercises are deSigned to overcome suci intellectual difficulties.

We think they are best kept imbedded in the very materials one ii teaching.

But it is often helpful to provide the teacher with additional special

devices. We intend to use puzzles., conondrums, games--a kind of pedagogical

first-aid kit.

5. Documentaries. These are accoUnts, or even tape recordings, of

ordinary children at work with the materials in the unit. We would like

to have the documentary be both exemplary and at the. same timi typical

enough to be within reach of a teacher in her own work.

Along with the documentary goes a mane analytic description. The

analytic documentary is designed to serve a dual purpose. The first is

to make it plainer both to ourselves and to teachers what 'in fact are

-

the psychological problems involved in particular kinds of intellectUal
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mastery that we hope to stipulate In children. In this sanse, the analytic

documentary is a further clarification of our pedagogical objecttves. But

in another manse, they represent au attempt 'on our part to accustom teachers

to thinking in more general terms-ahout-ths-intellsetual life ot'ebildren.

The second objectivecall it aducational--Pis to provide teachers with

what might be a more useful educational- psybhology than the kind that

conventionally is to be found in textbooks dedicated to that obscuge subject. ti

It is our hope that as we proceed in our work there will be "spim-offs"

in'the form of general research problems that can be worked on by Wsearch

centers not directly geared to the daily routines of curriculum building

, and curriculum testing. The work of such centers, as well as research in

the regular literature on intellectual developaent, will constitute a

continuing font from which we can draw material for the aneytic docu-

mentaries.

6. Supplementary aaterials. The final section of the unit "kit"

consists of such supplementary materials as paperbacks (and lists of related

paperbacks), additional film and game materials, and such other devices as

might attragt the attention of either a diligent student or an aspiring

teacher. Without question, it will become clearer what is needed by way

of supplement once we have gone further into providing what will be our

standard fare.

A final word about the unit materials. We hope to issue them in -

such a form that this year's experience can be added to last year's kit.

That is to say, we believe that aa new experience is gained in teaching

46



the course, new editions of the kits should be made availible to all our

teachers. We intend to gather the wrisdonk of teachers wbo try out the

course so daat it may be made available later to others, to gather in

-new-materilps-fortiAaching,--new-docunentazies, new enal,yses of the scholarly

literature, aud fresh attempts through our talks to teachers to lend a.still

more compelling mystery to those topics that deserve to be taught. Indeed,

it is probably obvious by now that the six-sectioned unit kit, stretched

from me end of the teacher's shelf to the other, is our proposed sub-

4

stitute for that normally most unhelpful genre, the teacher's eanual.

Teacher Traininsk

No plane for teacher training have yet been established, save that

we hope within the next two years to bring togethei for a summer session

a group of master teachers to help advise us about proper steps. Our

staff now includes several highly gifted'and experienced teachers, all

now brooding over this very issue.

Tryout and Shaping

The "course," such as it is, will be "taught" to three clasees this

coming summer (19(5) at the Underwood School in Newton. The classes will

be entering Fourth, entering Fifth, and entering Sixth grade, with the

object of discovering what level to pitch the material at, how to take

account of the slow and fast ones, and so on. But teaching is in this

case part of a summer workshop effort to get material written, drawn, readied,

It will alio provide an opportunity to do the kind of intensive isterViewing

er.

4 7
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of children to determine what they ere.niking of the material and how

their grip nay be strengthened.

In short, the slimmer ahead is a first effort.to do an intensive summer

votkahop-on-thv-courm

.4'

4 8
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CHAPTER THREE:

THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Curriculum Models for Junior High School
Social Studies

Franklin Patterson
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Introduction,: The Miliaria of hoice
4.

Alternatives and constraints are imminent in awry 'choice. The rub

vc
is that we are not ever aware enough of all the enatinganciss ahead 01.'"

time, and for the most part do cot regains tbsm adaquata2.y.sven.after

choice is made. Perhaps it is ignorance itself that enables us to act

at all. If we knew all the variables and all the ultimate limitatians,

or used ourselves up trying to determine them, %insight well be paralysed

by the appalling complexity of Choice. Such-paralysis hapiily bas-ipt

afflicted the venture in Junior high school social studiesmcurricuims

I will describe in this paper. 'Indeed, some of our best friends say feel
.400111101`

that the venture has proceeded too much from-innocence.
10

Let it at least be said that, as we set about designing.new curri-

culum models for the junior high school years, we tried fon& degree of

awareness on our part which would inform action hut not stifle it.-

We are acutely aware, for example, that there is a virtually infinite

range of substantive material about man and society fromi whieh Oe stuff

of a curriculum can be selectti And no one can reasonably argue that

any single selection or curriculum design drawu from this vast range of

material is insuperably the best for the junior high school. We examined

social studies curricula and teaching materials commonly used in the

seventh, eighth, and ninth grades and became convinced that attcer-tainly.do not exhibit quality of an insuperably high order. We found

ourselves unattracted at one extrema by elaborately detailed and finely

articulated curricular designs which seemed to squeeze out all room for

curiosity'and freedom in learning. The opposite extreme, which declares

that any.curriculum at all is undesirable struck us as silly.
(1)

And

LQ
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we decided early that a curriculum which is principally occupied with

"getting something acrOss," with impartinginforpation, is a trivial

°aapproaCh. As our colleague Jerome Bruner says, "unless thole/ismer

masters in a workable measure some manner'of using Whatte---haw-learned

in exercising his taste or viewing his world or converting his diffia.

cultism into manageable problems, the leomethingl that got,acrose was

surely not worth the effort of transmission." In' a wrd, we became

committed to the idea of transfer in currieulum.

We are convinced that the utility of selected subject-content
0 1

should lie in its closeness to perennial features of the human condition-

end to the structure of knowledge about these features; in its produc-
400

tivity of interest, concern, and curiosity on the.part of children; and

in the demands and opportunities it provides for acquiring and organising,

data,.for making intuitive leaps for hypothesis-formation and testing,

and for drawing inferences and achieving defensible generalisations.

Given these criteria, we Wive chOsen to design illustrative curri-
,

culum models under the over-arching three-year theme.of Man As 4 ?oliticsl

Being. In these models, we trust that subject content and pedagogy are

inseparibly related, and thst doors are opened both for an increase in

general intellectual discipline and an enlarged sense of humanity. We

do not pretend that these curriculum designs are all-purpose or pre-

soriptivet. They Are models of possibility. We do not pretend that they

ake.inclusive, giving "coverage" of "everything important" about man

and society. They are a few selected pieces Of man's total experience,

knowledge about himself, and unanswered qu,stions. We do mot offer them
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ilithor as linear history or as mIdget 110,0404$ of the several social

sciences. They are historical In'thst.theY are-ttve tise.put, but:largely

in Croces saoss,that oil put has ea meaningful extitence ennept'is it
twists for us, as it is given meaning by us.") .4WW1 they are intended

to.drer upon and use the structuFes.and strategies of the social Octangle,

oot to present. these didactically.

In our choice of whet to do we have tried to ba aware of children

as the point of it all. I have thought of thechildren I have watched

in the classrookm of a hundred suburbs, caged in a treadmill system of

superficial education where their survival against boredom was managed

only by the resilience which im youth's most remarkable possession. I

have thought of the same treadmill system in the schools of the city, of

the enormous gulf between the schools and the children of the urban poor,

aud of ths boys'and girls I once knew and worked with under the shadow of

Brooklyn Bridge. Children in all their individual diversity have bean

on our minds. More than that, in dozens of classrooms from New York to

the Rockies and initry-out laboratoryiessions in Cambridge, children

have helped in the empirical development of our materials.

Our awareness also has extended to the practical realities with

which junior high school teachers live and work. These teachers are

hard-pressed by their own treadmill of hourly classes, facing as many

as.180 or more-thildren a day, five days a week. They are burdened by

non-teaching monitorial and clerical duties. They lead hectic, harried

work-lives that leave many of them.eventually overcome by the% pervasive

resentLment Friedenberg writes of, with only a shining few possessed of

7;,t
,r7
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_enough energy and lasting purpose to escape the try, of fatigue end

cynicism. To ask todey's junior high school teachers to renew the social

studies curriculumoatheir owns helped a little by overweorked supervisors

and an occasional consuliants is to ask the imposeible--the task is Slay-

phew tried that way. The asmory of teaching history and social studies

to twelve-year old boys and iirls in an American publiclphool is still

vtvid in my own mind; I can recapture all too easily tie travail as well

es the little triumphs of the real thing. The conditions that could make

for inventive, sensitive teaching wars hard to come by. Our choice has .

been to help teachers by Producing the kinds of materials they, would like

to prepare themselves had they world enough and time. We have tried to

do this with the full-time help of some vary fine teachers working side

by side with university scholars.

Such considerations lie behind the choices we have made in curriculum

construction. In addition, because of the nature of the problem and the

remarkable resources Bruner brings to our work, we have.bsen constantly

aware of the need to deal with what is known about intellect, learning,

and teaching as we plan and test new curriculum Models. Brun'ir's own

work in this regard has been our chief psychological and-pedagogical

compass. Before going on to a discussion of the organizing ideas, sub-

stantive content, and currivslum models we are developing for the junior

high school it may be useful to review soma of the concepts of intellect

and education upon which our work is based.

5 3
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- Intellecty Discovery, and-St cture,./

Not Nunes alone, but other too have bean moving tow4rds A new %flew

14,

of the relatiOnship betwefn intellect and the process of education. In ,

_Iblii:eannaction, the devippment of a unified theory of human intense;

-

vhich organizes.the known, unique, or primary intellectual Abilities

(3)
into a single system hal been outlined persuasively by Guilford. by

factor analysis, components of intelligence have been'distinqpished as

unique abilities needed to do well in certain kinds of tasks or tests.

In recent years it has become apparent that the factors themselves may

be grouped into three classes: operations, contents, and product.

Operations. This class of factors includes the following, all

related to mental processes:

I. Cognition (discovery, rediscovery, or recognition)-
2. Memory (retention of what is cognised)

3. Convergent thinking (getting the right, best, or conven-

tional answer)
4. Divergent thinking (searching, seeking variety, taking

"different" directions)
5. Evaluation (deciding as to goodness, correctness, etc.) of

what we know, remember, or produce)

Contents. This class deals with the material or content with which

intellect operates and includes:

1. Figural Content (concrete material
senses)

2. Symbolic Content (letters, digits,
of these)

3. Semaptic Content(verbal meanings or ideas)

4. Behavioral Content ("social" intelligence; not 7et factored)

Products. This class suggests the kinds of products which mAy be

perceived through the

signs, and systems

involved when a particular intellectual operation is applied to a

particular kind of content. There are six, as far as factor analysis.
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can presently detirsipssr

1. Units. (letters nupbers, forms, objects, sounds, etc.)

2. Classes (classifications, voupings)

3. atletVans (formation of associations between units, etc.)

4. Systems (ordering, arranging, organising) ,

5. Transformations (redefinition, changes of various kinds;
e.g changing functions or uses of parts)

- 6. implications (inferences, conclusions)

Guilford suggests that these three kinds of classification of the

factors of intellect can be represented by a single solid model, with

each dimension representing one of the modes of variation of the factors.

Each cell in the model calls for a particular kind tof ability that can be

desaibed in terms of operation, content, and product, because each cell

is at the intersection of a unique combination of these three classes.

The Guilford model is shown on the following page.
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An illustration of how this model may be used to conceptualise the
1

intersection of component factor,s of intellaci is an example which ,lould

fall in cell os, the divergent productiOn of semantic tranSformations.
-

Here we are dealing with "originality", in the sense of adaptive flexi-

bility with semantic material, where there should be a shifting of Open-

ings. Our interest is in a person's ability to produce original, clever,

or outlandish new formulations from given semantic content.

In the Plot Titles Test, a pprson is presented with a short story

and asked to come up with as many appropriate titles for the story as

he can. One such story concerns a missionary in Africa, captured by

cannibals,.and about to be boiled in a pot. A princess of the tribe

secures a promise.that he will be freed if he consents to marry her.

The missionary ungallantly--or unwisely--refuses, and is accordingly

boiled.

Guilford divides titles produced by this'unhappy little story into

two categories: clever and unclever.- Some typical unclever responses

are: African Death,'Defeat of a Princess,.Eaten by Savages, The Prin-

cess, Vie African Missionary, In Darkest Africa, and Boiled by _Savages.

Titles deemed clever, refletting originality and divergent production of

semantic transformations are these: Pot's Plot, Polauck Dihnj, Stewed

Parson, Goil or Boil, A Mate Worse Than Death, He Left a Dish for a Pot,

Chaste in Haste, and A Hot Price for Freedom. Highest scores go to

those who 'produce the greatest nuMber of clever or.original

Whether one might consider the degtee of cleverness very high,'at least

the clever responses have something different--fresher and funnier--than

the commonplace responses of the unclever type. They reflect the
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structural intersection of divergent thinking, semantic material, and

the production of transformation.

Several relevant points arise'out of GUilford's view of the struc-

ture of intellect. These bear rather directly on the process of edu-

cation and the development of curriculum models.

One point has to do with the multi-dimensional character of intel-

ligence. Over 50 intellectual factors'are known already, and Guilford's

theoretical tiodel predicts as many as 120 distinct abilities, if each

cell of the model contains a factor. Guilford feels that more than 120

ways of being intelligent will ultimately show up in testing and analysis..

To know an individual's intellectual resources will require a surpris-

ingly large number of scores. Since high variation and complexity within

individual resources of intellect are increasingly evident, limited-option

curriculum materials and single text books become as indefensible as

uni,dimensional "intelligence scores" are in sorting children into sheep

and goats.

A second point of fundamental importance to educational planning

underlihes much of what Bruner has told us. Guilford puts it this way:

-r

...we might well undergo transformations with respect to our con-

ception of the learner and of the process of learning. Under the

prevailing conception, the learner is a kind of stimulus-response

device, 'much on the order of a vending machine. You put in a coin,

and something comes out. The machine learns what reaction to put

out when a certain coin is put in. If, instead, we think.of the

learner as an agent for dealing with information, where inkormatio9

is defined very broadly, we hive something more analogous to an

electronic.computer. We feed a computer information; it.stóres

.Ehai information; it usep that information for generating new

infor6Eion, eithers,by way-of divergent, or conxergent thinking;

mid it evalUates its own results. Advantages that a human learner

has over a co4uter include the step of seeking and discovering

new information from sources Outside itself and the step of pro-

gramming itself... At any rate, this conception of the learner
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lead ua to the idea that laaraiaiLia iliacovirr Ofj cip;

asr.ly the formation of associations, particularly aasociaticoa in

the £o'çm..of stimulus-response connections. I am ewers of the fact

that apropoaal is hulk heresy. But if ire re to mekiCsAgnificant

progress in our understanding of the so-called bieber mental pro-

cesses o thinking, prOblem-solving, and creative thinking, some

drastic aoificationa are due in our theory.

The idea Otat education is a matter of training the mind or of,

training the intellect has been rather unpopular......g67'empbasis

hag been ution the learning of rather specific habits or skills,.

if we take;our cue fram factor theory, howevei, we recognise, that

mast learning probably has both specific and general aspects or
components...The best position for educators to take is that pos7 .

sibly every intellectual factor can be devoinped in indiyiduals et

het to some extent by learnin .(4)

Bruner deals beautifully with ihe relationship between intellect and

learning-as-discovery in his set of essays On Knowing, He comments that

in the various new curriculum projects undertaken in,America during recent

years, "one encounters repeatedly an expression of faith in the powerful

effects that come from permitting the student to put things together for'

himself, to be his own discoverer."
(5) Bruner hypothesizes that learning

through discovery may indeed confer important benefits which justify the

faith of the new curriculum builders. These presumptive benefits are

summarized thus:

1. An increase in intellectual potency.

Emphasii on discovery in learning bas precisely the effect on

the lamer of leading him to be a constructioniat, to organize

what he is encountering in a manner not only designed to dis-

cover regularity and relatedness, but alsotO avoid the kind

of information drift that fails to keep accouht of the uses to

wtich information might have to be-put. Emphasis on discovery,

indeed, helps the child to learn the varieties of problem

solving, of transforming information for better use, helps him

to learn how to go about the very task of learning.0)

2. A shift fiom extrinsic to intrinsic rewards.

The hypothesis I (writes Bruner) would propose here is that to

the degree that one is able to approach learning as a.task of

5 9



discovering something 'rather than *learning about" it, to that

degree there will be a tendency for the child to work with the

autonomy. of selforeward or, sore properly0 be rewarded by 44.8-

\covery itself....rhe child comes to manipulate his environment

'more actively and schism** his gratification from coping with

problems. As he finds symbolic modes of ripresenting and

transforming the environment, there is en earamicirodsil decline

in'sthe importance of stimulue-response-r,eward sequences.(7)

3. Learning the heuristics of discoverinR.

It is my'hunch.that it is only through the exercise of problem

solving and the effort of discovery that 'one learns.thi working

heuristics of discovery; the move one has practice, the mare

likely one is to generalise whet one has learned into a Style

of problem solving or inquiry that serves for any kind of task

encountered...A think the matter is self-evident, but vhst is

uncles* is the kinds of training snd teaching that produce the

best effects....Practice in inquiry, in trying to figure out

things for oneself is indeed what is needed--but in what form?

Of only one thing am I conwtnced: I have never seen anybody

improve in the art and technique of inquiry by any means other

than engaging in inquiry.(8)

Aid to' conserving memory.

probl,em of humah memory is not storagebut
retrieval....The key to retrieval is organization or, in even

simpler.terms, knowing where to find information that has been

put into memory....One can cite a myriad of findings to indicate'

that any organization of information.that reduces the aggregate

complexity of material by imbedding it into a cognitive process

a person has constructed for himself willjzake_that material

more accessible for retrieva/....Thus, the Very ittitt*s and

activities that characterize figuring out or discovering thingg

for oneself also seem to have the effect of conserving memory.(9)

Bruner distinguishes two kinds of teaching: "that which takes place

in the expository mode and that in the hypothetical mode."
(10)

In the

former, the tacher is largely an expositor or teller while the student

is a listener or passive recipient. In the hypothetical mdde, the rela-

tionship of teacher with student is much more reciprocal and cooperative.

The student is not a passive listener, but engages with the teacher in

the process of acquiring information, formulating hypotheses about it,



and evaluating information and starnts. _This contrast of mdes involves

the risk of oversimplification, but granted a general difference between

them, it is 7the hypothetical mode which characterig'es the teaching tha'

encourages discovery."
(11) -

All that I have reviewed in this section loads to a nearly over-
t_

whelming question. If we asstime that intellect is multi-dimensional and

capable of enormously variable olieration-content-product combinations, that

every intellectual factor can be developed by learning, that ldarnimg.in

the most benefiCial sense is discovery, and that learning by discovery la

most encouraged by the hypothetical mode of teaching, where then are um

led in curricular construction? What is a defensible way of proceeding in

making new social studies curriculum models for--to.be specific--children

who are twelve to fourteen years old?

I think'no one has more than hunch or bias to go by at this stage of

the game. Some,. like Holt, apprehend the problemwith a naiveta which

would be charming if it were less angry and shallow. His construction is

that we have jUst two alternatives.

The first alternative as Holt sees it is to go at curriculum the way

schools presumably do now, with these ideas:

1.) Of the vast body of human knowledge, there are certain bits and

pieces that can be called essential, that everyone should know; 2.)

the extent to which a person can be considered educated, qualified

to live intelligently in today's world and be a useful member of

society-;depends on the amount of this essential inowledge that he

carries about with him; 3.) it is the duty of the schools, therefore,

to get as much of this essential knowledge as possible into the minds

of children. Thus um find ourselves trying to poke certain facts,

recipes, and ideas deign the gullets of every Child in school...(12)

Repelled by this alternative, Holt sees only one other way to move.

This is in the direction of the anti- or hon-curriculum, where the affairsN
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'of learning, the choices of what to learn, when and how, would be wholly

unstructured by adults and left to children altogether to determine. From

premises about intellect, learning, and discovfry not unlike those I hve

reviewed,.Holt concludes that adult-conceived,curriculum" (which he ims-

sines could beim only the form and meaning established in his first alter-

native) should be thrown out altogether:

(We must) sweep this nonsense out of the way,(he writis)... We ,

cannot have real learning in school if we think it is our duty and

our right to tell children what they must learn. We cannot know,

at any moment, what particular bit of knowledge or understanding a

child-needs most, will most strengthen and best fit his model of

reality. Only he can do this. He may not do it very well, but he

can do it a hundred times better than we can. The most we CSA 40

is try to help, by letting him know mislay what is availablit and

where he can look for'it. Choosing what he wants to learn and what

he does not is something he must do for himself.(13)

The method of discovery certainly, rules out the first alternative Holt

sketches. And the concept of structure in the process of education rejects

the idea of an anti-curriculum, in which the child is all. liodern curri-

culum building cannot intelligently take either the "stuff their gullets"

route or the route of romantie anarchy.

We are concerned, as Guilford suggests we should be, with learning

and transfer of a general order--as well as with the learning and transfer .

of specific habits and skills. General or nonspecific transfer means the

transfer of principles and attitudes:

In essence, it consists of learning initially not a skill but a

general idea, which can then be used as a basis for recognizing

subsequent problems as special cases of the idea originally mastered.

This type of transfer 4is at the heart of the educational process--

the continual broadening and deepening of knowledge in terms of

basic and general ideas-(14)

Our position with regard to cgrriculum development in junior hi h,

school social studies is that as adults:

6 2
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I. V. have a responsibility to-gear our curriculum and pedagogy

to fundamentalidea's and principles of the sOcial studies. This

implies th!tt we must--with all the wise counsel we call get--

decide what fundamental ideas constitute the structure of what

we propose to teach:

2. Wt must develop teaching materials in which these basic ideas'

an4 principles are given a central role.

3. We must detain these materials not only to enable students to

grasp and wrestle with fundamental ideas, but to give them excit-

ing experience in inquiry and discovery which will develop their

capacities and appetite for further learning.

In following sections, I suggest the directions in which we have moved

from this position as a base. We have established a major framework or

structure of fundamental ideas for a three-year sequence in social studies

for twelve to fourteen-year old.children. Within this over-arching frame-

work, we have thought of certain basic ideas as being central for each of

the three course-years. For the first and third years, we have developed

prototype units of instruction built around materials designed to maximize

student opportunity for manipulation, analysis, and generalization about

data. In the middle year of the three--roughly the eighth grade-owe have

gone the farthest in establishing a structure of ideas and a series oi

units of open-ended material through which the act of discovery may be

exercised.

We are attempting, then, not to set up a curriculum of "essential

information" with which the gullets of children must be stuffed. Nor are

we abdicating the adult role and leaving it to childrpn to construct thfr
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own education alone. Instead, we are trying to relate the structure of

the study of man and society to the experience of discovery on tha pert

of children, and in doing so dengue and enlarge as many factors of Latta-,

lect es we can.

f
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nerlizs.atirtimejaheldt
In the broad context of social studies as an integration of history

and social science, three principal ends which curriculum should gam

'have to do with apneralization. valuilikand the idea of causality. Bach

of these is a problem of the highest order for all knowing at all Levels.

Bach seems to us to be one of the central concerns and functions of an

effective curriculum dealing with man and society.

W'e are all chronic generalizers. The historian, Carr seys, "is not

really interested in the unique, but what is general in the unique.
A 15 )

So, too, is the reader as well as the Writer of history; the former can
OP

hardly avoid applying the historian's observations.to other contexts

with which he is familiar, including Las own. But -shis matter is not a

special circumstance of historians and their readers. .Generalization

is one of our most fundamental ways of coping with the immense variety

of our total experience. What Potter calls "latent generalizations"

are likely to pervade and underlie, most often unconsciously, our ex-

plicit statements about data, experience, and ideas.
(16)

It is a com-

monplace that our perCeption of physical and social phenomena is usually

stereotyped. Mnch of what we see in the new is the memory of an earlier

percepaion, functioning for us as a generalization. Generalization as

an act is inescapOle. I only wish to suggest that a principal task

of curriculum ietohelp childten'become systematically aware of their

own latent generalizations and those of others. The task also is to

provide children with experience in making generalizations which they

recognize and which, as far as possible, they make rational and explicit.
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The task is to help them ganralisio intelligently and avoid operating

on "unrecognised, half-hidden assumptions which.remain unordered sad

chaotic."(17) Practice in the production of defensible_generalisations

is an integral atm of our curriculum models.

A special case of the act of generalisation is that of valuing.

The need to judge is in our bones. TO try to-separate thi-Act of val.-

uing from the act of knewing in the study of man andieociety is a sadly

empty quest. Nothing in this connection is more poignant than the

effort of Marc Bloch to make such a separation in'his unfinished !look,

Pe Historians' Craft, written in the dark days of 1942 or 1943, when

as a French Jew he was being driven from academic life by the Nazis.

Bloch eventually became a Resistance leader near Lyons, was captured,

imprisoned, tortured, and on June 16, 1944, taken into an open field

and shot with twenty-six other patriots. Thinking as an historian of

the relationship between knowing and valuing, this man who was so soon

to die a senseless, brutal death wrote:

When the scholar has observed and explained, his task is finished.

It yet remains for the judge to pass sentence...(18)

The dichotomy between fact and value assumed by Bloch bears little real

examination. What Carr points out for historians could be said equally

well for social scientists who frequently proceed as though the value

problem did 0, : exist for them:

When we seek to know the facts, the questions which we ask, and

therefore the answers which we obtain, are prompted by our system

of values. Our picture of the facts of our environment is moulded

by our values, i.e., by the categories through which we approach

the facts; and this picture is one of the important facts which we

have to take into account. Values enter into our facts and are an

essential part of them. Our values are an essential part of our

equipment as human beings.(19)
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Truth straddleithe'world of fact and the world of value; the search
a

for truth ineludibly involves us in questions of value as well as fact.

Using Potter's nomenclature, me can say that a major problem of sociAl

knowledge in this connection is unawatenesi of the latent values that

affect one's search. W try to build our curriculum models so that

children can consciously encounter the fact of valuing as well as the

value of fait, and wiestle with the dilemmas and ambiguities these inter-

locked realities expose one to.

Finally, we have a basic concern for introducing children to an

awareness and grasp of the idea of causality--and some measure of its

complexity. With Carr, we take it that "the study of history is a study

of causes," and that "the historian deals in a multiplicity of causes."
(20)

While the student of society must work through thdtmultiplication of

causes, he is equally engaged in working through their simplification in

order to get at regularities and generalizations. Unhappily, except for

the recent contributions of such men as Carr, Potter, and J. H. Hexter,
(21)

one rsnnot find as much acknowledgment of all this among historians as

Bloch expressed in saying, "In a word, in history, as elsewhere, the

causes cannot be assumed. They must be Looked for...."
(22)

Pot er's

criticism of historians in the United States is severe:

The literature of their method and the procedures of their training
give so little attention to the systematic analysis of such rela-
tionships (between separate items of data involving effects) that
a majority of those trained in history have never confronted the

general question of the nature of causation....(23)

Iasi/Sting that theirs is a pragmatic approach--free froms priori, gener-

alizations and antiseptically non-theoreticalsuch historians feel they

.67
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are "confining themselves to facts," ind not engaging in interpretation:

"A prudent lian might avoid needless exposure to criticism if he would

refrain from speakini of causes as such.
"(24) If criticism of this kind

Applies at all to historians, it fits many social scientists infinitely

better. Among them, for the most part, the question of causality,is

dealt with in such a gingerly and dietant fashion that one can 'hardly

find it in the thickets of multiveriate analysis and the "analysis of

change through time."(25)

Without entering into the quarrels of historians about the Appro-

priateness of trying to deal with causelpand withouE probing into the

coyness of social researchers on the subject, we place our money on the

need for a social studies curriculum to Gisen up the,idea of causality,

its uses 'and hazards. Everyday life would be impossible--or at best a

nightmare out of Kafka--if we could not assume that events have causes

and that in principle the causes may be ascertained. Similarly, the

sqcial past would be only a history of the absurd if we ruled out caus-

aiity considerations as a way of finding patterns and coherences enough

to make the world comprehensible. We therefore have designed materiala

as best we can to lead children to the question of Why? and Whither?

Generalization, valuing, and causality thus are major points of

emphasis in what we are proposing for children to study. In a broad

sense, these points ultimately occupy the attention of all meaningful

study of man and society. Herbert 3. Muller's assumptions about \his

own work provide an example:

That the ideal of history is, in the words of Morris Cohen,

"an imaginative reconstruction of the past which is scientific

in its determinations and artistic in its formulation";

8
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2. That history is more genuinely scientific in spirit as it

takes into account the reasons why it cannot be utterly ob-

jective or strictly scientific in method;

3. That among these reasons is the necessity of dealing with a

complex of factors--physical, biological, psychological,
culturalthat cannot be measured, isolated in controlled
experiments, or reduced to a single Cause;

4. That among these factors is the force of human will--of mind

and character, ideas, and ideals;

5. That this force makes it necessary to pass ethical judgments

on history, and that such judgments are in fact implicit in

the works of the most resolutely amoral historians;

6. That our scientific, esthetic, and moral interests alike call

for a world view, a kind of anthropological study of civili-

zations, as a perspective on our own civilization;

7. That in this perspective we can make out universals or under-

lying uniformities but cannot claim possession of the absolute

truth about man and the universe, cannot hope for complete

certainty about beginnings and ends; and

8. That this is not simply a depressing conclusion.(26)

In the junior high school curriculum sequene,,., our design and content

are narrower by a great deal than the sweep of civilizations with which

Muller has dealt. At the same time, our materials and pedagogy are in

a sense broader, being concerned with the social sciences as well as with

the study of history. The spirit of Muller's assumptions applies to our

effort nonetheless.
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-Chitdren and the-World as Political

The basic orientation we have chosenfor a three year junior high

school social studies program is towardalpolitical,aspects of Man's life.

ibis choice was made fot,sdveial reasons.

One reason is that we felt it essential, out of alt the substantive

options avatAble, to center on a dimedsion of social experience,which

has a coaamnding 'significance add which in various ways...touches the lives

of every person. Further, studies of children indicate that, as the

Apolitical scientist Charles Hi...Merriam obfieved in 1931, "The process

of politicalization begins far down the scale-both in.organization and

in:years. The point of #eparture for civic education is the.child."(27?

Currently,fDavid Easton and RoVert D. Hess of tivi University 9f Chicago

are studying the politicat,attkudes.of some twelve thousand cialdren

in eight cities id ,ades two through eight. The...cogclusions of their

study ar4 nOi'yet published,/but their work so far A9nii.rms Merria-
,

.&

'statement amd*ds much that is exciting to consider'. For ekampae, it

appears\p\!iht the influence*of the family is more limited than had earlier

been thought, and that the school emerA as the most influential agent

of
life: (28)

If this is true--and in view of the American schoold's historic

commitment to education for citizenship it seems likely-then what.

happens in the school's treatment of politics and governance is crucial..

Several possibilities and outcomeS are evident.
7

or one thing, classroom instruction may result in a kind.of "copy-

book civics" and mythic history which leads a child to have unrealistic
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perceptions of the Citizen's role and the nature of governancg. If we

instill in children a utopian view of the citizen and his government, um

may unwittimgly, contribute to his later disillusionment and political

alienation. There will be less than'humin perfection in the politiial

world he grows up into,. Politics will be a vigordus, earthy, and Conflict-

ful part of ali government, public-aid-private, and,he had best know and .

accept it In.realistic terms. If whq he learns in school is only a
.

prettified version of what politics and evernance cueht, to b7e, he will

be ill euipped to deal with what politics awl- governance really are in

human life. To achieve political maturity, he mnst.move toward a level of

rattonal insight and ultimate activism in which he can perceive the realities

of the political structure, can hold political goals which are operationally
_ .

possible', and share in developing institutions through which these goals

(29)
may'be realized.

Through the school, children can learn to understand an idea of citi;

zenship which requires genuine political maturity. Citizenship within the

western tradition has been defined with deceptive simplicity by D. W. Brogan,

the British political scientist:

What is this idea? rt seems to me to have two aspects. The first--

.
possibly the mopt important, certainly the most novel--aspect is the

assumption that every citizen has the right to be cohsulted on the

conduct of the political bociety and the duty of having something to

contribute to the general consultation. The second aspect is the

converse of the first. The citizen who has a right to be consulted

is bound by the results of the consultation. His duties flow from

his rights.(30)

In understanding Brogan's definition, it is necessary to note that he uses

the term "political 'society" insteaa Of ,"government." In doing so, he

recognizes that government, complex as.it is, is only one of many organ-

ized and informal structures of power, influence, and relationship in

tr.
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which the citizen finds himself. The individual enters into a political

society at many levels and in different roles.

It appears to us not only possible but desirablp for the school to

lead chiLdren ipto a study of the dynam(c role of politics in human exis-

tence ai many leiels. CertainLy it is feasible to introduce children Nir

the idea that motivation dnd emotions play a significent part in man's
,

political life. Certainly, ioo, it is possible to introduce them to the
4

fact that the political scene-in which people act is given meaning by

pirceptual and cognitive processes and ifilated areas of intelligence and

mental organization. Probably no more relevant justification for-the

orientation of our juniof high school curriculum models in the direction

of political life can be offered than the argument that' a) effectively

functioning citizens in a democratic society need as sound cognitive maps

of political life as they can get and develop; b).not only attitudes, but

a person's whole style of political thinking is influenced in manifold

ways by intellectual processes;
(31) and c) cognitive maps, attitudes, and

fundamental intellectual conceptualizations about politics are substan-

tially affected by the school by the end of early adolescence.

clo
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The Limitations and Uses of Political Science

Choosing any single field of the social studies as pivotal for a

major block of the curriculum has its limitations as well as itsopses.

Let us take a look for a moment at both with regard toplitical science.

There are those who would claim that political science is neither

.pnlitical nor scientific, and many would be at least half right. The

field of study, its scopei methodology, And style are matters of .contro-

versy among Ehe dcholars involved. The internal divisions of political

science are analogous in a sense to the conflicts and uncertainties of

an adolescent. As a field, political science is not altogether sure what

it is or what it wants to be. Its theoretical structure is diverse, at

best potentially rich, but lacking in coherence and clear, accepted

definition.

Specialists in traditional desriptive studies of institutions and

governmental forms are m'xed in with historical students of political

thought and philosophy; these rub elbows with innovators of public admin-

istration procedures, historians of political events, biographers of

political persons, students of international relati!Ons and diplomacy,

and others. Since Graham Wallas, there has been a mounting invasisn of

the-study of politics and governance by all manner of academic outlanders,

oriented toward behavioral, quantitative, paychoanalytical, or other

exotic approaciles; speaking a language and using instruments, statistical

procedures,.and hypotheses which seem as outrageous as they are imcom-

prehensible,to the more traditional deniseena'of the field'. What was a

simple, happy domain half a century ago now is poached in by political

7 3
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sociologists, social psychologists, semanticists, survey researchers

students of personality and characters'ana others. V. 0. Vey found--

Erik Erikson's ideas amd" those of "other Freudians" offensive, and

Freudians would perhaps have regarded his conception of political moti-

vation as naive. The remarkable diversity of the field, its internal

conflicts, its lack of a coherent theoretical structure, its ambiguities,

and its curre growth in many uirections, combine to make it complicated,

to draw upon ft.r a generally agreeable reconstrUctioli of social studies

in the schools.

At the same time, the :amorphous character of the field of political

science ironically may make it useful in developing a sotial studies cur-

riculum. By definition, we want our social studies curriculum to shed

light on man and society from a variety of points of view; e.g., from

those of history4economics, sociology, geography, psychology, and anthro-
.

pology. The fact that modern political science has some of all these

fields, and more, in it may turn out to be a virtue for social studies

curriculum purposea. In an almost embarrassing sense, nothing human is

alien to political science. Thus, within its rubric, we can feel free

to draw upon a number of disciplines for materials and ideas useful to

a curriculum.

But political science yields certain powerful ideas and questions of

its ywn which are also useful to us in establishing the major framework

of a junior high,chool social studies curriculum. The next section

suggests what we see these to be.

mo.
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The overarchipe theme of-the three year junior high school socifil

studies sequence within which we are developing curriculum models is Man

As A Political Being. The theme is certainly no dewer than the Politics

of Aristotle. As our colleague, Elting Morison, has written elsewhere,

If ...one of the most perplexing ambiguities in human experience (is) that

posed by the fact that man is both a priv;te, separate, independent being

and, as Aristotle said, 'a political animal'--a member ore community.

He is himself, and citizen, and these can be quite different things at

different times."(32) By definition, course material that proposes to

offer the study of man as a political animal becomes caught up in the

ambiguities and difficulties Mbrisen suggests.

have:

Norton Long has written about the social studies generally that we

A mixed enterprise on the one hand concerned with the value of

neutral objective pursuit of scientific knowledge (in thisbcase,

dealing with political behavior, institutions, and the like) and

on the other concerned with the humanistic and philosophical task

of entering the student into an informed and critically intelligent

appreciation of his cultural inheritance and even of the broader

milktu in which the'educated and responsible citizen of today must

function.(33)

In such a mixed enterprise we are concerned not only with information, but

with providing a theoretical apparatus for giving order and significance

to information, a methodology of inquiry, and ways of assessing and appre-

ciating the values that are involved.

Two fundamental concepts of political science provide the principal

sources from which the questions and organizing considerations of this

three year curriculum sequence proceed. The first of these is the concept
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of pemb particularly political power, in human society. The second

concept is that of political culture. Let me treat each of these in tura

briefly and suggest the utility we feel that they have in giving structure

to the social studies curriculum.

Because one cannot approach the polity for study or action without

encountering relationships of governor and governed, political scientists

have tended to single out power as the feature of huMan relationships of

deepest,interest to them. Not long ago, Hans MOrgenthau suggested making

power the central concept of the theory of politics and using this central

theoretical conception as the core of a new curriculum of political science
*

itself:

On the one hand, the curriculum must take into account the fact

that its concept (power) is a general social phenomenon which

manifests itself most typically in the political sphere, but is

not limited to it. The phenomenon of power and the social con-

figurations to which it gives rise in the political sphere play an

important, yet largely neglected, part in all social life. A

configuration, such as the balance of,power, for instance, is a

general social phenomenon to be found on all levels of social in-

teraction.(34)

Indeed, it is the pervasiveness of power as a faetdr in human relationships

that makes it such an immensely productive concept tp work with in the

social studies. As Merriam said, "It is a creature of habits, of culture

patterns woven deeply into the lives of men..."
(35) Merriam argued

against drawing too sharp and exclusive a 'line between political and other

forms oepower, suggesting that a clearer view is gained by recognizing

the fundamental similarity between power in one context and in another.

He proposed that the world would be Jar more difficult to govern if this

were not so because the habits and ways learned in one group would not be

transferable to another and reinforced by further experience and observation.



A broad view of the concept of power has led to itd use and rein-

terpretation in a number of fields other than political science. The

concept has been the center of a considerable historical literature,

particularly in recent years. American historians who have studied

power in the colonial and other periods include Jack P. Green, William A.

Reavis, Bernard Bailyn, Sigmund Diamond, J. R. Pole, Richard McCormick,

John Morton Blum, and others. An example of this literature is Anthony F.

Upton's, "The Road to Power in Virginia in the Early Nineteenth Century."(36)

In sociology, the work of Floyd Hunter, N. W. Folsby, C. Wright Mills, and

others suggests how variously and extensively the concept of power has

been explored.

The concept has had use, of course, in other fields including, inter-

estingly enough, that of child study, where Marion E. Turner's unusual

verbatim reports of the conversations of a group of children four to nine

years of age deals in part with "power factors in children's play," Turner

used conflict and conflict resolution in childhood relations as a means for

introducing children to the study of power relationships and the elements

of governance. Weed, without conceptualizing a bit abstractly, children

in the hierarchies of our family life and our schools are perceiving, as-

sessing, and engaging in power relationships constantly. In this sense,

there is probably no social subject matter more available to childrenand

less used by schools for purposes of study--than that covered by the concept

of power.

The broad utility and productivity of the concept of power is inten-

sified when it is defined in political terms and used as a theoretical
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construct fori.nquiring into and ordering political events and developments

Politics as power consists basically of the relationships of governors and

the governed, and the study of politics is the study of these relationships

This is not to.say that power is,one-sided, operating only by command from

above. As Key said, the "pawer relatiOnship is reciprocal, and the subject

may affect the ruler more profoundly than the ruler affects the subject."
(38)

Whatever the case, a working political system consists of a multiplicity of

.power relationships which, taken together, assume characteristic forms.
4.\

and usually oversimplified, efforts have been made to categorize

of power into institutions and types pf government.. This is

Countless,

structures

harder to do than it once seemed, because we find that the real world of

power, like social life generally, hardly ever comes in neat packages. Even

though power relationships within all societies tend to be organized into

systems of authority, the roles and relationships involved--no matter how

prescriptive--are occupied always by very human beings. Therein lies the

drama, comedy, tragedy, and fascination of politics.

Using power and political power as central organizing concepts fár oer

three year junior high school sequence on Man As A Political Being, provides

us with generative questions with which children can look at a wide range

of human phenomena, all the way from relationships in their awn schools to

power relationships in the death of the Roman Republic. Some of these

questions are:

-- What is power in human society?

- - Why is power a part of *human society?

- - What does power rely upon?
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What are the evils of power/

How do people protect themselves againsi excesses of power? ,

How does power operate to survive?

What are the conditions under which power sickens aid dies?
(39)

If questions like these underlie the materials in our units of instruc-

tion, and if the materials are worthy and imaginatively presented, it seems,

likely to us that children will come up against and need to think hard about

the implications of power in man's life as a political being. They will be

drawn into considering structures of power and styles of authority, as these

affect them and have affected others. They will need to look at the idea

of role as distinct from person, and at differential roles as bearers of

authority. They will have to ask themselves how power is legitiMized, how

it depends on custom, how it operates through institutions. They will need

to investigate and consider the sanctions in which authority is clothed,

all the way from those of an economic nature to the extremes of violence and

force. They will find themselves studying the function of attitudes and

values in relation to power and asking how these things are formed and

changed. They can look at the dilemmas of power that center around the

dispersion or centralization of authority, perhaps considering the propo-

sition that dispersion of power makes competition among centers of power

inevitable. They will have to examine the troublesome problem of succession

to authority, and will need to look at instances of the overthrow and

reconstitution of authority. Their studies should lead them to test out

the part that dissent and criticism may play within differing systems of

power and how the processes of consultation and consent may work or fail

in the transactions of political life.
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Not least, in some measure, use of the central concept of power and

the implications of it which I have tried to suggest here shouldproviding

that our materials are adequate-4ring students to a confrontation of the

political order within which they live.

The second major concept which informs the intellectual structure of

our three year junior high school sequence is that of political culture.

First introduced by Gabriel Almond in a provocative article in 1936,
(
4°

)

the concept of political culture has recently been applied in one of the

largest cross-national surveys ever attempted in the field of political

science.
(41) The idea of power is synthetic and endowed with a remarkable

productivity which makes it useful for political and social studies. So,

too, is the idea of political'culture.

The concept of power, as we have seen, is principally concerned with

relationships, and for our ',urposes particularly those relationships found

in aspects of political life. As Lasswell puts it, "Power is an interpersonal

situation; those who hold power are empowered. They depend upon and continue

only so long as there is a continuing stream of empowering responses."
(42)

In this sense, power provides a foundation for studying matters with which

relationships are most closely involved; e.g., motivation, influence, forms

and roles of authority and submission, reciprocality, the institutions in

which relationships are patterned and given legitimacy, and the like. As

a concIpt power is a point of intersection for various disciplines besides

political science, including at least history, sociology, and psychology.

Like all really productive social concepts it is apt to trouble us both

because it is at once simplistic and, when we seek to apply it laden with

complexity. The same might be said for the concept of political culture.

S 0
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The notion of political culture is principally concerned with patterns

of orientation to political action within which political,systems Of power

are embedded.

Political culture in Almond!s sense agsumes a prior concept, that of

political system. This is a system of action, a totality of relevant units,

with interdependence among the units in their interactions, and a certain

stability or changing equilibrium in their interaction. For Almond, the

relevant

terms as

open and

offices,

into and

unit of the political system is role. Ile.prefers role to such

institutions, organizations, or groups because he feels it a more

inclusive notion. Role can "include formal offices, informal

families, electorates, mobs,...and the like, insofar as they enter

affect the political system."
(43) Weber's definition of a poli-

tical system as the legitimate monopoly of physical coercion over a given

territory and population is restated by Almond to fit the concept of role:.

It is, of course, clear that political systems protect freedoms, and

provide welfare, as well as impose order backed up by physical com-

pulsion, but even their protection of freedom and their provision of

welfare is characteristically backed up by the threat of physical

compulsion. Hence, it seems appropriate to define the political system

as the patterned interaction of roles affecting decisions backed up

by the threat of physicrtl compulsion.(44)

Political culture is not considered to be bound by the territoriality of

a political system: "Patterns of orientation to politics (i.e., political

cultures) may, and usually do, extend beyond the boundaries of political

(45)
systems.

The concept of political culture is not the same thing as the concept

of general culture, although the first is related to the second. Anthro-

pologists use the term culture in various ways. The use suggested for it
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in political science employs only one of its many meanings: plat of

$41)\ 4411

"psychological orientation toward social objects."(46)

Parsons and Shils have suggested that any orientation to poliiics

entails three elements: cognition (e.g., perceiving, knowing, and die--

criminating among events, issues, actions objects, etc.); cathexis (e.g.,

investing objects events, issues, etc. with:emotional or affective signi-

ficance);and evaluation (e.g., organizing and selecting perceptions,

preferences, and values related to political actions).
(47)

The political

culture of a socity is taken to'be the political system "as internalized

0(48)
The

in the cognitions, feelingi', and evaluations of its population.

political culture of a count.zy is found in the characteristic distribution

of patterns of orientation toward political objects among the people of

the,dOuntry.

In classifying objects of political.orientation, we may examine the

general political system. We can seek to determine cognitions, feelings,

and evaluations of people with regard to the system. At the other extreme,

we can seek to determine orientations toward the "self" as political actor,

the sense of personal political obligation and competenCe which people'have'"

with regard to the political system. The political system may be analyzed

into three components: roles or structures (e.g., execu ives, legislative

bodies, bureaucrats or bureaucracies); incumbents of roles (e.g., particular

monarchs, legislators, administrators etc.); and decisivis (e.g., particular

policies, decisions, or enforcements). The objects within these three corn-

ponents of a political system may in turn be classified according to whether.

they are part of a "political" or input process, or part of an "adiminis-

trative" or output process:

8 2



By political or input process we refer to the flow of demands from

the society into the polity and the conversion of these demands into

authoritative poes. Some structures that are predominantly in-
t
volved in the input process are political parties, interest groups,

and the media of communication. By the administrative or output

process we refer to that process by which authoritative policies

are applied or forced. Structures predominantly involved in this

process would include bureaucracies and courts... The political

culture becomes the frequency of different kinds of cognitive. af-

fective, and evaluative orientations toward the political system in

eneral its in ut and out ut as ects and the self as olitical

actor.

Using the concept of political culture, Almond and Verbs develop a

typology which provides sub-concepts useful to us in a social studies

curriculum concerned with the varieties of man's political experience.

This typology of political cultures inr_ludes the following:

1. Parochial Political Culture

Parochial political culture exists when the frequency of orientations

to specialized political objects (i.e., system as general object;

input objects; output objects; and self as active particil_wts)

approaches zero. For example, the political culture of African

tribal societies would be considered parochial: In them ,there are
-4

/1

no specialized political roles. The headman, the chieftain, the

shaman, occupy diffused political-economic-religious roles, and

the members of such societies,do not separate their political or-

ientations to these roles from their religious and social orien-

tations. There is a comparative absence of expectAion of dhange

initiated by the political system.

2. The Subject Political Culture.'

In the subtect culture there is a high frequency of orientations

toward the political system and toward the output aspects of the

83 ss4
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aya-tem. But orientations toward objects whieh are. specifically, Of

an input or political natuv,-15nd toward the self ai an;active -

participant in the political system, approadh zero:

Ttte subject is askr.e oespeCialized governmental authority;

he is affectiiely oriented t? it., perhaps taking pride in it, Si

perhaps disliking it; and he evaldatev it either as legitimate

or as not. But the relationship la toward the system on the

general level, and toward the outiiut,madministrative, or

"downward flow" sile of the political system; it is essentially

a passive relationship..:(50)
A

3. The Participant Political Culture

In the participant culture, the mothers of the society are likely do

be explicitly oriented to the political sy tem and to both its political

and administrative_Trocesses. They may be ably or unfavorably

oriented to the varias classes <system, inputs, outputs, self) of

political objects. And they are likely to be oriented toward an

"activist" role of the self, even though their feelings and evaluations

with regard to such a role may vary.

Any effort to piesent thia typology in digest form constitutes an

oversimplification of a drastic sort and may leave any .number 'of miscon-

structions in its trail. Certainly a few cautions should be noted here.

One is that the typology is not meant to suggest that one-kind of culture

replaces the others. Instead, as the political culture changes it is

likely to retain features of the earlier .culture, of course not leaving

"earlier" features unchanged. A related caution is that this three-fold

typology does not imply pure homogeneity of political cultures. A ptedom-

inantly participant culture will include both subject and parochial

.ftiab
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elements in it. And it is not to be thought that the typology excludes

contideration of political development and cultural change:

Political cultures may or may not be.congruent with the.seructures

of the politica( system. A congruent political structure wosuld be

one appropriate for the culturef' in other.words, where political.

cognition in the population would tepd to be accurate and,where

Affect and evaluation would tend to.be-lavorable. In generalqA

parochial, subject, or particippnt culture would be most congAtent

withf respectively, a tradition 1-1political structure, a centralized

authoritarian structure, and a f.att cratiC-politiFal structure. Ac

-parochial political Culture that was-congruent with its strficture

would have a high rate.of cognitive orientations and high rates of

positive, affective, and evaluative orieneations,ta die diffused

structures of theltribal or'village c ni;iy.' A subject pokitieal

culture congruent with its system woul liatve a high rate of cognition

and high positive rates of the other two types of orientation to the

specialized political system as a whole, apd,to its administrative

or output aspects; while the congruent participant culture I;Yould be

characterized by high and positive,rates of orientation tp aLl foul:

classes of political objects. Political systemsIchange, and-we are

justified in assuming that culture and structure are often,incongruent

with each pther.(51)

In spite of the.enrgidity of the language-of\social science and pi

density oir a compresied summary, perhaps it is evident that the concept of

political-culturelike that of power--has a unique capaoity for generating

questions and hypotheses, and for serving as a general analytical-tool. To

the degree that our curriculum materials are-successfully informed by this

concept, they should raise, even if in less technical language, questions

like these:

Why are there different kinds of political cultures?

-- Haw does the general culture affect the political culture and

vice versa?

-- How do political culture and technology affect eacfi 'other?

-- What part does language (including all forms of symbolic com-

munication) play in political culture?
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How do ftople.learn a political culture?

-- What, kind of political culture do we.live in, how did we come

to it, amcCwhat it wIll be in the future?

The elementary curriculum sequence discussed earlier bY Bruner takes

children into ihe study of technology, language, social organization, an4

child rearing as ways men.have of becoming and being human. Among othet,
0

circumatar&es of the human condition, man is indeed4a

and the political dimedsion of his humanness can be gotten at by concepts

and questions that.have a good deal in common with what Bruner proposes

for the elementary curriculum. Certainly political culture and social

organization could not be more directly related to each other. Nothing

is closer to the heart of the political process in which power and political -

cultfuv play a part than is symbolic communication. The inter-relationships

*4.

beween political culture and level of technology could hardly he.closer.

And the learning of a political culture is a significant, special instance

of the powerful'part that child rearing and education play in shaping the

humaeity of man.
4,

Whatever tilt eventual outcome in actual curriculum materials, we have

set up the general framework for a three year junior high school seqeence

in the social studies around two major.theoretical concepts, and other'

subconcepts they entail, which are in current use by many scholars in

history and the social sciences. The coticepts'of and political

culture, as we have seen, are in some meabure special to the field of

political science but in many ways available 0 and used by other fields..

These concepts and subsidiary constructs lend intellectual structure,to

0
I.

eti
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our version of a junior higeschool.social studies curriculum'and at-the

same time allay for consideration of value questions 'which are implicit

in the concepts themselves. I have been moved to trust in this direction

in part by Robeq G. Hanvey, a social studies teacher'and innovator of

no little stature, who observed several years ago that:

Backwardness of the social studies...lies in failure to epploy

modern conceptual and theoretical tools of the sotial sciences....

The social studies (and I have been talkinif mostly of thehlistory

curriculum that, de facto, is pie social studies) lags in its

intellectual technology not only behind social scientists but even

behind educated laymen. Words like "citIture" and "values" and

"personality" are in the public domain. But they are not in the

public schools. And although, as with DNA, RNA, and protein,

culture, personality,. aad)a*-may 'serve as "a significant sequence,"

the latter set is simply invisible Ec the high school history student.

Being invisible, it ikunavailable an an explanatory tool io be

applied to the otherwise Inexplicable. A genuine renaissance will:

occur in the social studies when modern conceptualizations come idto

use...an`enfiched perception is inherent in the use of new concepts

and if they aie wisely chosen, new vistas will oppn up. Explanation

of individual and group behavior will no longer be superficial and

final, but rich, open, and,growingsomething riot to be retained blit

to be attempted. Students and teachers alike can be exhilarated by

the mastery, not of facts, but of ionceptual tools that brIng,new

meaning to fact.(52,

sqk
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We are dealing with apMe.of the most useful and complex ideas cur-

rently.available in the social s iences and hiStory. We see these ideas

as providing inteellectual structure and conceptual to61a. for a three-year

junia high school sequence in'tBe social studies. To clariky 'what this

means in fact, several things need to be said +about the general framework)

of the sequence.

One is that the three-year sequence, called Man As A Political Being

for convenience, is not a set of courses designed for graduate study.

While I have.used abstractions and technical terms in suggesting the

conceptual'structure we have id mind, the reider should not assume that

z

our actual course materials are preoccupied with abstractions and technical

terms. Our materials are concerned with data and processes through which

children may work, assisted thereby toward concept development but not

swamped by technical jargon. An analogy may be =de betweed what we are

about and what David Page and okhers are dotng in mathematics, where chil-
,

dren are taken into ex4aordinarily sophisticated exercises in mathematics

'without being frightened off by a load of abstruse terminology.

A second thing to make clear is that the framework of our three-year

junior high school sequence is in fact deliberately flexible and open.

Tfie models of content and instruction we are developing are,only a few

,amo4 many alternatives. To us, it is not the specific content that is

prelious and special. Instead, the important things are the ideas, skills,

and valuettthat children learn; these can be learned through many,kinds of

A' .t*....,

content. The very general framework we set up Could assimilate to it many

oiher models of content and instruction. Indeed, we hope'that this will occur.
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A third thiag to make clear is that any one of these courses, and units

within them, should be capable of being taught separately. Our framework

may look 'at first glance as though it were intended to be rigid and tightly

articulated. It is'not. -We liave felt an obligation to provide a generally
a

coherent sequence, but we have felt an equal obligation to'construct our '

courses and units so that others could Use them in ways different from our

own senie of order. Thus, tht second course of our three year sequence,

From Subject to Citizen, can very well be taught quite separately from the

courses which precede and follow it. Similarly, specific units within Fred

Subject to Citizen can be, and have been, taught independently of other

units in the course. %-_/

Fourth, each course involves some straightforward introduction to con-

ceptual tools as such. This is not in conflict with what 1 have-said-about

our avoidance of abstractions and technical jargon. We think that some

conceptual tools need to be introduced to and used by the children with

whom we are working. We do not intend to present theoretical courses about

power, role, status, culture, etc. But we believe that at appropriate points_

in each course and at appropriate levels of sophistication, children can he

given a dir t introduction to the meaning and utility of some of these con-

cepts. We a so believe that, iR addition to a large amount of indirect

learning of mett,pdology of inquiry-which is built into our materials, our

courses must inclut some simple but straightforward training in methoda of

historiography, rules of evidence, analytical discussion, and the like.

Fifth, in our eyes and in humble fact, the whole three year sequence is

provisional. Some good part of it is still in the planning and drafting

(v.
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stage. On the other hand, a number of parts have been fully constructed--

sometimes. in several versions--and resPonsibly tested in small and large

groups. One whole course is moving toward completion, with large scale

production and trial of parts of it fully scheduled.

By way of sumlary to this point, the general nature of the framework,

then, is to have an overarching theme, tharlIsAFilBein, for three

courses roughly parallel to grades seven, eight, and nisip. The theme

reflects the concepts I have outlined and provides a focusing principle--

essentially on political ideas, actions, and values--for the selection and

treatment of curriculum-materials in all three courses. The focus provided

.by this principle, as we will see, is not narrow; with it we can scan a

wide range, since man political is many things. The theme and its subor-

dinate curriculum components are chosen because of what we know of the

politicization process in individual development. From a free society's

point of view, it is important for the child in early adolescence to be

given as much opportunity as possible "develop his ability to think aboA

public affairs and politics and to examine meaning and value in history and

government. We chose this focuse too, because it appears--on the basis of

observation and experiment--to excite the interest and engage the energies

of children. It does this if the materials are honest and the opportun-

ities for handling them demonstrate what Bruner calls courtesy in our

approach to children:- that we view -.:hildren as capable of handling honest

materials and wrestling responsibly with real questions and ideas.

focusing principle provides a useful bais for discriminating

within the infinite range of historical and social.science material-from

which curriculum builders must choose. It gives us a rationale for the
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courses of the sequence, a major criterion for the selection of matters

for study in depth within courses, and an alternative to relying upon

chronological or topical history as our principle vehicle.

In :Ehe courses I will describe, the reader will and considerable

reference to the studies-in-depth, or "units of instruction" with which we

are concerned. These units are our main building blocks. Each has several

parts; each has several versions of difficulty; each could occupy six or

so weeks of classroom time; and yet each, we hope, is flexible, that is,

capable of being taught separately from the course context we suggest and

capable of being abridged or changed around by individual teachers and

students. Each offers many optinns.

With this said, let us move to a brief description of the first course

in our sequence and an examination of prototype unit materials from it.

Subsequent sections will discuss the other two courses and some of their

features.0

1
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Inventing the Western World.

In making an initial experimental design for a first clirse in the

junior high school seqUence--approximately at the seventh grade 4eve1we

have chosen as our fikld of action a single major theatre of man's eiper

ience over a very Long span of historical time. The theatre is the West.

Um time sian is from something like the beginning of the fifth'century

B.C.when Pindar wrote of Athens having "built the bright foundation of

liberty"--until 1600 A.D.

Our simplifications may makf strong scholars weep, or smile, at our

innocence. Let's look at our assumptions in any case. One is that,

looking back from here, we can regard "the western world" in its complex

totality as a singular "invention" of enormous consequence for all of

humanity. This is not a kind of magnified ethnocentrism. It is simply a'

recognition that an exceedingly powerful--even if conflict ridden--civi-

lization stemmed out of the Eastern Mediterranean and ancient Near East.

Over time, it absorbed innumerable significant tontributions from the East

and from the tribal peoples of Europe, and became the most dynamic system
I.

in the world. By 1600, the West was a force in Asia, the Americas, and

Africa; as Kenneth Boulding puts it, by then the West had taken command of

world history.

tie assume that the West, regardless of the ideological guise in which

it may present itself, reveals two extraordinary general characteristics.

These persist strongly even where, as in modern China, deep westernization

exists while the "official" West is rejected. These characteristics are

that the West is profoundly revolutionary and that it is centrifugal in
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its effect. It is as though the West were a Typhoid Mary who was not

really immune from the fever herself. Everywhere the West has laid its

hand consciously or unconsciously the contagion of change has been con-

tracted, and the world there is never again the same. The West has

assimilated and generated--at first slowly and then with incessant

acceleration--the elements of a total system of revolutionary influende

which changes the world through science and technology, ideology and

religion, economic operations and many other means. The system penetrates,

destroys, rebuilds, and changes. How and why it has done so are matters'

well worth study. For our purposes, it is important to recognize that the

central political effect of the West in modern times has been to set the

sbae,:or demands by men for a downward, wider sharing of values (e.g., in

Lasswell's terms: power, weallh,

tude, affection, and skill) which

deference, well being, education, recti-

civilization makes available.

As the reader will see, the course described in the next section (Ems

Subject to Citizen)leads children to study a specific instance of the revo-

lutionary and centrifugal tTdencies of the West, involving successful

demands for a sharing of values. IraInventirtiesternWorld introduces

children to thinking about the West, and aims to prepare them for the spe-

cific study of power and political culture with which From Subject to Citi-

zen is concerned. Inventing the Western World, as we presently conceive it,

presents a variety of case studies related to power and political culture

which take children into an initial examination of man as a political animal. .

In addition, the course cpens up questions about the general cultural

ecology within which western man is a political actor.

3
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For example, one unit of instruction is projected to raise questions

about political socialization by comparing cultural differences between

child-rearing in Periclean Athena and child-rearing in classical Sparta.

Another, the prototype unit of this course, deals with the sickening of

power, the struggle for new power, and the transformation of a political

culture. It does so by focusing on the death of the Roman Republic in the

first century B.C. The interrdlationships of technological change and

other conditions of man's existence, including that of master and man,

will be examined in another study which I like to call the Horse Collar

Unit. While we may deal with other sigtifficant technological changes

such as the development of the,-water mill and Ehe windmill in later Roman

to early medieval times, the introduction of paper making techniques from

Islam to Europe in the early twelfth century, or the development of the

sternpost rudder and the three-masted sailing rig in the late middle ages,

the horse collar has spedkal attractions.

Almost incredibly, the collar harness for horses was not used by

Romans. lnisLv..ad, they harnessed horses with a neck rope in approximately

the form of a noose. Horses pulled their draft under more than a little

handicap; the harder they pulled the nearer they came to choking. Horses,

who are notoriously intelligent, declined to pull with their full strength.

Perhaps through interaction with the East the horse collar appeared

in Europe in the ninth century; by the twelfth century the padded collar

had reached full development. This seemingly simple technological device

made it possible for a horse to pull by drawing against his shoulders and

chest, to exert much greater strength, and to avoid choking. A happy

94
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arrangement all around, the net reeult was greatly increased efficiency

in the use of animal Fower. Some have argued that tk, Introduction of

the horse collar eventually led to the extinction o' slavery, at least

in its worst forms. The horse with a collar coestif-ALed an efficient

source of,animal power with which the use of slave:, could not compete.

In aky case, use of the horse collar helped to invelve agriculture in

Europe during the ninth through the eleventh centuries. What a horse

so harnessed could plow during a day helped giv a new pattern to the

yield that could be expected from agriculture. Improved-agriculture

resulting from this device and other changes produced an economic base

from which new %matures in architecture and art, in trade and travel, in

'ear and missionary work could occur. At the same time; rigid political

and social arrangements of the feudal order tended to block further tech-

nological advance in agriculture in the medieval period. Not until that

order broke up in the age of renaissance, reformation, and discovery, did

further innovation in agricultural technology come. In all of this,

including the interactions among the elements I have noted, there is much

material for study relevant to our purpose.

At this stage of the design of Inventing the Western World, a number

of possibilities for model*units are in our minds. Perhaps it will be

useful to mention at least two more of these. One has to do with the'

study of the function of symbols in political culture and in the manipu-

lation of power. Instances of this function in the long period under

consideration are virtually infinite in number. A rather extraordinary

unit, for example, could be built from records of the First Crusade. For

.9 5
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the two cendkries of the crusades, the Cross itself served as a pclitico-

military emblem as well as a religious symbol. It represented the revo-

lutionary and Centrifugal impulses of the West. From the standpoint of

political studies, the wt.,,le of the First Crusade rffers rich fare, With

many side opportunities to investigate the development of the technologi

of'wer, the importance of trading potential, and things that the West

learned from the East.

Rather beautifully from our point of need, the First Crusade falls

into two parts. The first ir what might be considered the crusade of the

people, preached in 1096 with fiery zeal by wandering preachers like Peter

the Hermit and Walter the Penniless. Thousands of the poor in Europe were

persuaded by such preaching to undertake what proved for them to be the

tragically hopeless venture of freeing the Holyland from Islam. Only two

divisions of pauperes out of five reached Constantinople from as far away

as France. By the end of October 1096, these survivors had crossed the

Bosporus only to be annihilated by, the Seljuk Turks. All that was left

of the people's crusade by the spring of 1097 was a heap of whitening

bones. The other part of the Ffrst Crusade might be called the crusade

of the princes. Here the story is altogether different, focusing around

three glittering French princes Bohemund, Baldwin, and Raymund. With

them the venture had much of thp political as well as the military about

it. The competing political motives of these three princes, the ways in

which they maneuvered against each other, the instruments of power they

used, all combine to make the crusade of the princes a rich object of

study. An incident at the siege of Antioch, involying the power of a

symbol, may suggest this.

,AA 'Wt.*"
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The crusaders besieged Antioch from Ocaber 21, 1097 to June 3, 1098.

.As soon as the besieging crusaders took Antioch they found themselves in

turn besieged by a relief army of Turks. For twehty-five days, the ex-

hausted crusaders were under continually mounting pressure and attack.

Under this strain, reports offreligious visions and phenomena began to

circulate among the besieged crusaders. Raymund was particularly religious,

and it was in his force of Provencals that tnese "spiritualistic" occurrences

appeared. These phenomena came to a climax with the supposed discovery of

the holy lance, which had pierced the side "of Jesus on the Cross. Word of

this supposed discovery ran through the whole army like fire. Under the

stimulus of this news, excitpment came to a high pitch, morale rose, and

the crusaders were able to meet and defeat the besiegers on an open field

before Antioch. The discovery of the lance, and the immediate victory

over the besiegers which it led to, put Raymund in a position of new im-

portance, and he struggled with Bohemund for possession of Antioch. The

lance Which had served to unite Provencal and Norman crusaders suddenly

became a symbol of their disunity and struggle for power. The whole vision

of the lance was brought into question by the Normans, and Peter Bartholo-

mew, to whom the vision had first appeared, was subjected to the ordeal

of fire. Church officials before long discounted the authenticity of the

vision of the lance, but for a short period it had functioned as a powerful

Unifying and dividing symbol, linked tightly to achieving social cohesion

against a common enemy and then caught up in Raymund's competition for

power and political advantage.

Another unit may deal with concepts of role and status and their

codification in law. Here a case study of the Magna Carta and its making
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are under consideration. What Maitland called an intensely practical

document and a grand compromise, the Great Charter can be studded to

advantage from the standpoint of politpal process. The very form of

the Charter is a political compromise of the first order: in part it

is a free grant of liberties made b1 the king, and in part it is a treaty

between him and his subjects, to-be enforced against him if he breaks it.

In depicting and raising questions about role and status, the Charter

has much to offer:

In its detailed clauses it must do something for all those sorts

and conditions of men who have united to resist John's tyranny--

for the bishop, the clerk, the baron, the knight, the burghers,

the merchant--and there must be some give and take between these

classes, where not all their interests are harmonious.(53)

A study of John and the kingship enables the vital distinction between

the incumbent and the role to be explored, and analysis of the Charter

in its several versions leads into a view of the polity as a system of

roles with varying status. Both from the standpoint of constitutional

substance and political systems, the Charter is useful for our purposes.

The design of ImaLing_LLT_HpilEip World and of most of the pos-

sible units which I have touched upon in this discussion is still most

tentative. As we proceed with the junior high school project, it is

(certain that other directions and possibilities will be explored for

\this course.

Even so, going ahead on the essential lines suggested above, we

have prepared, tried ose, and revised a prototype unit for this course.

We refer to this as our Caesar Unit, although it deal,- with much more

than one man. A brief review of our experience and plans in connection

with this unit may illuminate how we are going about the preparation of

model materials for InventingLthe Western World.
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In its present form, which has been experimented with in a number

of classrooms and with students of widely varying scholastic performance,

the Caesar Unit is simply constructed. Its naminal subject is a dramatic

political event of the classical world: the desperate gamble which

Julius Caesar made at the beginning of 49 B.C. for supreme control of

the Roman state. In January of that year, starting with only one legion,

Caesar made a fateful decision to leave his jurisdiction in Cisalpine

Gaul and move swiftly down into Italy to cut off his rival, Pompey, and

assume complete power in the Roman Republic. The government of the

Republic was corrupt and chaotic. The practical question was not whether

the Republic could survive, but whether the future of the Roman state

would lie in the hands of Caesar or Pompey. Both men decided the question

in their own favor, but Caesar made his decision stick. In these narraw

terms, the present form of the unit focuses on the first three months

of 49 B.C., and on Caesar's audacity as a political and military actor.

Even so, the unit's present form offers much more than this. Its

tools are beguilingly simple. In them lie more complexity and challenge

than first appears. The event is described--at some distance--in a

number of ancient sources: Plutarch, Suetonius, Lucan, Appian, and Dia.

We have drawn selections carefully from some of these sources for use

as data in the unit. Infinitely more important, the event was described

at the time from two completely divergent political points of view by

two of the principals in the great struggle over the Roman state: Caesar

himself and Cicero, Pompey's advocate--scholar, litterateur, and sensitive,

indecisive man of peace. Caesar's Civil War and Cicero's Letters give
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us contrasting reports of the same event, seen from quite different per-

spectives. We have drawn parallel brief selections from Caesar and

Cicero as the heart of the unit's data.

In addition to these documentary data, the present form of the unit

includes other simple tools. One is a modern auto map of Italy (Esso

Italia); with this, each student can easily trace Caesar's swift march

down the eastern coast of Italy to Brindisi and then to Rome. Searching

out the connections between ancient place-names and modern ones is part

of the fun. Another kind of simple but helpful aid is afforded by

classroom sets of United States Army topographic maps of Italy. These

are relatively small, very light, sectional relief maps pressed out of

plastic material /e-xcerpt from teacher-student discussion in onó class-

room - Teacher: "This is the way from Ascoli, south. Put your finger

on Ascoli and Corfinium, on the relief map. Feel so you can feel the

route. Can you find a place called Penne between Ascoli and Corfinium?"

Students (several, touching the contours of the route, excited): "Got

The tactile approach to map reading may not be sophisticated from

a geographer's point of view, but it certainly helps one gain a sense

of the real terrain, much of it very rugged, through which Caesar moved

his men as much as 35 kilometers a day.

A most important set of materials for the unit in its present form

is a series of color slides made from pictures taken for us by a Life

Magazine photographer. With the he;p of a classics scholar, Gerald

Else of the University of Michigan, some 275 photographs were taken

covering the route of Caesar's march from Ravenna to Rimini and then
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far down the coast to Brindisi. Some of these pictures are superbly

beautiful. All of them contribute a vivid visual impression of the

terrain, the landmarks, and the physical setting of the marCh. We use

only a portion of the slides in the unit at present. These are not

employed simply for pictorial ornamentation', but as paet of the problem-

solving exercises in which the unit engages students. For example, at

the beginning of the unit, slides, documents, and maps are used to ex-

amine Caesar's decision to break out of his jurisdiction in Ravenna, just
C

.across the border from Italy proper, cross the Rubicon, and enter Rimini.

In addition to the study of his main decision to move at all, the records

411Ngive us a chance to try out our minds on a number o maller, essentially

historiographic puzzles.

Take the crossing of the Rubicon, for instance. Flutarch--who cer-

tainly wasn't theretells us Caesar crossed the stream which runs between

Ravenna and Rimini and said "the die is casL"_ Lucan--who wasn't there--

illmakes a big do of the crossing in his Fharsalia, describing in detail how

C4esar stood his cavalry across the stream "to break the current force"

so f6otsoldiers could get over, and quoting exactly what he thought Caesar

said once across. But Caesar's own description of his move from Ravenna

into Rimini is most matter-of-fact and makes no mention of the Rubicon,

crossing it, or saying anything quotable for the -occasion. And Cicero's

correspondence, immediately after learning of Caesar's move, mentions

nothing about the Rubicon. We don't get'much help from the Esso map

either; on it, the Rubicon carries no name at all. As we dig into the

matter by referring todreference works and more detailed maps, we learn
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that the river now called the "Rubicon" is not necessarily the Rubicon

that Caesar crossed. It was Mussolini who arbitrarily decided on the

present Rubicon sometime after having crossed his own. Our hunch is

that he was right, but no one is sure. Our slides first show the Rubicon

today, using Lucan's word, as "modest." It is a nearly dry creek. Then

a slide shows the stream at torrential rain-filled-flood, as it may have

been for the crossing.

In all of this little study of an episode which has long been one

of our symbolic cliches, the "crossing of the Rubicon" turns out to be

a somewhat more complex puzzle than one might have thought. Texts of

contemporaries differ radically from those of commentators like Plutarch,

who was born a century after the event. How much can we be sure of? Haw?

r.2dents in effect are faced with the historian's own problem and even

with some of the data he would be likely to analyze. They are not given

in this episode, nor in the rest of the unit in its present form, any

neat, predigested answers or ultimately explanatory "adult" narrative.

Students are faced with a series of small and large open-ended problems

to try to resolve themselves.

As the unit naw exists, its main thrust is not towards microscopic

examination of questions like the Rubicon affair, but towards a larger

matter. This is in the direction of confronting, through Cicero and

Caesar, two fmtndamentally different styles with regard to power, polity,

and political life. Students are led into a debate over rival philoso-

phies of government by studying Cicero and Caesar; they come to this

debate through an historical event which they test for reality themselves.

They see Cicero as a man thinking of government in a context of principles,
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constitutional forms, and ideas. In the crisis precipitated by Caesar's

action, they find Cicero beset by conflict and uncertainty. I trust

that to some extent they see Cicero as an "institutionalist" and Caesar

as an "instrumentalist," to use Dickinson's contrast.
(54)

They find

that Caesar did not think so much in terms of principles or long-run

policies but more in terms of objectives and results. He had a view of

government and an approach to problems totally'different from those of

an analytical, reflective thinker like Cicero. His "political concep-

tions and his theory of government are not to be found in what he wrote

but in what he did."(55) Does this mean that Cicero was weak and Caesar

strong? Does it mean that a strong, decisive approach to the problem

of power always is best? Does it mean that ideas and principles consti-

tute an unreal and weak way of looking at politics? Such questions come

naturally out of the present Caesar unit. Students working with the

unit have found this so.

From this beginning, we are presently intrigued by the possibility

of building a somewhat larger unit of instruction around the death of

the Roman republic and what it shows about the potential contrasts of

the ideal and the real in politics. As I mentioned earlier, we are dis-

trustful of a "copybook civics" approach to politics and governance. There

is reason to believe that an aridly ideal picture of the political process

given to young people can all unwitting be a preface to cynicism when they

discover that political reality and its attendant failings are all too

human. A study of the ideal and the real in Rome at the end of the re-

public and the beginning of the empire may help children grasp something

of the values and shortcomings both of Cicero's style and that of Caesar.

u 3



Our thinking about an expanded unit is still very tentative, but we

believe that it might take the following form. Part I would be a tightly

and carefully edited &election of original sources in the republican

period, contrasting the ideal and real. The aim of Part I would not

simply be to compare sources but to help atudents construct their own

diagnosis of the conflict between the ideal and the real. In Part

they would construct a picture of the pathology of politics in the re-

public, what one of my colleagues calls "a woeful tale." For the ideal,

we would draw upon Polybius and Cicero. Polybius emphasized the signi-

ficance of equilibrium and interdependence among the several divisions of

the government of the republic. But he failed to see that the senate

was actually supreme and that its powers were largely a matter of superior

political experience and prestige rather than of law. Cicero's Republic

and his Laws show his theoretical admiration for the constitutional equili-

brium praised by Polybius but suggest that in actuality he felt the best

government would be one administered by a sort of philosopher-king (Pompey?)

in association with the senate. For the real, there is much to draw upon,.

Cicero's own Orations Against eatiline, Sallust's History of the Catiline

Conspiracy, Quintus Cicero's pamphlet for his brother on electioneering

in Rome, and other materials could be drawn upon. The state of the real

government of the republic may be illuminated by discovery that even Cicero,

several years before writing his Republic, could bank the equivalent of

$100,000 as a result of one year as governor of Cilicia.

Part II of the next version of this prototype unit would be made up

largely of the material on Caesar and Cicero in the present version. To
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the extent that we can, by drawing upon Catullus and Sallust, we will

"a

give the new Part 11 more depth and ambiguity than it now has. Part III

of the unit would use as its principal material Shakespeare's Julius
e.

Caesar. Oriented as to time, place, and personalities, we believe that

children will be likely to read this play with more comprehension and

speed than is usually possible. By comparing Shakespeare's treatment of

certain carefully chosen incidents with the sources he uses, children can

discover in a very real way the craft associated with art rather than

simply taking it on faith that Shakespeare was a great man. Students can

argue about Shakespeare's presentation of characters and motives; they

have as good grounds as anyone.

We think that Part IV might well be built around the Res Gestae of

Augustus. When Caesar is dead, as the play clearly shows, political chaos

ensues. The ultimate solution to this state of affairs is the rule of one

man, the same solution Caesar seemed to propose. The Res Gestae of Augustus

is the most authentic important example of ancient autobiography extant.

His original inscription, set up in Rome outside the family mausoleum in

14 A.D., is now lostirt-opy in Latin and Greek, known as the Monumentum

Ancyranum is inscribed op the waTi Jts temple at Ancyra (Angora) in Asia

Minor. In the Res Gestae Augustus states with cold reserve his own public

acts as ihe single head of state and the honors which the senate bestowed

upon him. In the simplest and most authentic way it shows how, after the

death of the republic, total political power was centralized in one imperial

(56)
role.

In selecting case studies foi the units that make up Inventing the

Western World we shall pay attention to the need for students to have a
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picture that does not consist of mere fragments. We know that there will

have to be ways in which episodes and case studies can be set in the

larger context of the West's development. In the course I have been

describing, we have only begun to think about this pedagogical problem.

We have thought about one interesting possibility; to tie theiptudy of

the invention of the West to the study of one place, the city of Rome.

To a remarkable degree, the cultural and political stratigraphy of the

entire West is there to be found, layer by layer, from earliest Rome to

La Dolce Vita. It has been said that the history of Rome is, in a certain

sense, the history of the world. Without going that far, we think that it

might be interesting to use ROM2 as a point of introduction and frequent

point of connection for much of this course.
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From Subject to Citizen

The pivotal course in the three year sequence has as it,. thime, From

Subject to Citizen, and is intended for use in the eighth grade or there-

abouts. Given the central political science concepts which underlie our

junior high school sequence, it is natural that From Subject to Citizen

should be heavily concerned with political culture and changing relation-

ships of power.

The course draws its material from seventeenth and eighteenth century

British and American experience. Its limits in historical time are the

closing years of the reign of Elizabeth I on one hand and the accession

of Jefferson to th4 American presidency on the other--roughly from 1588

to 1801. But as the reader will see, the course is far from a narrative

account of these two centuries in England and America. Instead, it is

a series of six studies in depth or units (dealing with major developments

and critical episodes in the emergence of a changed political culture in

the two countries.

Both in England and America, political cultw changed significantly

during this period, moving differentially from a predominantly subject

culture towards a participant culture. Such movement occurred in England

in the turmoil of the seventeenth century and was consolidated and sta-

bilized in the period of the Glorious Revolution. During the eighteenth

century, underlying social and economic forces in England to some degree

continued the movement. But it took the upheaval of later industriali-

zation to accelerate change and cause further significant alteration of
*RN

the overt political system of England in the nineteenth century. In

7
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America, the movement from a mainly subject culture to one mainly parti-

cipant in nature was much more rapid, with earlier significant alteration

of the political system to make it congruent with cultural change. The

reasons for a differential momentum of change in political culture in

America were many. The English heritage which colonists brought with

them itself contained the seeds of change. Likewise, seventeenth century

change in the English political culture and political system had impor-
o

tant consequences in America. Most important of all, the drasticany

different conditions which Colonials encountered in the new world and the

life they developed in response to these conditions combined to change

their political culture more deeply and rapidly than even they first

recognized.

The six units of From Subject to Citizen are organized and related

to each other in ways which make it possible for students to analyze and

generalize about change in political culture, to hypothecate causes, and

to examine values. None of this turns out to be very simple. But with

conceptual tools at hand, and with abundant opportunity to use hunch and

reason in the pursuit of inquiry, our students seeM to thrive on what

really is a complex business.

Perhaps this is because the traditional eighth grade course in

American history is what it is, and children find that materials which

are more courteous in Bruner's sense are more worthy of response. The'

traditional eighth grade American history course depends heavily on a

single hard-cover text book, the same for all students. The hook--and,

from whatever publisher, the book Tnill be really very much the same--is
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4,

r

a,chronological account with'a degree of topical organization. It con-N

,

r

beim a greatly condent-ed) predigested summary of "everythinviimportant"

in all of Americau history. This is as Preposterous to attempt as it

is appal4sig to-see executed. In the process of attempting and executing

its design, the text book becomes a fearful :thing. It may contain

streftiles of-good narration, put it is piincipallY' a series of life-

less abridgements. It Iles-to be so, because American schools and book

manufacturers are presently Locked into a cuStomaraiwsystem which to

them seems to require that'all of American history be "covered" in each

of three grades', usually the fifth, eight and eleventh grades.

"Coverage" is the-bLtd noir of did/harried teacher who feels that

somehow she get tpe children through the whole book'. To the deiree

she doesn't, she'feels that her students have not "done" American his-
.

tory. Urere is really, only one way to try to do a job so conceived:

that is. to assign compulsory chunks of the text to.be read, to have

recitation or discussion on Clat is_read, and then .to quiz to determine

short-term recall of what is read. As the school year proceeds, the

teacher acquixTs a desperate sense that even this simpl.e method of forced

ingestion and induced regdrgitation is not going to give enough timOlke for

the Leif Erikson to Lyndon B. Johnson "coverage" she feels she must

accomplish. And.so it goes traditionally, with a mechanical rabbit of

ncoverage n always beating the greyhounds, no matter haw fast they run.

Teachers are frustrated by the systIm and children become bored with

the whole sorry business. By "covering" ColuMbus in the fifth,- eighth,

414
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anl eleventh grades they are apt to feel that they have had-it--without

ever genuinely getting at anything crucially important or exciting.

I have exaggerated, but not much, to underline the difference be-

tween our appro.ach and the traditional one. From Subject to Citizen

avoids wholesale coverago and the abridgements it neccesitates. Deli-

berately, we have chosen two critical centuries for study. .And within

the period from 1588-1801 we eschew linear, one-damn-thing-after-another

history, in favor of a series of six studies in depth. These have a

general connection because of the logic of the conception of political

culture-ehange. We will connect them further by selected brief narra-

tive and background materiala, and some teachers marwish to use the

units in conjunction with selected readings from a text book. While

we have not gotten into the matter, it might make eminent sense for an

initial study of pre-1600 America and its relations with Europe to be

the focus of an elementary course. Similarly, we hope that a senior

high school course might concentrate on features of American historical

development in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. But we are

sticking to the two hundred years in which some basic American politi-

cal attitudes, behavior, and institutions took form. We avoid abridge-

ment as far as we can. Our units concentrate on giving students as

nearly authentic material as we can manage, giving it to them in rela-

tively unstructured form, and challenging them to discover whatever

structure it may have. We ask students to perform as historians and

social scientists, not as stimulus-response mechanisms.

The organization of units in From Sublect to Citizen is reflected

in the following diagram. Units, if taught in full, may vary from four
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to' eight weeks in llngth, but usually should take no more than five or

six weeks to teach.

Unit Sequence inyrom Subject to Citizen

As one can see, the ordering of the units is deliberately intended

to relate English and American experience. It seems clear to us that any

study of the

governmental

experiedce.

emergence of an independent American political culture and

system must occur in part in a context of related English

Thus, each of the first three uniti, based largely in

seventeenth century English history, has its counterpart or analogue in

one of the three units dealing with e4hteenth century America. Unit I,

for example, has its counterpart in Unit IV. In both of these units we
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approach the question of general culture and the character 04,political

culture. Unit 1, which is given direction by Louis B. Wight with the

assistance of Jean Dresden Grambs, opens up for study salient social,

economic, and political features of the late Elizabethan social order.

The material of this unit is principally occupied with ideas about so..

ciety and government which wigraEed from England to the colonial world.

In Unit IV, where Edmund S. Irrgan is our senior scholar, colonial society

is studied to see how it diverged from English society and in particular

to examine the foundations of a new participant political culture which

ultimately predisposed colonists to independence and the formation of a

new political system of their own.

To some degree a comparable analogy exists between Unit II and Unit V.

In Unit II we are drawing substantially on the work of C. V. Wedgwood and

are dealing with a moment in England's history when conflict of political

cultures led to the violent overthrow of one political system and its

replacement by another. Unit V, The Making of the American Revolution,

heeds what John Adams said in 1818-, that the American Revolution was

made in the minds and hearts of hen and was, in a valid.sense, over in

1776. Our object is principally to investigate developments between 1763

and 1776 which led significant Americans to conclude that the colonies

must separate from the English political system and become independent.

We are not preoccupied with the W(4.. of Independence, except insofar as

the intervention of France was a decisive factor. This unit has had

the guidance of Bernard Bailyn, Carl Bridenbaugh, and Edmund S. Morgan.

Units II and V raise questions about why and how men come to oppose

constituted authority and to follow their opposition across the threshold
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of violence in the form of war. Questions of power relationships and

political culture are at the heart of both units.

Both_Unit III, The Glorious Revolution anOlnit VI, The American

Constitution, ate occupied with the study of how a revised or new system

of power is arranged and rationalized. The Glorious Revolution was, of

course, not a violent conflict but a settlement or resolution of conflict

which had kept England in turmoil for the best part of.a century. It

marked the constitution of a political system on such consolidated and

clear terms that great stability ensued; there were no substantial

changes in the English political system until after the 1830's. Our

principal scholars for this unit are Crane Brinton and Michael G. Kamen.

Unit VI, The American Constitution., is analogous in the sense that it

deals with organizing a satisfactory new political system to replace

the one rejected by the successful war for independence. Constituiionat

and governmental philosophier which had been used in justification of

The Gloriou3'Bevolution played a part in our own constitutional period.

Similarly, the success of our constitution eakers in resolving vexing

problems of authority and governance resulted in a high measure of con-

tinuing stability for the American state.

Among these units within From Subject to Citizen, the most advanced

in preparation and testing is Unit TV, Colonial America. Each of the six

units differs from the others in specific features, but all share enough

in style so that a review of Unit IV may illustrate the way we are moving

with the whole course.
(57)

The design of the Colonial Unit is controlled by the concept of pol-

itical culture changing over time. The political components of the general
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culture that English settlers brought with them to the New World were

chiefly, but not exclusively, subject-oriented. In the courie of their

encounter with the wi4derness and in settling it, their general culture

diverged from that of England, and its political components became in-

-'

creasingly participant-oriented. While still thinking of themselves as

Englishmen, the colonists became Americans.

In one sense, the Colonial Unit is preoccupied with the emergence

of a distinctive American general culture. It allows students to discover

answers to the question, what, then, is the Americas, this ne'w man?, posed

by the eighteenth century French observer, deCrevecoeur. But the unit is

not principally an exercise in the study of national character or sectional

differences in American character. The real object of the unit is to

explore conditions under which an American parqcipant political culture

emerged.

As a unique general culture developed, retaining many English features

and incorporating regional differences, the significant thing for our,pur-

pose is that the new political culture of the colonies became incongruent

with the English political system. At length, lack of congruence between

the American political culture and English political system became so

sharp that conflict between the two was a customary fact of life and

revolution was in prospect.

The particular historical material of the unit and the concepts of

general and political culture central to its design are not used solely

for informational ends. They are vehicles for giving students experience

in studying causality, value processes, and the formation of defensible
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explanatory generalizations. Given all these considerations, let's

examine selected materials of-the Colonial Unit.

For example, consider Part IIA of the Colonial Unit, "Sudbury: IL,

Case Study in New England Land Settlement." Underlying the conception

of ails part of the unit is a generalization about the causes of change

in'early American political culture expressed by Professor Morgan:

...widespread ownership of property is perhaps the most important

single fact about the Americans of the Revolutionary period. It

meant that they were not divided so widely between rich and poor

as the people of the Old World. Standing on his own land with

spade'in hand and flintlock not far off, the American could look

at his richest neighbor and laugh...Ownership of property gave not

only economic independence but also political independence tb the

average American. In every colony that was to join in the Revolution

there was a representative assembly, elected by property holders,

which made the laws and levied the taxes. Historians have often

assumed that the property qualification confined the sufferage to

a small segment of the population. But if most men owned property,

as now seems probable, then most could vote.(58)

Part ILA on "Sudbury" is a consumable booklet of some 58 pages in length.

"Sudbury" begins with a retrospective look at the conditions of life and

land use characteristic of the countryside in medieval times. A typical

medieval English manor, Ashmore, is described and depicted by a map.

Students examine the open field system of land use in medieval Ashmore,

identifying the responsibilities and rights of the peasantry who tilled

its soil. Through an excerpt from Eileen Powers' Medieval People, students

then read about and discuss the life of a medieval peasant named Bodo.

Reading about the way Bodo lived, what he knew and did not know, what he

could do and could not do,gives students a vivid sketch of the open field

manorial system in the most concrete human terms. Bodo wa; part of a

parochial-subject culture in which land ownership and political partici-

pation were equally unavailable to him.. The retrospective look at farm
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life in the, medieinal period also uses a set of six glowingly beautiful

postcards from the Book of Hours of the Duke deBerry. These cards are

taken from originals presently in Chantilly; while French, the pictures

allow students a pictorial representation of medieval social hierarchy

frau serf to peigneur which was equally typical of manorial life in

England at the time.

Against this retrospective backdrop, "Sudbury" takes students

through a fascinating series of events in the life of one real ma ,

Peter Noyes, who moved fram England to America in 1637. Thanks to Pul-

itzer Prize winner, Sumner Chilton PoWell, we know a great deal about

Peter Noyes.
(59) The facts of Peter Noyes' life in England and America,

and other.information we have about the town of Marlboro, give an

invaluable case record of the rapid diffusion of land ownership which

accompanied settlement of English colonists in New England. Peter Noyes

is studied in Weyhill, England, the open.field manorial village from

which he came. He is then studied at Watertown, in Massachusetts, where

he first settled. We follow him to Sudbury, where he finally settled

and where the Noyes family remains today. A group of men who were with

Noyes in Sudbury are then followed to their settlement of the new town

of Marlboro, a few miles farther west.

The case study is not a long didactic presentation. Instead, step

by step, as Peter Noyes moves from Weyhill to Watertown to Sudbury--and

as others move farther to Marlboro--relevant records of the time are

used. These include land distribution lists, maps, town voting records,

and the like. Students work through these materials, formulating hypo-

theses step by step as they go. In the process, they encounter an evident
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breakdown of medieval concepts of social status and land rights. Common

land ownership in a ranked society gives way to individually-owned land

in a much more mobile society. '"Sudbury" involves students in speculating

about factors that conditioned the distribution of land, and has them try

tigeir own hands at dividing up land and comparing their own !divisions with

divisions that were actually made by colonial settlers. They generalize

about the causes of change and the democratization of land ownership; in

addition they hypothesize about the relationship between increasing equality

of land ownership and.political attitudes and behavior. A supplement to

"Sudbury" uses colonial materials to enable students to contrast land

settlement in Virginia with that in New England.

Part III of the Colonial Unit adapts the technique of simulation and

gaming, often used at the level of graduate instruction, for getting inside

the mercantilist economic and political system of the British Colonial

Empire in the eighteenth century.
(60)

The game of Empire, engages students

of the entire class in team play of trading relationships, using commodities,

prices, tariffs, and other information from the late 1730's. Factors of

competition, smuggling, negotiation, time delays of travel and transporta-

tion across the Atlantic, and other matters are taken into account. Each

student is asked to become a member of one of five interest groups who

traded in the eighteenth century within the empire: the London merchants,

the Colonial farmers, the New England merchants, the Southern planters,

and the West Indian planters. For each team, the aim of the game is to

increase its own wealth. The game takes a minimum of four to five class

hours to play; at the end of play that team has won which has increased
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its original wealth by the greatest percentage. Teams negotiate trading

contracts between each other, and goods are exchanged by sea on a large

table map prepared for us by the American Geographical Society. Two

students manage the clearance of contracts and the timing of travel on

the map itself. A team's cargo may be lost at sea by chance (storm,

piracy, other disasters), add the political power of England is'felt

both through import-export duties and the protective strength of the

royal navy. Students experience London's monopoly of manufactured goods,

confront arbitrary trading regulations, choose whethcl to risk smuggling

or not and see the delays imposed by trans-Atlantic voyages.

As students play the game of Empire, they are backstopped by other

parts of the unit which make them more familiar with their eighteenth

century counterparts. For example, one piece of material, "on the

business of being a New England merchant," is a fascinating series of

communications between Joseph Lee and Company and Captain Zacharia Burch-

more, who commanded the company's ship, The Union. Another piece employs

materials from George Washington's life to suggest what it was like to be

a Virginia planter. Students begin with George Washington's description

and map of his plantation, Mt. Vernon. They examine notes from his

diaries and letters to 14.s agent in London. They see what his daily

tasks were like, who the people were who worked on the plantation, and

they examine Washington's views' on slavery, presented in his will and

in somie of his correspondence.

Among its other materials, the-Colonial Unit contains a packet

contrasting colonial government in theory with colonial government in

practice. Cually, the theoretical structure of imperial control over
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the colonies is presented. It all looks nice and neat and orderly.

Against this theoretical structure, students are asked to compare three

brief case studies of colonial government in practice. The Spotswood

Case (Virginia, 1715), The Burnet Case (Massachusetts, 1728) and The

Clinton Case (New York, 1747) all show a sharp contrast between practice

and theory. In each case a colonial assembly resisted a royal governor

and showed their indifference to his "power." By working through these

materials students discover that ought, and is are not always the same in

government and politics, and that a political system which does not fit

a political culture is likely to have its troubled moments:

Administration of the colonies was left to the King,-who turned

it over to his Secretary of State for the Southern Department

(whose principal business was England's relations with Southern

Europe). The Secretary left it pretty much to the Board of Trade

and Plantations, a sort of chamber of commerce with purely advisory

powers. The Board of Trade told the Secretary what to do.; he told

the Royal Governors; the Governors told the colonists; and the

colonists did what they pleased.(61)
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The Civic Culture

The least developed of the three courses in our sequence is the

third, which we call for present convenience The Civic'Culture.
(62)

As we presently conceive it, this course will build upon From Sublect

to Citizen by examining the nature of modern American political culture,

its evolution and effects in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, and

its -contemporary problems and prospects. We distinguish The Civic Culture

in many basic ways from usual ninth grade courses in civics. The concept

of civic culture is a specific application,of the concept of political

culture. It has been described as "a pluralistic culture based on commun-

ication and persuasion, a culture of consensus and diversity, and culture

that perlitted change but moderated it. This was the civic culture."(63)

It is:

Not 'the political culture that one finds described in civics text- go.

books, which prescribe the way in which citizens ought to act in a

democracy. The norms of citizen behavior found in these texts stress

the participant aspects of political culture. The democratic citizen

is expected to be active in politics and to be involved. Furthermore

he is-supposed to be rational in his approach to politics, guided by

.reasoni not by emotion. He is supposed 6 be well informed and to
make decisions--for instance, his decision on haw to vote--on the

basis of careful calculation as to the interests and the principles

he would like to see furthered. This culture, with-its stress ot
rational participation...,we can Label the "rationality-activist"
model of political culture.- The civic culture shares much with

this rationality-activist model; it is, in fact, such a culture plus

somethingL else. It does stress the participation of individuals....

But tbere is something.else.(64)

Some of the "something else" is that the civic culture is a partici-

pint culture to Which the participants feel allegiance. In it, the

polilical culture and the political system are congruent, not in conflict.

Another part of the "something else," is that the civic culture contains
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within it a mixture of subject and parochial as well as participant ori-

entations.

participant

The real civic culture is not a simple, idealized, all-out

4,
affair. Attitudes favorable toward participation in the

political system have a major part in the ciyic culture. But they are

fused with and balanced by essentialry nonpolitical attitudes (e.g., trust

in people, privatism, etc.) which tend to give the civrc culture a certain

1110

stability and sanity along with its capabilities for activity and change.

The civic culture is part of what the West has given to the world. Its

development in the United States Etna Great Britain--and in different ways

in Switzerland, Scandinavia, and the low countries--is advanced more titan

in other parts of the world. Its future is problem-filled and uncertain.

The most attractive features of the open polity and the civic culture are

that they represent man's discovery of a "humane and conservative way to

handle social change and participation..."
(65)

As we see it now, in various ways a course with this conception in

mind will seek to get at the following things:

1. The Nature of the American Political Culture. The course will

seek to make more explicit that the central characteristics of

American political culture grew out of the experience of Amer-

icans, who were mainly Anglo-Saxon Protestants, in the circum-

stances of the seventeenth find-eighteenth cent_urletr.T6iscovery

of ways in which a political culture is paAllof a larger culture

will be encouraged by the materials of the course. Characteristics

of the American political culture which the materials will enable

students to explore will include such things as widespread par-

ticipation, vast diffusion of power, multiplicity and diversity

21
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of expression of group interests, the functions of nationalism

and patriotism, egalitarianism, and the secularization of the

political system.

2. The Centrality of Political Culture in American Life. The course

will emphasize haw important politics is and has been to Americans

as an essentially non-ideological feature of our social experience.

In this connection, it will focus ou the power of the political

culture, illustrated by the tremendous demands it makes on immi-

grants who must conform to it. The course will underline the

primacy of the civic culture in the process of Americanization:

here a man defines his Americanism by adapting to the beliefs,

style, and action which are accepted elements of the political

culture.

3. The Process of Political Acculturation. Some of what is intended

here is suggested in the paragraph above. The point, however, is

not alone that all groups have had to accomodate themselves to

the powerful centrality of political culture in American life,

but that they have brought this accommodation off so well. Diverse

nationality and ethnic groups entering American society from far

different general and political cultures have had to conform to

the civic cuiture and to pay the price of admission. In so doing,

however, they have exhibited.an amazing amount of versatility and

ability to learn to use the opportunities of a participant system.

Here we are familiar with the ethnic group political bloc, con-

sciousness of ethnic group interests, foreign language newspapers,

ethnic group political leaders, and the like.
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4. The Problems of Special Sub-Cultures. In at least one instance-,

the course will deal with the differenee betWeen gellaeral accul-

turation and political acculturatioq. Roman Catholics, as a.

religious group, found their way into the general culture with

less difficulty than they did ino the political culture. In
a

many sectors, frequently depending upon the strength of their

ethnic group baSe, Roman Catholics were' able to enter into the

political culture and system as effective actors in the nin6-

teenth'and early twentieth centuries. But so serong was the

Protestant flavor of the American political culture that it w4s

not until 1960 that a Roman Catholic candidate could be elected -

President of the United States. Noticeably, no practicing Jew

has ever been a serious contender far the presidency.

. The Problems of the American Polity.' The.course will aim,to

explore some of the great unresolved problems of the civic.
"

culture. Among these certainly will be the lack of resolutidn

of the American4Oilemma: the'continuing inability of the poli-

tical Culture and polity to-resolve the problem of citizenship

for American Negroes.

It is possible that the materials 'of the course will be designed .

mainly to allow students to explore how thelunerican political culture

reacts to, overcomes, and absorbs the political culture of immigrant groups.

If the course does this,.we wjll hope to develop the 'cultural empathy in

students which can come from a recurrent awareness of the differences of

other groups and their struggle to enter into the general and political
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culture of our society. Materials for such a course are rich. There are

memoirs, letters, diaries, and novels by immigrants and by those rooted in

the established politidal culture. There is also the rich material of

foreigners visiting in the United States. Now, we also have quite rich

priMary material of Americans who are living overseas and experiencing

,cultures at i.adical odds with oUr awn. There is the passionate literature

"of Negro protest. For students, there is a superb opportunity in this

conception of the course for autobiographical work. They can find out

more about their grandparents, their great grandparents: Where did these

relatives come from? What were their views on politics? What kind of

political life did they have in the old country?

We feel that The Civit Culture as a course should help students develop

an increasing ssophistication about sociological and anthropological concep-

tual tools. Here, more than in the preceding two courses, we would-aim for

straightforward study of such concepts as role, status, class, stereotYping,

etc. Again, the course should reassert in more direct fashion than before

s
the central concept of political science, that of power. By concentrating

on the experi:ence of groups, immigrant and Negro engaged in the struggle

for political acculturation, students may see how deprivation or fear of

'deprivation combined with an awareness of-the possibility of remedy through

political action are powerful sources of political behavior.

The plans for the course, as I have said, are still in a very formative

stage. Those who are engaged in the planning are moving in general along

the lines that I have indicated here. One of the basic principles we have

followed.in the whole of th,,_ Social Studies Project is that one defines
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one's position best by acting. Therefore, there is at present less concern

about the fine contours of the total course than there is for developing a .

prototype unit which can be tried out in claSsrooms. The group engaged with

this course currently is cohcentrating, therefore, in exploring possible

forms which might'be taken by a unit on the struggle of the American Negro

for full citizenship in the American polity. The first versions of this

unit are still so tentative that I will not detail them here.
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Summary

I have been able to give, in this description of the junior high

school phase of the E.S.I. Social Studies Program, only a touch of the

story. There is much more to tell about. I would like to describe the

way disadvantaged children at Gaynor Junior High School in the Williams-

burg section of Brooklyn were able to handle--aided by an excellent

teacher--the Subject to Citizen materials. It would be good to be able

to record at least some of the innumerable contributions that have been

made to our work by Joseph Loretan and the New York City public schools,

by Charles Brown and the Newton (Massachusetts) public schools, and others

in the field of education. Some of our debt to teachers and children in

the Bronx, in Jefferson County, Colorado, in Boston, and in at least two

score other places should somehow be set down. Literally dozens of

teachers and scholars could add much to the telling of the story, since

in great part it should be their story to tell. They know, as I have

tried to suggest in these pages, that social studies need both first aid

and long term rehabilitation. And they have helped mightily to get both

processes going.

In the junior high school phase of the E.S.I. Social Studies Program,

we have proceeded from what is known about intellect and the role of dis-

covery in learning. I have indicated that we are more interested in the

increase of general intellectual discipline and the strengthening of

factors of intelligence than we are in retention and recall of subject

matter for its own sake. We are interested in social studies curriculum

which will give children opportunities to discover regularities and uni-

formities in the social universe around them. We are looking for
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curriculum materials and exercises through which children can experience

the thrill of conscious generalization, and come to general statements

whose utility will help them order Phenomena in other times and places.

We are keen for students to get their hands on the idea of causality and

recognize that multiple causation is the state of affairs safest to assume.

As I have said, we -are aiming to heighten an awareness of the part values

play in all of social experience, and to increase the capacity of students

to determine their own values.

Our.basic orientation in building curriculum models for the'junior

high school is political. The theme is Aristotelean: Man As a Political

Being,. Our reasoning, as noted in connection with the research of Easton

and Hess, is that early adolescence is a critical period in the stabili-

zation of an American child's political development. The evidence suggests

that the school is the most important agency through which political

socialization is effected by formal means.

With this thinking in mind, we have used two principal concepts of

modern political science as the organizing ideas for social studies cur-

riculum Ail the junior high school: power and political culture. In

addition to the historical data which our courses and units use, one

should emphasize that power and_political culture even if not consciously

conceptualized2 are part of the texture of life in the classroom, the

school, the street, and the home. An unending supply of subject matter

involved with power relationships and political culture is at hand to

study in the here and now, face-to-face world. We will expect that

teachers and students will frequently relate past questions of power and

political culture to present instances available in their experience.
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I have suggested how and why we are using selected historical materials

in a sequence of three courses, Inventing the Western World, From Sublect

to Citizen, and The Civic Culture. Certainly no perfect case is pretended

for this overall design nor are we shooting for what one friendly inter-

rogator called a "wall-to-wall curriculum." Man As a Political Being is

simply a roughly cOherent but highly flexible .framework within which we

can construct model materials. At the very least, we find it exciting to

try.

In vm, I would say the following things about the work we have done

so far. At their best:

4ES 404

*I4

- -

4.4

Our materials tend to be selectively related to ideas which

arise out of the work of scholars who deal with the study of

men and society.

They tend to provide children with the kinds of data th t

scholars themselves work through in their own quest for mean ng.

They tend to present these data in ways that demand inductive

as well as deductive analysis.

They tend to give children an opportunity to discover structure

in the relationship of ideas to each other and to find and cope

with disparities and dilemmas among competing ideas and conflic-

ting data about society.

They contain opportunities for learning to handle social science

data and ideas in economics, sociology, anthropology, political

science, psychology, and archaeology.

They are conceived in good measure with an inventiveness that is

quite unusual, and with a sense of what may catch the curiosity

and imagination of children.

*
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The materials are selectedwhether as evidence from the past

to give sone feeling for the continuities of human experience

or from the present to give soma sense.of the contemporary

world--always with the idea that to increase the power of the

student to deal with the modern condition is the end in view.

A, 444 4.0
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The Four Elements of Education
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Like all human activities, education is complex process, consisting

of several phases, parts or elements; and like every complex process it

may be analyzed in different ways, depending on the interests of the

investigator. For our purposes it will be illuminating to think of it

as divided into four elements: 1) the teacher, 2) the students, 3) the

educational goals of the teacher, and 4) the means which the teacher uses

in his effort to reach his goals. If the educational reformer views the

.situation in this way, he may focus on any of these elements in his effort

to Lmprove the institution of education, and if he is really adbitious he

may concentrate on all. He may want to improve the teacher and to improve

the'student as a person before the student is even invited into the

classroom; he may want to define and render superior the goals of educa-

tion; and he may want to better the means and techniques used by the

teacher.

Now any one who surveys American society in the year 1965 must admit

that American education is deficient in every one of the respects we have

mentioned. It needs better teachers, healthier and happier children,

cfearer aims and more effective techniques; and all of these deficiencies

should be remedied by whatever means are at the disposal of the society.

Yet surely it would be wise to recognize that it is impossible for any

limited organization to bring about changes directly on all of these

fronts. It is evident, for example, that such an organization could not

directly affect the child in the formative years before he enters school,

nor could it be completely effective in the face of powerful family or
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social pressures that work in the oppOsitedirection.

Services Incorporated must, by its very nature, narrow
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gree if it wishes to accomplish anythingr. But to what, we'may ask, should,

it limit itself?

After we aCknowledge in all modesty that the child. is beyOilid our reash.

from its cradle days to iis kindergarten days,three element& of the.educa-
.

,tional process remaie for Our consideration: the teacher, hii; goals, and

his tools.

Let us begin with the teacher. If,our resources were more extensive,

we,could set up an elaborate system of teacher traitaing, but so far this

has,not been our primary concein in the program for the senior high school.

Such work may come later, and indeed, is we shall see, certain parts of ,

our program require that it be done in some degree soon. But so far the

main energies of those who are responsible for the senior high school

program have been directly applied to the two.remaining eiements in our

quartet: the goals and the tOols. .The tegcher will be aided indirectly

in so far as _he can be induced to accept those goals and to use those

tools.
411

Having decided to limit ourself in this.way we must nevertheless

recognize that in our efforts to improire the aims and instruments of

education we must keep our eyes on both the teacher and the student.

We.know, of course, that if we wish to make a log that will keep even

the proverbial Hopkins and his student in pz.ditable and pleasurable

equilibrium, we must know haw much Hopkins and his student weigh. How-

ever, to continue the metaphor, we do not think that curriculum builders

sho4ld be absolutely bound by the weight of teachers and students, as

IY&O
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they are or as they are said to be. It is our firm conviction that they

are intellectually teavier than they are sometimes said to be, and that

even where they are as light as their most dour critics say they are,

they can *row and-puton-ieight if properly-treated. We_may confidently

say, therefore, that in defining the goals of education and in fashioning

new tools we are not blindly utopian, but we are forward-looking. We

keep our eyes on Hopkins and his charge, not only as they are but also aa

we think they can become if exposed to better pedagogical food and air.
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The Goals of the Teacher

With this as preface, with these declarations-of modesty and ambi-

tion behind us, let us consider the two elements of education that we

think are directly amenable to our efforts. The main tool upon which

we have concentrated in our work so far is the curriculum: that hos

been our primary concern and our work on it will be described in detail

below. But before turning to the curriculum, it will help to outline

at least some of the goals that have been before us as we have tried

to fashion the curriculum, goals that we think the teacher should also

have before him.

We think of the problem of education as partly a problem of com-

munication. The teacher wants the student to come out of sehool with

something that he did not have before. In saying this we do not fall into

the sort of formalism that has been decried in educational circles for

years and years. Me do not mean that we wish to stuff a wad of knowledge

into the child's head. Like all processes of communication the process

of education takes place between an active sender and an active receiver.

The reception is not a matter of suffering, of mere passion as opposed to

action, and therefore the child must do things in order to get the point.

In order to hear he must listen, in order to find he muit seek, in order

to know he must inquire. EduCation is a transaction, a back-and-forth

movement between teacher and student which should engage the active interest

of the child, and therefore the lessons of the curriculum are things which

the child must reach out for. The teacher offers and the child receives,

but receiving usually requires a step in the direction of the offerer, and
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this thought lies at the heart of all of our work. We wish the student

as well as the.teacher tit act.

What, then, should the teacher offer as his contribution to the

transaction? Meat do we thihk of as in the curriculum potentially, as

parts of the offer we think of the teacher as making? For what is the

child to reach? If we can say what this is in a general way, we shtill

have stated a theory of the aims of education in the domain of social

studies, a theory of what the teacher should try to get across,to the

child and what the child chould actively reach for in his own education.

Let us begin by saying unabsehedly that in great measure we should

try to communicate knowledge. We do not have to be benighted educational

formalists to say so, for we have already made clear that such' knowledge

as the teacher offers is not conceived of as a wad or-readytme4e package.

Nor do we mean that.knowledge is the only ,thing we should'try to commun-

icate; i.e. , that the child who comes out of our school should emerge as

different only insofar as he now knows a number of propositions that he

did not know before. But surely in our reaction to what is pejoratively

referred to as formalism we should not deny that we.want the child to come

out thinking something. If we are to reject formalism, it cannot be

because we do not want him to gain knowledge, but rather ?I'ecause, first,

we want him to gain other things besides knowledge in the narrowest

sense, because, second, we want him to gain knowledge in a way that will

stay with him, and because, finally, we want him to gain a certain kind

of knowledge, namely important knowledge.

The question of what besides knowledge is to be imparted to the

child is a vast one, and the problem of how we are to get him to learn
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In a manner that will keep things with htm is a difficult one. Certainly
1.

we want the child to coma out being, in the old-fashioned phrase, more

virtuous. He should become a better human bet% for Wing gas to

-school.- But this, jje thinkj -is not -sometbIng-thelb-esi44-.11aPPen-i---os

of the ancients thought, merely as a conseque,ce of the development of

his cognitive faculties or by his coming to know Lots of Propositiona.

Knowledge is surely not identical with virtue. Furthermore, we want the

child to become more sensitive to esthetic values, and once again we

cannot expect the purely cognitive side of his education to produce this

sort of sensibility. And finally, it ilauld be absurd to think'that we

can write a recipe for how to encourage the development of moral virtue

0.41R

and esthetic sensibility, as well as a set of rules about-how to develop

them in a way that will keep them in the child forever. Nor is it easy

to say in a general way how to make sure that the knowledge that he learns

will remain with him.

On the other hand, we c.1:nnot think seriously about a curriculum

without addressing ourselves to the question: What sorta of knowledge

do we wish to communicate to the child? So, with no further delay, we

turn to this general question. After saying a few things about it, we

shall turn to the details of the curriculum that we propose to the teacher

as a device for achieving some of the intellectual goals we are now about

to describe and distinguish.

In order to describe and distinguish the kind of knowledge we hope

to develop, we must point out first of all that we have been working on

a course in social studies which has been designed for the tenth, eleventh,



and possibli the telfth grades. It will deal primarily with social

life in the West, roughly since the beginning of the nineteenth century.

Our method is historical, but historical with a difference. It is our

-11M-to get the chilff to tee history not only as the study of individual

events following each other in time, but also as a disciplinp which

depends upon and illustrates certain generalisations about human behavior,

and as a study Which depends upon and illustrates certain general phil-

osophical principles that govern research and discourse in histoiy and

the social and behavioral sciences. We conceive of the knowledge we wish

to communicate, therefore, as occupying three distinct but connected

levels, each more abstract than the other: I) the level of historical

fact, 2) the level of generalization in the social and behavioral sciences,

and 3) the level of methodology or philosophy as that relates to historical

investigation and discourse in the social and behavioral sciences. We

want the child to come away with an awareness of certain important facts

or events within the past, with a grasp of certain generalizations about

human behavior, individual and social, and with an understanding of how

such claims to knowledge are arrived at and evaluated. He should know,

for example, when the Industrial Revolution occuried and what it was

(Level 1); he should know something about why it occurred and how its

explanation is related to certain regularities in human behavior (Level 2);

he should know how we come to and test our beliefs on these two lower

levels (Level 3). In saying this we most certainly do not mean that

there should be three distinct courses of study aimed at goals on these

three different levels. On the contrary, whatever the child learns on
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ft:hese levels should come primarily from a study of concrete historical

events and,conditions of the late eighteenth, the nineteenth ana the

early twentieth centuries. Only after we have completed the substalitive

york in soaal studies, will we try to get the student to turn-back-upon------

what he has learned in social siudieq, to engage.in philosophical reflec-

tion about the whole enterprise of social studies, to try to formulate

in a coherent way the network of distinctions, concepts.and principles

that his teacher has been employing in the construction of the course

itself. After having been, am it were, a budding historian and social

scientist who has been acting out a Philosophy, he will be invited to

step into another role, that of the budding philosopher of the social

studies who can reflect upon his awn activities.

Now that we have outlined the general conception of education which

underlies our efforts to form a curriculum, we turn to the details of

that curriculum. Now that we have described the teacher's goals, we

turn to the main tool for the realization of those goals.
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A Curriculum is Born

We now conceive the course of studywhether for one, two, or three

years is still an open question.in our mindsas divisible into three main

parts: 1) the impact of technology end science on society in the nine-

teenth century, 2) the relationship between ideology and reality in the

nineteerth and twentieth centuries, and 3) philosophical reflection on

.the nature of 90041 studies. The first tie parts are primarily historical,

the last primarily systematic or analytic in orientition.

,We took a long time in arriving at this general idea of the course,

and lit may be of some interest to outline the history of the deliberations

leading up to our present scheme of organization. We began with the firm

conviction thAt we should use a series of'units which illustrated salient

events of the nineteenth century as well as interconnections between

aspects of social life, interconnections that continue to be relevant to

our own times. And the first three units that emerged were as follows:

one on the steam engine, one on Manchester; England, and One on Darwin

and Darwinism, all of which will be described in detail below. We reasoned

that the steam engine was the most important technological innovation of

thc period, that Manchester was a dramatic illustration of how a society

could be affected by such a technological innovation, and that Darwin's

work on evolution and natural selection was not only one of the most

important contributions of the nineteenth century to science, but that,
4

unlike many scientific contributions, it had enormous effect on its age,

both on popular consciousness and on the general intellectual life of the

period.

rt't;
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With these three units in mind we called a conference of a number

of distinguished scholars in the summer of 1964, hoping to test the

viability of these units and to seek suggestions as to how to add others

----------
in a meaningful way. TODD difficulties were in the forefront of our minds

'when we entered that conference. We were worried about the fact that our

course was too British in orientation, and also about the fact that we

had not introduced enough material dialing with politics. After all,

Europe is more than England, and no matter how strong the tendency of

modern historians to deny that histoiy is simply past politics, their

lucubrations surely do not lead to the conclusion that politics is of no

importance at all. These worries we thought, were removed when the con-

ference emerged with the idea Last what we should do is to build the

course around the idea of innovation in the nineteenth century. After

all, it was argued, the steam engine was a technological innovation,

Manchester represented az innovation or revolution in social organization,

and Darwin a revolution in science. What better way of rounding out the'

whole business than to add two more innovations that would bring in the

continent and politics, and the revolutions of romanticism and modenism

in art and literature? With this proposal in mind we began the fall of

1964 convinced that what we had to do was to move in the direction indi-

cated, to conscript scholars and teachers who would help us implement

these proposals directly. But then two things happened to change our

direction. First of all, we were adased by one historian that there

were grave difficulties in the way of wcrking up the theme of the masses

in*

in politics, and secondly, when we tegan to take counsel with high L. hool

teachers we came to feel thatour general concept of innovation was a

1 4 5
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flimsy pedagogical reed. It was felt that it lacked something, in part

because the concept of innovation was ambiguous or too general, in part..

because it did not help to bring movement into the course. Our various

"innovations" lacked the capacity to give the teacher a theme, a unifying

point, a "message" as one of them put it.

For theie'reasons we abandoned--or at least temporarily shelved--the

idea of innovation all along the line as the central thread of the course.

It may once again enter our thinking if and when someone tries to meet
ft*

the objections to it, but at the moment it is in the background, replaced

4 0.-.10

by the idea already mentioned as governing our present activity; viz.,

the idea that we should conceive of the historigal part of our course as

devoted to 1) the study of the impact of science and technology, and

2) the relationship between ideology and reality. We arrived at this

conception by two stages, and it might be of interest to show how we

arrived at it by quoting two memoranda. 7Memorandum I" records the

decision to create in an explicit way the theme of science, technology,

otA
and society; "Memorandum II," the decision to round out the new format

by adding the section on ideology and reality.

MEMORANDUM I

Because at the last meeting we arrived at a rather important idea

about the general emphasis of our work, I thought it would be best

to put something down on paper about it. The idea is that we shall

think of at least one main part of our course as primarily directed

toward delineating the impact of science and technology on society

in the nineteenth century. Naturally, this does not mean that we

think that every fact about the nineteenth century can be explained

in this way. We merely commit ourselves to taking two of the most

important elements of nineteenth century society and studying their

effect on other parts of that society; for example, their effect on

social organization, on politics, on religious thinking, on philo-

sophy, on literature, on art, and so on. When we say "effect" we

146
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,of course do not mean that science or technology had thet effect

all by themselves. What impact they had they had in cooperation

with a certaia set of social circumstances which we also wish to

describe and analyze. What, for example, were the social circum-

stances which encouraged some people to derive from Darwin's theory

the doctrine of Social Darwinism, a doctrine which is not logically

implicit in what Darwin said?

The advantages of this emphasis on the effects 9f science and tech-

nology are obvious. First of all, it introduces the child to the

study of problems comparable to those that face us today, and

thereby gives him the opportunity to think about questions similar

to those that he himself must face if he is to understand and survive

in his own era. -What happens, he will be encouraged to ask, when

something like the steam engine revolutionizes the technology and

hence the economy of a period? What happeda when a scientific

theory like Darwin's theory revolutionizes man's view of the uni7

verse in which he lives? If the child can be led to think in

detail about such questions in the context of the nineteenth century

he may take a big step in the direction of understanding the impact

of, say, automation in his awn life-time. He may also be led to

generalize sensibly about such matters.

Another advantage of this approach is that it may provide a frame-

work within which we can encompass a good deal of materiaI already

in the course and also a technique for introducing stimulating and

illUminating material not yet in it. Al any rate, it is to be hoped

that this new scheme will not only effectively organize the material

we already have been working on, but also suggest ways in which, we

can move on to new terrain. For a long time I have had the feeling

that the idea of innovation, under which we were subsuming so much,

was not doing what we had hoped it would do--provide a unifying theme

that was dynamic and exciting to curriculum-builders, to students and

to teachers. I hope that the teachers will feel that our new proposal

for organizing the material gives them something closer to what they

have been seeking in our recent discussions. It is in outline a

simple idea, but it may provide a good deal of the guidance we need.

And let us remember that tne idea is provisional and subject to what-

ever changes our future discussions may suggest. I should hope,

however, that we can give it a fair, rigorous trial with an unblinking

eye to the historical and pedagogical facts.

MEMORANDUM II

I thought I would set down on paper an idea that I have presented

orally to some of you about a way of adding to the curriculum as so

far conceived.

So far we have subsumed three units, the Steam Engine, Manchester,

and Darwin, under the heading "The Impact of Science and Technology

on Society", and hopefully, we will include other topics under this

4 7
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same rubric. But we all realize, of course, that this theme fails
to embrace a lot of extremely important material, for example, an
enormous part of the political history of the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, and much that pertains to the continent of
Europe by cont t_te_England.At..propasal.,._tharafora,__Is___that we

give up trying subsume everything under the present rubric and
add another rubric of comparable extent, one which might be called
"Ideology and Reality". Under "Ideolory" I include religioua,
political, moral, economic, and general philosophical,ideas--as
opposed to a scientific idea like the theory of natural selection--
ideas like democratic theory as expounded in the Enlightenment, like
John Stuart Mill's views an liberty, like Marxism, anarchism, syn-
dicalism, socialism, communism, fascism, etc. And by "Reelity" I
mean social, political, and economic reality. NV suggestion is
that we devote this second over-arching unit to examiningthe
relationship between such ideas and the actual social movements
that are usually associated with them: for example, the French
Revolution with democratic theory of the Enlightenment, the English
Reform Movement with liberal political and economic theory, the
Russian Revolution with Marxism and so on. I use the word "rela-
tionship" broadly and would include under that term such things as
the influence of ideolory on reality and vice versa, seethe dis-
crepancy between ideolo.: and reality. The student would be
encouraged to see social thought in action, facing up to reality,
fleeing from reality, guiding it, being disappointed by it, and so
on.

It seems to me that adding such a rubric would, first of all,
produce an interesting iLd illuminating symmetry. In one case,

where we focus on science and technology, we will loe taking our
point of deporture from "hardware", whereas in the other we would
be focusing on what might (upfortunately) be called "software". We
would thereby show, among other things, that ideologies play an
active, though not exclusive, part in the shaping of history.
Furthermore, as I have already said, this approach would -allow us
to deal with aspects of European history and with politics in a

natural way, without dragging them in as part of an afterthought
or appendix.

It may well be, of course, that there are other ways ef coherently
including material so far excluded from the curriculum, and we
should continue to think of such alternative posstbilities. Howiver,
if there are no objections; I shall take steps in the direction of
getting work started on the kind of unit I have described. I invite
your responses to this proposal and as'soon as something more concrete
emerges will schedule a meeting on this topic.

148
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A Malor Part of the Curriculum Is Described

Now that we have, presented the general'conceptual framework with

which we have been working and have alai& given some idea of how we arrived

at that framework it is time to describe in some detail what has been

done to fill it in. The bulk of our research has been done on the impact

of technology and science, and therefore most of the details to be pre-

Rented below will fall under that heading. Because the section on

ideology and reality was conceived relatively recently, we havy not done

nearly as much research on that, and because the philosophical section

is the most daring and "way out" from the point of view of the conven-

tional curriculum, we plan to work on its details after both of the

historical sections have Eieen developed more,fully. In this way the
0

philosophical section can be constructed.with an eye to the substantive

material included in the two historical sections, since, as we have

already said, philosophical concepts and distinctions are best presented

in terms of concrete illustrations which have already been made meaningful

to the student. We shall now describe the existiatc, activelybresearched

units on the Steam Engine, on Manchester, and on Darwin in that order,

and later we shall describe the prolected treatment of a) ideology and

reality, and b) the philosophy of social studies.

1. The Steam Engine

Although the curriculum focuses on the nineteenth century in a .

historical manner, we have already made clear that our work is partly

motivated by a desire to use historical material that will illustrate

regularities in human behavior and hence illuminate, to some degree,
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the age in which we Ixe noir living. Since one of the lost'important

_features of our-age IA its response to the advance of technology, we
4 4

think ihat much can be gAined by studying the Industrial Revolution La

'England as a classii example of how changes in technoldgy Are causally

related-to other social:changes. The rapid growth and development of

Manchester will, as Ve have saia, serve as a focus in this par5 of the

course. The study ef Manchester will illustrate in dramatic detail the

links connecting technology and society during the Industrial Revolution.

And therefore, before turning to Manchester in the flesh, so to speak,

we wish to introduce the sLdent to one of the great technological factors

in its development, the Steam Engine, which belched, hissed and burned

while Manchester became the 'Cottonopolis" of the Western world. The

Steam Engine was a blessing insofar as it freed man from:exclusive

dependence on natural sources of energy, but it also helped create great

social problems in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries: problems of

unemployment, slums, public health, education, government, and many others

that are still with us. Insofar as me can communicate some idea of how

such problems were connected with technological innovation we,shall be

able to introduce the student to many regularities in social behavior

that are still in operation. In doing so we shall try to depict the

similarities as well as the differences between the nineteenth century's

responsef, to large-scale technological change and our own century's

responsi to it.

A7though the main concern of this part of the course will be to

commur.cate the relationship between the stèm engine and'the society

whict, it affected, we also hope to present some idea of how the steam
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engine worked and how it evolved. In other words, we do not want the

student of social studies to think of the steam engine as a mechanical

mystery into whiCh he.cannot look and whose Woaings he can never know.

We believe that we can communicate not only its Workings, but the story

of how it cisme to be what it we to a student who may never again have

much contact with the details of technology. -In a sense, therefore',

part of our concern will be intra-technological even though our main

concern will be to link technology with extra-technologiesl asPects of

society. .Too often students of history remain utterly ignorant of the

insides of great technological discoveries and are content to speak of

their impact without knowing just what they are. (Too often students

of history remain equally ignorant of the great scientific discoveries,

and therefore when we come to the Darwin unit we shall, in a similar

spirit, deal with the content of Darwin's biological contributions before

dealing with their impact on society.) In the course of our intra-techno-

logical treatment of the Steam Engine we hope to get the student, among

other things, to see how, why and where certain inventions appeared, the

difference between an inventor and an innovator, the length of time and

effort generally required to develop a new idea, and the power of planned

research and development.

With these goals in mind, Professors George Brown and S. William

Cause of M.I.T. have developed their materials under two main headings:

a) The history of the prime mover with particular emphasis on the Steam

Engine, and b) The Steam Engine as an outgrowth of and as an impetus to

cAttoloicrtechientsrobleandlis. Throughout, they have not

.:;!`.14.47.:as:-.N



assumed that the students or.their teachers wiy have prioetraining in

science or technology. They outlite these two themes as follows:

a) The History of the Prime Mioyer

This study should be logically dilAded into three periods:

. 1.) The control of natural energy sources
2.) 'The Steam'Engine
3.) The central station power plant and electrical power

transmission.,

It will start with man's earliest use-of natural energy sources

and end with a brief look at the future.

The first period in the history of the prime mover will begin

around 4000 B.C. when man first rode a horse, and will end around.tmN,

1475 with the last significant advance in the desigabf windmills.

In this period, man learned to make use of natural sources of energy

(animals, man, wind, water) and developed a complex technology employing

all kinds of mechanisms for production,.tranamission and utilization of

power. The earliest mechanisms were ubed.in coniunction with water

pumpin$ and flour milling ope-ations, while later developments were in

conjunction with metal working and textile manufacturing (spinning and

weaving). The use of water wheels Was extensive toward the end of

this period; the Domesday Book states that.there were 5,000 water

mills in England around 1100.

Some of the devices and mechanisms of this period are still in

use under conditions comparable to those in 18th and 19th century

England. It would be useful to photograph both the devices in use

and the living standards of the cultures still using them. Working

scale models are also available in various. museUnis.. One datk readily

show.that at the end of the period between 1475' aad 1750 the increasing

complexity of these devices was making their operation impractical.

The complexity was a result of man's almost futile efforts to over-

come the limits of the natural energy sources he had learned to

utilize. lioded.s of Polhem's inventions, sevailable in Sweden, could

be used to illustrate this complexity; e.g., mechanical linkages

transmitting power from wat6r wheels overland for distances of about

a mile.

In-Addition, fundamental congiderations of solid mechimics,

fluid mechanics, and the technology of the period (in which there

was no steel or large pieces of wrought iron) limited the praitical

, output of individual water wheels and windmills to about 8 and 14

horsepower respectively. A power output of 8 horsepower for eight

.
hours is the equivalent to that of about 8 large.work horses or 96

men working in perfect harmony for an eight hour period. It would

1 52
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bit worthwhile to illustrate the difficulty of extracting' steady
8 horsepower from animal or manpower and some of the mechanisms

devised to accomplish this virtially impossible feat.

Thi sedond period begins about 1700, since between 1475 and

1700 no tignificsnt improvements in the use of windmills or water

wheels were made. Thit period in the history of the prine mover

is concerned with mango effort to control the entire energy conver-

sion process and make himself independent'of weather, climate,

duration of natural energy sources and power level limitations.

The first successful atfempt is the development of the steam engine,

which involved a large number of men. Sone of the more important

men were Savery, Newcomen, Watti Evan*, Trevulthick, and leor1iss.

Savery and Newcomen might be called inventors because they assembled

the necessary ideas and actually built steam engines, but,Watt wfs -

an innovator as well as an inventor, because he convoyed his ideas

in such a way as to make the steam engine important. Fulton, who

most of our students think invented the steam boat, invented nothing.

He bought his steam engine in England. However, he might be classi-

fied as an innovator as he introduced the idea of a steam boat to

"this country.

The use of steam to operate toys and gadgets precedes the

Christian era. Some references indicate that steam powered devices

(doorst idols) were employed by priests. Descriptions of steam

engines appeared long before Savery built the first operating engine

in 1698. Savery's pumping engine, intended for, but not very well

accepted by mines, employed steam, but not a piston and cylinder.

It made use of a) spnoppheric pressure, as did the later so-called

atmospheric or common steam engines, and b) the expansive power of

steam, as did the much later high pressure steam engines. It was re-

invented in Germany in the late 1880's as the pulsometer.

.in illustration of the difficulty of making this first engineering

synthesis, Savery had to be aware of such facts and ideas. es:

1. steam is not a form of air (1615 - de Caus)

2. atmospheric pressure (1643 - Torricelli)

3. vacuum
4. pressure increases when water is divided in a closed

container
5. a safety valve (1681 - Papin)

6. vacuum could be created by condensing steam

The early engines.of Savery, NewcoMen, and later, Smeaton,

were used for pumping water from mines, on landed estates, for cities

and for running water wheels. With them man controlled the entire

energy conversion process for the first time. We would like to show

. with original data and documents (e.g., the costs of feeding horses

and men) that, even though the early engines had efficiencies of less
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than one percent, they were in some cases economically competit.ive

and in other cases allowed men to do something that had ceased to

be feasible (operating deep mines).

In approximately the order of 'application, the other early

engines were used for: municipal water supplies, flour and malt

mills, metal worki5g and textile manufacturing.

Dodd estimated that in great Britain in 1818 there were 100

steam engines of an average size of 1.5 horsepower. Operated 12

hours daily this was equivalent to 225,000 brewers horses, which

would require 1,237,550 acres of land for support. This same land

supported 2,475,000 people or 1/7 of the population'in 1818.
r-

The third period in the history of.the prime Mover begins

around 1870 with the central station power plant and the ability

to transmit electrical power over relatively long distances. This

eta allowed everyone to have his own steam engine in the form of

an electric motor.

b) The Steam Engine as an Outgrowth of and an Impetus to

Other Technological Developments and Problems.

In this theme we would like to show how various Aeeds, dis-

coveries, and developments result in the development of the steam

engine. We will discuss such matters as:

1.) The conventional and inadequate methods of pumping water

out of mines around 1770.

2.) No further advauces in the development of water and wind-

mills were possible until 1850, in California, when steel

and better gears were employed, and the early 190018 when

progress in aerodynamics permitted more effective design

of windmills.
3.) Large groupings of people required pumped water supplies

and waste disposal systems as the result of advances in

public health.
4.) Millers and brewers required large sources of power.

5.) Textile machinery, developed prior to and concurrently

with the steam engine, required large blocks of power just

when Watt and Bolton made it available.

6.) A transportation system of roads and canals was developed

that made extensive trade and the movement of large volumes

of raw materials and fuel feasible.

7.) The patent was introduced.

8.) Machine tool developments made Watt's Engine possible.

The first one was sold to Wilkinson after he had bored

the cylinder for it.

9.) Metallurgical progress made high pressure steam engines

possible. This was the break through that made engines

small, reliable and relatively.inexpensive.

54
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In connection with the main themes just outlined, a variety of

educational materials will be used. These will include film strips

movies, drawings, transparent working models of several steam engines,

extracts of pertinent documents and books, reproductions of engravings,

steam engtne inscriptions and appropriate connecting text material,. The

first collection of materiai will be te ted and evaluated during the

summer of 1965 in a sumMer workshop for about twenty-five high school

students in the Boston area. On the basis of the results of such exper-

imental.classes, additional films and models will be prepared and an

experimental 5-10 week sequence in the Steam Engine Story made ready for

distribution to about 1,500 students for further.testing. .In 1966 a

ammer institute for preparing 30 teachers to teach thematerial will be

organized.

This concludes our presentation of the materials concerning the

Steam Engine as a technological device. We move now to the second major

unit under the rubric "The Impact of Technology and Science", that part

of the course in which the student is introduced to the social changes

associated with the Industrial Revolution. And this brings us to what

we have been calling the Manchester Unit, which has been developed hy

Professor George Homans, with the assistance of Professor Robert L. Wolff

and others.

2. Manchester: Causes and Consequences of,the Industrial Revolution

The Manchester Unit will study the way in which society adjusted to

the new technology. The unit is not designed as a history of Manchester;

it uses Manchester as a case study of causes and coruequences of the

Industrial Revolution.



ManOester is chosen for.two reasons. "A study in depth is more

valuable than a coverage of "facts". This is tha basis of the whole

social $ tudies curriculum reform. Manchester was chosen instead of

London, Birmingham, Pittsburgh, or Chicago because it was the first great

industrial city. London had commerce, government and finance; Birmingham

remained a city of small artisan-workshops until much later in the century

and does not pose the same clear cut problems in either labor of local

government. Pittsburgh's and Chicago's development came much later with

the new immigrant problems, and ,both had the example of Manchester to

rely on in working out solutions to'new problems. Therefore, Manchester

has been chosen as the archetypal industrial city, although it is not-

that in every respect.
4

There are three objectives of the Manchester Unit. One is to show

the causes of the revolution that brought about today's society. Why

did Manchester become the great 'Cottonopolis" of the nipeteenth century?

What were its advantages over other cities? Where did the labor force

that manned the factories come from, and what were they looking for? What

were the developments in spinning and weaving that made the r7plication

of steam to machinery profitable? Where did the capital come from? The

student should see that similar questions may be usefully posed about his

own society. Vhy is Appalachia a depressed,area, or why is the population

of America shifting to the west?

The second objective of the unit is to show the studentthat many of

the problems with which he must deal in the 1960's 70's, and 80's and

which he considers to be purely twentieth century problems first irose

5 6
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in the nineteenth century as a resul\of the Industrial Revolution. We

hope to show the student that his world is based largely upon the solu-

tions the nineteenth century found for these problems.

The third objective is to show the student that there is a vaziety

of attitudes about man's social condition and that these attitudes change.

The problems which the student will soon have to face--incresied leisure

time, government welfare, Civil rights, to name a few--are sometimes

difficult for him to consider in their twentieth century context; he is

too close to them. When, however, these problems are seen in an historical

context, he can make the necessary correlation with his own world. Re will

see, for example, that automation so-called is not an altogether new phen-

omenon, for on one occasion, automation arising out of the Indu-strial

Revolutioeput 240,000 Manchester loom workers out of jobs. Heleill see

how the poverty of the English worker led to certain political demands,

and how these demands in turn led the manufacturer to plead for freedom

from government control. He will see how and why factory legislation

arose and therefore how and wby a sphere of life which had been considered

private became a public concern. He will see how public welfare programs

were formed and fought in nineteenth century England. And seeing all

these things, the student will come to realize that some of our contem-

I.

porary social problems are not only continuous with those of the nineteenth

century but also subject to similar regularities of human behavior.

These are some of the topics with which the Manchester Unit will

deal. Others have to do with the actual growth of a large metropolis.

Haw did a government set up to rule a small market town of about 1,000

people deal with a population that increased from perhaps 4,000 in 1711

157
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to 95,000 in 1801 andi300,000 in 1840? What)did it do about water supply,.
rr

disease, sewage, fires, food supply, housing, lighting, police? Were

these private or public enterprises? What were the arguments for and

against each, and how was a solution, if there was one arrived at?

Surely these problems still confront us in one form or another.

In order to introduce the student to these problems in a concrete

wsy, we have prepared a collection of materials which art structured bi

the following schematic outline.

I. Introduction: The Factory System and the City

1. Pictures of Manchester by contemporaries.

2. Social problems of the city.

3. Discipline of the factory.

4. Problems for the family.

5. How is the factory system justified?

II. What Preceded the Factory System: The Domestic or Putting-

Out System

1. Division of labor.

2. Combination of farming and manufacturing.

3. Disadvantages of the putting-out system.

III. How the Factory System Got Started: "The Take-off"

1. East India Company and the Turkey Company: how cotton

first came into England.

2. Desire for cotton: increase in demand.

3. Acts forbidding use.

4. Failure of supply.
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5. ..ittimpts.to remedy.

6. The inventions.

7. The first mills.

S. Application of steam power.

9. Why S. Lancashire good for manufacturing.

IV. Industrial and Political Tension

1. Tom Paine and The Rights of Man.

2. Repression under Pitt.

3. The Luddites.

4. The hand-loom weavers: automation end dislocation.

5. An early sttike.

6. Blenketeers,

7. Peterloo.

V. Response

1. Trade unions.

2. Parliamentary reform.

3. Chartism.

4. Repeal of Corn Laws.

5. Factory legislation.

In order to give some more specific idea of haw these themes are to

be dealt wig, it might be well to give a running account of the treatment

of item I. in the above outline. Under that heading we have included

readings of source material about the introduction of the factory system

and the sudden urbanization of that city. Graphic contemporary descriptions

of the filth, noise, poverty and general unattractiveness of the city are

1 5 9



accompanied by irlof contraits between Mmichester and the more salubrious

conditions of the cou.ntryside and of older, more divilised cities. These

are followed by social comment of contemporary critics (de Tocqueville and

Engels) about the single drive of Manchester being the pursuit of money,

and about social disorganization, and the increasing division in society

between factory owners andporkers. After'ihis section it is proposed that

there be discussion of such concepts as "class" and "social patterning".

Next there is a discussion of what the introduction of power-driven machinery

involved in terms- of saving human labor, reducing the movement of materials,

and introducing the new discipline by which factory workers had to operate.

First-hand accounts are given of the factory life of an apprentice and.

journeyman, and a novelist's description of life in the factory and factory

housing. Next, after the presentation of excerpts from a debate in the

House of Commons,about factory conditions, descriptions of a "good" factory

and a "bad" factory ate given for contrast. Finally there are two accounts

of the effects of factory life on members of a family.

Besides discussing the content of these materials and the general

concepts about "class" and "social patterning" it is proposed that there

be more general discussion about the reasons why workers were willing to

crowd into the new factories of Manchester, and about the biases of the

various writers of the documents.

It will be evident that the treatment of these materials involves a

blend of fact and social generalization. And as the student deals with

these materials he may well be stimulated to ask what the evidence is

for simple factual statements about Mfnchester and also what the evidence

is for those generalizations about social change that emerge from his
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discussions of Manchester. Hort is where he will be givaa an opportunity

to raise, in an anticipatory ways many of the questitas that will be taken

up in a more unified vay in the philosophical section planned for the end.

However, before he can profitably enter that more systematic methodological

discussion it will be necessary for him to be exposed to other kinds of

material, some of the most important coming*from our discussion of one of
16.

the most profound intellectual scientific contributions of the, nineteenth

century--Darwin's theories.

3. Darwin and Darwinism
48,

We have nowcompleted an account of that part of our course which

deals, in concrete, with the relationship between technology and society,

and are about to turn to an illustration of how a scientific theory can

affect its age. We are also rising in the scale of abstractnessufrom the,

steam engine to the social relations of Manchester, to the even mare

abstract theorizing of one of the great minds of the age. Yet even though

Darwin's theory is relatively abstract, we treat it in a course on the

nineteenth century because it had profound impact on other parts of the

society in which it emerged. Indeed, it might be argued that it had more

effect on the general public and the wider intellectual world than any of

the great scientific ideas of modern times including those of Galileo,

Newton and Einstein. By concentrating on it, we will be able to communi-

cate to the student the social significance of theoretical science, and

view it not merely as an aid to technology but as a force in the general

culture of the period, both high and law. Today, when science is coming

to play a greater and greater part in our lives, it is highly desirable

. )



that our high school studAnts come to see ià as an intellectuaradventure

and a social force. Likrthe steam engine, Darwinian theory require. no

familiarity with mathematics and little immersion in technical terminology.

Darwin's basic concepts and his reasobing are relativelysimple, and yet

- hii inquiry may serve as a paradigm of scientific method. As a Kumla,'

his work provides a rare opportunity for the teacher of social studies.

The teacher can approach it on several different levels, all'of which are

potentially exciting. With his students, the teacher may examine the

background of the Iheory, its content, its cultural imPact, and its logic.

In presenting the background of Darwin's theory we think it illumin-

ating to get the student to see that the theory emerged in a situation in

which there were forces that inhibited as well as favored its emergence.

This will help us communicate some idea of the dynamics of scientific

revolution, to point out that scientific ideas are, to some degree, his-

torically conditioned, affected by exi:ra-scientific factors. In particular

we shall lay stress on certain philosophical and theological factors that

helped and hindered the emergence of Darwin's contribution. The most

powerful inhibiting forces were traditional theological doctrines of the

creation of independent species. Biblical material will be used to illus-

trate creationism, theological writings will serve to explain,the argument

from design, and philosophic,1 ;.exts will be read in connection with the

doctrine of species as subsistent forms or immutable universals. Perhaps

the most striking and widely accepted version of the argument of design

at the beginning of the nineteenth century was presented by Paley, who

wrote: "1 take my stand in human anatomy," and who insisted upon "the
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necessity, in each case, of an intelligent designing mind for 511-can-

triving and determining of the forma mbich organised bodies bear." It

mill take a little more effort td find material that will illustrate tha

metaphysical idea of the fixity of species; perhaps a reading from Plato

mill do.'Immutability and design are central.to the views that mitand in

Darmin's way and therefore we 'must try to show how he pits the concepts

of mutability and natural selection Against these ancient doctrines in one

of the most fascinating intellectual contests of all times.

Darwin was not alone in his struggle. The past provided bin with

powerful and indispensable support in science and phifosophy. Even the

lay reader has been exposed to a variety of evolutionary thinking in the

immensely popular Vestiges oi Creation by Robert Chambers. Then there

were Darwin's more properly biological forerunners, the supportive ideas

in Lyell's Principles of Geolggy, and Malthus' writings on population,

which Darwin credited with so much influence.on his thinking.. These will

provide material that will help to present the idea that great scientific

discoveries are encouraged as well as impeded by the predecessors of a

great scientific thinker. Darwin, like Newton, stood on the shoulders

of past giants who supported him, even if his path was blocked by scien-

tific, philosophical, and religious ideas that preceded his own.

Although we do not plan to present the student with as detakled a

concept of Darwin's theory as he might get in certain biology courses,

it is important to communicate the content of the theory, quite apart

from its background and impact. In helping him understand it we hope

to exploit the student's interest in biography and dramatic action, to

capture his interest and to hold it by treating the theory as one chapter

s;,77.



in "the evolution of an svolutionist"--to uss tha title of ths 1959 csn

tannial Darwin exhibit at the Nhssum.of Natural History in New York City.

To this end we hays collected appropriate readings from Darwin's major

writings, mainly from The Hassle Diar, The Oriain of Spec4ek, The,gDescent

of Min, the AutobiegrenbY, and the Life and Letters. We try to select

passages from The Beagle Diary, the AutobioRraphY, and the Life and

Letters that show how the theory began in Darwin's mind4 how it progressed,

how.it met obstacles, how it overcame them, how it led to scientific,

philosophial, and religious doubts, aehow it led to the intense pleasure

of discovery. We try to dramatize the effect of the theory on its author,

his wife, his friends, his enemies and his reviewers. Here we may thin%

of the image of a pebble, or a boulder, dropped into a lake and producing

wider and wider waves within Darwin's immediate circle, culminating in

the famous Oxford Meeting'of the British AssoCiation for the Advancement

-
oI Science, where Bishop Wilberforce and Huxley, "Darwin's bulldog," met

in heated'inteIlectual combat over the theory.

After grasping the theory, the Student must be helped to see how

the waves of influence traveled beyond Darwin's immediate circle in the

England of the 1860's and affected the life and.thought of the society

as a whole. Here we think of Dain's theory primarily as a stimulaht

\i

rw

of pro and a ti-Darwin views in areasz4luiside of biology, so that the

student will develop some sense of the controversial nature of the theory's

impact on thought, all the way from religion, which is..closest to popular

consciousness, to met3physics. Between these extremes are the effects on

ethical theory, sociology, anthropology, history, psychology, political

11%
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and social theory, ete., particularly in America Where pragmatists like

James and Dewey were especially devoted to Darwin's ideas.

One of the things we shall stress is the way in which a scientific

idea or the words of a great scientist can be warped into the service

of a political view that the scientist did not espouse, and even into

the service of a view that he rejected. This is true of much of what

is called Social Darwinism. Darwin's biological theory, like Newton's

theory in an earlier age and Einstein's in a later period, provides an

excellent opportunity for a discussion of such use of,discoveries in

natural science. Moreover, the Darwinian theory is remarkable not only

because it influenced cognitive intellectual activity of the sort that

one finds in ethics, politics, and social science, but also because it

'influenced literary expression in the nineteenth century.

With these general aims in mind, we have divided our reading mater-

ials into three sections: Pre-Darwinian, Darwinian, and Post-Darwikdan.

The Pre-Darwinian material listed here gives the student some idea

of the use of the argument from design, as in the writings of Paley,

*Ind also an idea of Malthus' views. Eventually we may also include

material from Darwin's biological and geological forerunne-'s, but now,

as we have.indicated, we think of the Pre-Darwinian material as setting

the stage in a general intellectual way for the theory of natural selection,

as revealing thAheological and philosophical background against which

the theory may be profitably viewed by students of history.

.
The bulk of the Post-Darwinian material is intended to give the

student a survey of different reactions to The Origin of qpecies and an

166
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understanding of the many different ways in which Darwin's thopght impinged

: on thenineteenth century. The ?ost-Darwinian units'are listed according

Co general subject matter, but.we have not yet addressed ourselves to the

problem of temporal order. Later in our work we shall articulate ia

further detail the siructure ofthis material as we view it. In what

follows we indiscate theworks frdm which we have made excerpts.

I. Pre-Darwinian,.

A. William'Paley, Natural Theology.

B. Thomas Robert Malthus, filmy on the Principle of population.

II. Darwiniana

A. Early life of Darwin./p recorded in the Auiobiography.

B. Beagle Diary.

C. Beagle Journal.

D. Darwin's experiments mentioned in the Life and Letters.

E. Darwin's views on relfiion mentioned in the Autobio&raphy.

and the Life and Letters

F. Darwin's theory of Natural Selection in selections from

The Origin of Species and The'Mescent of Hen.

III. Post-Darwinian

A. Immediate reactions to The Origin of Species.

1. Response of Darwin's relatives from the Life and

Letters and'Emma Darwin: A Century of Family Letters,

edited by Henrietta Litchfield.

2. Response of Darwin's intimate friends from Life and

Letters, and More Letters of Charles Darwin.

66
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3. The meeting of the British Association in 1860, as

reported in the Athenaeumk, 1860; The Natural History

Review,, 1861; MacMillan's Magazine, 1898t Letters of

John Richard Green; Life and Letters:Of Thomas Rmxley;

Life and Letters of Joseph Rooker.

4. Selected reviews of 'The Origin of SpeCies:

a. Athenaeum, author unkhown,.November 19, 1859.

b. London Times, Thomas RUxleyo December 26,459.

c. The Spectator, Adam Sedgwick March 24, 186q.

d. Quarterly Review, Wilberforde, Bishop of Ouf

July, 1860.

e. American Journal of Science, Louis Agassiz,

July, 1860. 7

f. Athenaeum, Asa Gray, Apgust 4, 1860.

Darwin's Influence-

.

1. Anthropology

a. Thomas Huxley, Man's Place in Nature.

b: -Alfred Russel Wallace, "The Origin of Human Races

and The Antiquity of Man," LondomAnthropoloktcal.

Society's Journal, 1863-64:

c. Alfred RUssel Wallace,, "An Exposition of the Theory

of Natural Selection Am4 Its Applications to Man,"

Darwinism,

d. Thomas Huxley, -"Ola the Methods and Results of

Ethnology."
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2. Sociology

a. Albert G. Keller,. gocietal Evolution.

b. J. B. lap:raft, Darwinism and Race Progress.

c. C. Bougle "Darwinism and Sociology, in Darwin

and Modern Science edited by A. C. Seward. *

Polities

a. , Walter Bagehot, Physics and Polities

b. David G. Ritchie, Darwinism and Politics.

c. Anton Pannekoek, Marxism and Darwinism.

4. Ethics

-

a. W. K. Cliffcrid, "The Scientific Basis of Morals,"

The Scientific Basis of Morals and Other Essays.

b. Herbert Spencer, Data of Eihics.

5. Linguistics

a. Charles tyell, "The Origin of Languages and%Species

Compared;" The Geolog.ical Evidence of the Antiquity

of Man.

6. Hispory and the Philosophy of History

a. J. B. Bury, Darwin and History," in Darwin imt

Modern Science.

b. William James, "Great Men and Their Environment,"

in TiltAltlyWilltoBelievearierEssasinPoular

Philosophy.

7. Literature

a. George Eliot, The George Eliot Letters, edited. by

Gordon S. Haight; Silas Marner.
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8. Education

a. Matthew Arnold, "Literature and Science."

Philosophy of Science and Theory of Knowledge

a. Karl Pearson, The Grammar of Science.

b. John Dewey, "The Influence of Darwin on Philos-

ophy," in The Influence.of Derwin on Philosophy

and Other Essays in Contemporary Thought.

10. Religion and Theology

a. Leslie Stephen, "Darwinism mid Divinity," Frasera

MamalmL, 1872-

b. P. N. Waggett, "The Influence of Darwin on Bell.-

% gious Thought," in Darwin and Modern Science.

c. William Jennings Bryan, "God and Evolution,"

reprinted in Evolution and Religlon, Wherst

Pariphlet Seriesj.

d. Harry Emerson Fosdick, "A Reply to Mk. Bryan in

the Name of Religiori," also in Evolution and

-Religion.

e. Arthur Garfield Hays, "The Scopes Trial," also in

Evolution and Religion.

Edmund Gosse, Father and Son.

11. Psychology, Racism, and Allied Topics

Selections in preparation.

We realize that this is an ambitious proposal, but we are convinced

that it is'good to aim high and to retreat only when pedagogical experiment

dictates a retreat. We also realize that our material may present difficulties

1 6 9
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oflo

for certain teachers, and therefore even though Educational Services

Incorporated is not in the business of training teachers on a large scale,

we think we should supplement our efforts at reforming the tools of edu-

cation by trying to re-train, to some degree,'the main user of those tools

the teacher. To this end we hope to establish summer institutes at which

teachers, under the direction of scholars, can acquaint themselies with

the relevant material, concepts, distinctions, and ideas that we are

introducing in the course. We alao think it would be desirable in the

more technical sectfons of the course, like those on the steam engine and

on Darwin, to encourage joint teaching programs in which, for example, a

biology instructor comes into the class at the appropriate moment to co-

operate with the teacher of social studies. This will not only aid

instruction, it will vividly present to the student the idea that history

is not utterly divorced from science in its method, that, in particular,

evolutionary biology has a certain methodological kinship with history in

spite of their many differences. And this sort of thing may form a basis

for further cooperation in the section on philosophy at the end of the

course. If the adult intellectual world is polarized into two cultures,

we might try to nip that sort of polarization in the bud.at the level at

which it begins, the high,school.
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TWo Other Parts of the Curriculum Are Sketched

It will be recalled that our course 44 now planned is to contain

three main sections: 1) the impact of technology and science en society,

2) the relationship between ideology and reality, and 3) philosophical

reflection nn the nature of the social studies. As we have indicated,

sections 2) and 3) have not been worked up in detail, but we think it

desirable to say something about them in order to round out our discussion.

Memorandum IL which was quoted earlier, gives a general idea of what

we plan to do in section 2) and how it is related to the material in sec-

tion 1). The distinguishing feature of 2) is not simply that it will

treat the :leoretical foundations af Democracy, Communism, Fascism and

lesser "isms," but that it will try to do so by studying the relationship

between those ideologies and the social worlds that spawned them, responded

to them, disappointed them, or abandoned them.

Here we list some possibilities. The student will have been intro-

duced to some of the relevant social conditions in his sttidies ol the

Industrlal Revolution and this may well serve as a point of departure for

the introdurtion of this topic. For example, we might try to show how

socialist doctrine begins to emerge at the end of the eighteenth century

with utopian socialists like St. Simon, Fourier, and Owen, and then compare

their ideas with the various efforts to establish socialist communities in

the nineteenth century. We might study the so-called scientific socialists,

Marx and Engels, and trace the development of their doctrines through Lenin

and Stalin to the point where we could deal with the Russian Revolution as

the real expression of that ideology. Alternatively, in keeping with some
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of the impulses to do "World History" we might even, with the proper

scholarly guidance, if we can find it, do something with conemporary

China. We might trace the rise of fascist doctrine from its seeds im

certain nineteenth century thinkers to Mussolini, Gentile, Rocco, and

Palmieri, and once again do so in connection with a study of Italy as it

actually was. Analogously, we might do similar things with Nazi Germany.

And of course we might deal with classic defensei of democracy, choosing

the doctrine of natural rights and the theory of the social contract if

we deal with the French Revolution; the utilitarianism of Bentham and

Mill if we choose to focus on the nineteenth century British situation;

the views of certain gradualistic socialists if we deal with, say, con-

temporary England. Finally, we might apply a similar technique to the

study of an appropriately chosen slice of American history. All of these

are very live possibilities.

Which of these things we should do is not settled, since, it should

be repeated, this is one of the least developed parts of the curriculum,

and will require a great deal of work to bring it up to anything like the

level of what has been done on the impact of science and technology. And

the same should be said about the third section-on philosophy which is

probably the most daring of all our departures from the conventional cur-

riculum. Let us turn to that philosophical section now.

In the course of study as developed through the section on ideology

and reality the student will have been introduced to substantive problems

in history but, by virtue of the fact that we will have put conSiderate

emphasis on the study of intellectual history and on the role of general-

ization in history, he will also have been exposed to other branches of
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knowledge. HA will,.we hope, have developed some idea of mechanics in

his stwdy of the steam engine; some idea of what biology is like from his

study of Darwin; some feeling for theologies' argument in the pre-Dar -

wintan material; and of course, considerable acquaintance with the

behavioral and social sciencesgin so far as some of their principles

have been made explicit in the discussions of Mknchester in particular.

Moreover, he will have been 'introduced to those vast units of thought,

value and emotion that are called "ideologies" And having been intro-

duced to all these forms of human expression, thought, or language, he

is now In a position to be persuaded to task himself the following sorts

of questions: What is history? What are the social sciences? How are

they related? How do they compare with, or what role, if any, do they

play in the construction of idedlogies cf the kind considered in the

second section? In short, the student is now in a position to begin

serious philosophical reflection about the inquiry in which he has been

actively engaged for a very long tiae. He will be doing philosophy in

a concrete way. Let us try to show how concrete such a study can get

by taking the material studied and using it as the occasion for reflection.

Once the student comes to this part of the course with a grasp of' .

Darwin's contribution, we can try to sharpen the distinction between the

fact of evolution and the explanation of it that is represented by the

theory of natural selection. "What is a scientific explanation?", we

may ask. In turn, this will allow us to consider the role of law or

generalization in-explanation, since a theory like that of natural selec-

tion is a law, and Darwin thought that one of his great coneributionn was

to extend the sway of law to human phenomena. Next, wt can-take up the
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difference between causal and teleological explanations and try to show

the difference between Lamardk's view that newrimeeds experienced by the

animal lead its "inner feelings" or subconscious activities to produée

new organs to satisfy those needs, and Darwin's theory that natural

selection is responsible for the changing of the species. In this dis-

cussion the student will be led to see why the so-called doctrine of

final causes has been the bugbear of modern science, why, for example,

the postulation of goals toward which the c;rganiwm strives cannot explain

the evolution of plants, even if it might wrongly have been thought that

it could explain the development of animals.

Continuing this discussion of explanation and law, there will also

be an opportunity to contrast and compare the dynamic laws of Darwinian

theory with the static laws that are appealed to in other branches of

science. In turn, this will lead to a very important question which can

be made concrete to the student of history who has just been exposed to

Darwinian biology: Is there a fundamental difference between explanation

in history and the social sciencus, and explanation in the natural sciences?

Continuing with e closely related question, we may ask whether biological

explanation is fundamentally different from explanation in the natural

sciences which do not deal with living things.

Finally, we can examine the nature of historical narrative and histor-

ical interpretation. The studentwill have been exposed by now to the

difference between factual statements and value judgments, and he will

certainly have been exposed, in one way or another, to the idea that

history is a statement of "how things really are," and that value jud ents

should be studiously eliminated from the historian's operations. But it
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will be easy to convince him that much historical interpretation is made

fram a point of view that is dominated by the values of the historian, at

which point he can be gotten to ask himself about the degree to which

history can be purely factual and objective. gy this time he will have

been introduced to the fundamental questions of the philosophy of history,

namely, "What parts do generalization and value judgment play in historical_

investigation and writing?" and "How objective can historians be?" And

by the time he has been induced to think about those questions, and to

try at least to answer them, he will, we think, have completed a very

exciting, profitable course of study. It would be anti-climactic but

true to say that the materials for this last part of the course are as

yet unprepared. But the task of preparing them is one that we gladly

accept and one that we think that we can accomplish with some success--

given enough time, money, talent, and good will.


